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which each student can successfully cope . 
. . 
Jon~ (1948) .found that children placed in materials 
suited to their reading levels experienced a greater amou~r 
-
of reading gr~th than s~udents who did not receive such 
an individualize~ approach. A careful match of student 
·-. . 
abi~ity to perform at a g~ven level and consequ~ptly the 
•' 
s~ability of available mat'erials can only he ascertained 
. , . 
• 
t~rough careful and · continuous diagnosis 
. . ' ~ -
of individual 
.. ' 
studen.t Q~ilJ~ie~P~wt;ll, 1-972_ ~. 
T.his ~~ern ' for ace/ate 
f;~ the ~e~~qtio~ ~~- - •instruc~onal 
diagno's.is as a pr~requisi te 
methods a ·nd materials has 
~ . 
,been expressed by Grace (1976) I an·d i-n recommendations. 
proposed by th~ R~J?ort of" the Royal, tommiss ion. on Ed\J,ca·tion 
·• 
and Youth (1967),.· The Commission re-cognized that if instruc-
tion is to pro~j.de the max7'm _.0pporC~mity for learning, the 
• • 
methods and materia'ls selec ed ~u-st suit the di~gnosed needs 
. ..-( . . -
.. ~th: immediate insttyctional grO~p .r a ther than those of 
~ a hypothe~cal group. The teacher must have accura~e and 
. . I 
current inf¥matio.n a~out ~ach pupil's level of · read~ng · 
achievemept (K.elly, 1970.) • . o·iag~osi.s whic·h indicates a .r. 
student's .in~tructi _ 9nal .level ... can offer·· this information· to · 
the tecicher. 
• . fl • . 
. Thei;"e are a number of formal and in-formal methods 
. " . 
for· 'appraising reading growt)l and skill . development·;· Jlameli, 
startdardi.zed· tests, 'teacher--made tests; · criterion referenced 
. . . ~ ~ 
~tests and · informal reading . inventories (Bond & Tinker ·, 1973). 
. I!·· 
) 
--~~----- •-- ... ---·- .. 
. ·.· ,, .· 













A combination of these techniques may be used to verify'a 
teacher's own observational assessment (Lee & Allen, 1963). 
Bond and Tinker (1973) state that standardized 
tests do have a valid and recognized function in an eval-
uation program. Ho~ever, other educators, namely, 'Karlin 
(1973), McCracken (1962) and Sipay (1964), appear to have 
·some reservations as to the general efficacy of' standardized 
instruments in assessing instruction·al levels and readin·g 
needs. 
Ih a study. conducted by McCracken ( 1:~6 2) 1 t was 
I ' ' "' \ ' • ' ' ' 
found that standardizecf test grade leV.els .. were :appro~ima~ely 
,. 
two years higher t;hari the instructional levels of pup,ils . 
as indicated by an in.forrna.l reading inventory. .The spread 
between grade level scores on the ~tanda,.rdized instrument 
~nd ~nstrnctional level scores on the IRI appeared to inpi-
' 
cate a potential problem with interpretation if only a 
', 
' 
standardized test wa-s used for .reading placement. Karlin · 
-
" .
(1973) found that standardized test results sometimes placed 
students in ' materials ~~ich they were · ill-equipped to 
handle. · Sipay (1964) expressed the same reticence as to 
the validity of .using standardized test results for the 
selection of ~ns~ruotional materials. 
. -·standardized group reading test results are ·f requently 
· not ·sufficiently diagnostic to be of practicai value i.n 
de termining individua~ r eading needs, selecting materials 
or organizing 'group composit~on (Danie l, 1962: L~vingston, . 
.-
. ·. ' .-. ' ..... -~: ·: -· ·;.;.: :'_:_.,. . . .•· ... ~ : ,•, ·: . . ~ ·· ' :. 
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1972; McCracken, 1962). Livingston (1972) founo that the 
standardized tests he studied "did not measure, and/or 
measure well, the skills a~d abilities inherent in the 
reading J?roces~". Neverthel'ess standardized testing 
procedures do have an essential role to play in gathering 
ot 
dat~ to serVe as a basis for studying the validity of infor-
mation gathered from more info~al sources and as a method 
·of domparihg · the level of achi~v~m~nt /o~- o~e .group to the 
. . . . . . . I . 
~ .. 
·no"rms established·· for the test (A1le·n., . 19761) ·Grace,. 1976) _. 
The'~e- are . o~he:r p·roc~dures, however, ·.which provide ~ore of 
. t~e di~g~ostici inf9rmation 'so e!'l~~ntia,i ~o the cl.~ssioam- · .. 
·teacher. 
Austen ~nd Huebner (1962) ·contend that evaluation 
should combine formal an~ informal, appraisal procedures. 
·~ 
When functional, diagnostic information is needed in the 
classroom the teacher's own familiar, informal procedures 
are often· the best (Dobbin; 1974). Sh'eldon (1970) state-s 
that one of"= the .most .important diagr:10st.ic instruments i-s 
. ' . . 
' . . . 
an informal reading inventory (IRll. Karlin .• (1971.) 
· co.ntends that the teacher recorded- in~entory is the most 
: ' . ' 
accurate . inventory and ·the most accurate· rne.thod of · estima-
. t i ng a chi ld • s inst; uctiohal level. _ An IRI is a non:.. · 
. , : . . . . . . . ' 
staqdard,ized. reading ins:trument designed to ev~.luate · actual 
pupil ·reading skill as demo':1.s.trated 9l'l passages of .var~ing 
. levels of ·diffi?~.l~y. It may sample both silent and ·oral 
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6 
the -child as reflected in his response to . cornprehension ~ 
q~estions (Johnson & Kress, 1965). The strength of an IRI 
is not simply that of a testing instrument but of a stri1tegy 
for· ~tudying the behavior of the learner in a reading ·sit-
uation and as a basis for instant ·diagnosis in the teaching 
envi_ronrnent (Powell, 1971),~ Morris (1972) points out that 
. • I ' 
no one 1s 1n a better position to diagnose difficulties in 
Feading than the cLas.sroorn teacher. 
•I 
An IRI.embodies ~lernents and materials similar to 
• • I _, 
those i ·n t~e ac:tual "inst~uc.tioh<d environment (Piku1ski, : 
1.97 4 ; . . ·Ram~ey', 19J:O) _. · · · Thus . :i,~ off;e~s · pot~'nti~i. b~yond · . 
• 0 • • • ' • • 
. ~ .. • 
· ·o~t~i~ing iRs~ructloh~l ·levels • .. It _can p~ovide. : val~ab~e · ~ 
in~ight i~fo .normal . ·re~ai:n·g behavior, ,e .. pr~cess · b~ · which 
. .. -. . 
a ch~ld g_oes about the complex tas.k of r:e-ading -(Powell, 
Misgivings as to the effe·ctiveness of a-n. IRI, 
particularly as to the amount of · expert~·se needed to · fOJ;rnu-
. . ' . 
late, administer,· and score the t 'ests, have been noted. '·~n 
• . '.)< 
research literature (Danie·l, '1962; Emans, .-1965; .Kettder, ·· . 
1968; Lowell, 1970; Pikulski; 1974). 
0 • ~ • • • • 
' . 
rhe validity of· scoring· cr_iteJ:ia was 'a point- of 
contention- for Kender .. (ig6.8') and' Lo~ell Ci970) ,- _.The ability 
of -t~achers · to . per~eiv:e the r~ading .needs of . . st~d-~!'l..ts ~~hou~- . 
. . 
al-lowing .p-redeteJ?Illined personal biases· to influenGe j~dgme·nt 
wal? the s _ubject of r .esearch by Ernanf:! .(1965). His r:esults 
ir}dicated. a need f·or· incr-~as.ed in-service · diagn~stic; · 
..... ,:.· ' ' 
. \ 
' . . :. . . . :: .. ~ ·. 


























tJ:"aining. ' Kelly (197.0) .and Utsey, Wallen and Beldin (1966) 
found that, with trainin~ prospective teachers were capable 
of accurately assessing funct~nal reading levels and 
" appropriate~.xeading rna ter ials. 
- . . 
. . 
Eyen as _ they pose questions further researc 
and cla.f"ificatlon the· researcher~ '. emp asiz~ the potential 
of an lRI as a diagnosti~ testing pr~cedure, provided 
teachera are ?ci9~izant of the procedures ipvolvad (Ke~ly, 
. . . . .. 
~970) . . Th~refore the .I~I. · appe·~rs to of~er ~ignificant 
pot:·enti;;tL as an effi~ie.nt .. and e"ffective . ciass·room - diagn~s.t~c 
. . ' . •. . . . . . ' . '. . : . . . . . . . ' . ' ~ (' ' ' ' 
i~~-trumen~ . (Daniel, ·1.9 6.2) .• .. · ·. : · -: · . · · · · : .' .... , · · ... · 
. .. . . . . . . _, ·. . . . . . 
. ·' .. · The con.ten·t . ~f - test : mate~ials ··has · b~~n : cited_: ·· as'. 
:. ' . . . . .. . ' . ,. . . . ~·._ ' . . . . 
an infl~~~be. ·on tes.t ·result~~.- Lowe.rl · {1970) st:at ..e·~ .t~a~· 
\ 
the interest or lack of inte~est of a··· subject . in' the conten.t . 
. , • . . .. 
of a fest is a ~t-rong influence on motiv~tion . to read. and 
_consequently tm . the quali:ty of tile re_ading pe_rforma·nce. 
· The amoun~ of· meaning . that a · student bring·s - to a r~a,ding 
..... : 
. ' 
text will affec::t the comprehension of the ·passa,ge •' . Weirier. \ 
~ . ,. 
.. · ' , 
· and Cromer (1967) have · stated· that in ·some instances test 
. . ' 
I 
. . results indicating non-reading, may- .be attribut~d . to ' the . 
·. . •' . - ·. ' 
inatetials a_~d cond.itions'.." of t .esting.• In evaluatin~r Title l 
~ · ' • . ', I . • · , 
Rl:~ding Programs .in ~ht{' Uni tec,l States Smith :( i 97 0_). ci:tes 
the observations of J?rograrn directors who not;ed a de arth of 
t _ests .suited -to the ·language and experience of · stud~n.t·s . bEd-rig 
e~aiuated,_ 'th~.s - casting some do~bt ·as· to th~ ac·c~ra~y 'of 
: overal.l' as ·sessrnent.·. Wein~-r··arici'-'C~~mer · (lg6.7) contend that · 
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\ 
,.! \. 
. comprehension may be if the reader· has : in~ufficient 
experience with passag·e re ere~ts. In a study of ~taridatcf-
. . ~ 
ized .. t~~ts Livingston (1972) , :t:ound .that· "academic subject 
, .. 
matter vitiated against r~ading skill." Livingston (1972) . 
• , , I 
further. coriject,ured that this may be· what ha:s pro~p.tea 
. . , . . ' ' , •\. . 
minority g.roups t,o 'complain that readi~g#~ompreherision tests 
•f . 
\ ,: 
l ~ . 
l . ; . 








\ • '·1 discriminate ·, a..·gainst them. :1!_~ · • • ~ 
c. In· the latter /~":tieth ,cenl:ury the:• . ~ ·. " 
. haS been incre.a~ed : press,ur ·. from. research~r:S an.d t:he ·gene.r:al ·. ::· <l ' ·. · 
' < ' ., ' o ' ' ~ ' • •:' • o ' • ' ; ' ', • : • ' .> I ! • ., ' u '• • ~,I I '~ • ' I ' •. :·, o o • I ". "l ~ ", 
.... : ,·, 
" .. ;reading 'p~bi~.c Jor'·}h~ cr' ati'o'n '·~~'d· 'ut'ilizati~~·· w,ithin,' ou:r:: · " ~: · · - ,. : . ·.·::·:. ·.:-·: .· ::.: 
• ' o o f o • • • o • '.' o ' ' 0 : • o o ' \ o I • o o ' • ' o 'I o ', , ' • ' ', ~ o o : o ' I ' ' ' oJ, • • ' "' ' 1 o "' 'I ' • I : o I ' ' ' o • o : , ' J • ' o l ' o)' " , I ' ' o o o • , o ~ ' • • 





• : • '. , : , ' , r~ • •. _ . ,, : • ." ~-- ', ' ; ,' :.. _.· • ••• •• . ' . 1 • • . • • .'• ' ~ • ::· ., • • t , •• • • • • • 1 •• ··~ .: ,· • • • · · . : : - : : . , , •• • ·. ;· : ·, .. ... · . , "' •• • • ,.', '• .'· 
· ... L97i; : · c~e.yhey,: : .. 1·~·76·.~··:·~·· • rtd,:·:·J:9•/a·)· ..~ .. :,. ... Th~:~~ · ·.:~·res':su~~··s . ·h·a;~··:··· · .. ::~::·: ·:·:: ... : .. . : ~ · ··. · ·· 
. <., 
. .' .. · .. ·· .. ' . . ·.· :> . . ·.... ·. : .:·.:·,:'.'.. . . .· :.;. >/, :' .... " . : ·. ··<.· ... ·, : :·,:. \ ·: : ... : ..... . :· -,:.·.~ · ... ...... · .. " '· . .. .. ·· ; ·".. .· . 
·~ . .'ncrease~ . t~e .. produ.c iori and .. use. ·of st.rch .. materi.ala. ·f.Qr:· ·.::>.· .. · ·, · _ '. ;· .. . . : 
, ' .· : 
. e~i.lchmen't ·p~rpos·e·~ ~ in .. c~n~·~ri , :wit:l1·: · t~·~·· ... cd;r~~·t: . .' .~asai: .. , ~.~al~~:. · ,.: ..  > · . ~::. · 1·:· . .. ..
. . . . . . . . : . . . ·: . : . . . . . . . : .. ·.·. . ... ·. ::· -~~ .. ~ - . :~....:.-~ . ~ . 
~~ries .. Another the ·. ~~iliz·.~tio.n · o{ th~ back:-
grOUl)dS of :· ;tanguage exp.e:r'ience a'ppro~~h" ... 
. ...... . ' ·,. : . 
. . ,' . .· . . . .· . . . ' ; . . . . 
t9 reaqing ~nst uct1on as · advocated .... by-educators such . ~s · 
· .Alien (1976), t n {B76) ;and S~auffer ~1969,; . 'IOthi~ .· . 
approach stud~nts· pro~uc: e· some· of their o~n 'r.e'ad-i~g ·materials . 
. ~aSed o~ P.•rfn~i ·eXperi~~c~~ ; interests. andidea~': .·· ' . 
With· ·the advent ' of 'these .· innovative;· experience~ . : 
. : . I·. .. . -· .. ··:··' ... · .. ' : ......... ... ... '· ...... · ....... . ·. · .. . · ,.,,. .. 
b~'sed. :~a~terf~ls .·f~J;· /ea~.i~g .. ~~str'?~.t-~pn ,. it ~~~id. a~p~a.~. '}:?: 
be' .'es.sen~~al .. t .hat ·th~ . methods. :a:na ··materials utilized 'in :. 
•• r , : • • · , · ' • '. • • • • . ' 
te'sting ,aid 'd{a.gnos is ·~should~ l;>ecome _co;rr·~SP9.ndl~gly.<~a:ie 
. ·. . . ·. : . . . . ... :·· . . · . . . . .:. . :.,...·. -·. .. . . .. 
\ 
'1 . 
. i· (. ' · . 
. . . ~: . . j . ·. 
... r,: .. 
! · : _ ..• 
·flexible, . creative, and · related .to ' tpe . . cu.ltura l .and' .:. . . '· . . ·.·.· .. 
. . ': . . ~ . . .'. ~ ·. . . . . . . . . -' . ::- . .·. . . . ··:: . . . : .: . -· ..... · ... .. ·:··. . ' . . . 
e>eperiential. p.ac~gi;"~\inds _ .of.· th.~·s~ .be~ng te'sted .. 
·, 
. ~ . ' ; 
,;· . 
: · . 
·'··· 
·: ~ . 
; i: . 
; . . 
:0 :. . • · . . .. 
·.:.:· .. 
. . ,• '• 
. .. ' 
. ~ ~ . . . .· · .,;--, . . 
' I • ' 
.· .. 
' , ' '· 
.. . ... . • • ' ·', · . . •, 
·,' 
•, . 
' · : 
. .. .. 
: .. . . . · ' '· . ; :.· 
' . ~ 





' \' 'f 
·• 
Regardless · of_. ·t:tie rne.~hod of - ~inqt.ructi~n ·. beipg · 
. . . : . . . , ·: . ' . ' . ' . ' ,/ . . ~ . ' ' . ' . 
used d~agi)<;>stic· infor~ation is still an ·integral aspect 
'•,, .:. •• ,::r\ ', ,' ' " _. ' ' ' ' • ', • • I I • • 
0~ . ~-r·g·ani:i!~~.ion_ for ·.-~nstructio?'. ' An IRI. wh~bh ut;iliZ~s -- . 
. ' ' • ' ' - ' - ' ' ' tj. ' ' ' '- ~ ' ' ' . ( ' . ' ' ' •. 
expar~enc:;:es _and material-s pf· int~:test to the stl.idents _b'eing ---
_:-_ as-~~s~e~ - ~ould a:~p·~~r · t'o . ~ ·of · ' ~alue in ···s~~h- an· · ed~cat~o~al 
. ·: ' . . · . . ' ', . . . ' . 
l 
.·t -· ~chem~. Ther~~fo·re, · · the main <)bje.ct_iv~: df thi~·:;_~tucf:/ will_-. 
. . .. 
, I 
. " 
.. · . . 
... { 
I 












be t6· de·'(~ lop·: su~h · an : _ experi~nce-ba~ed in£6rma.l ·- r~a~i.'n_g : •. ·-
,· ' < ' ·, in+torY an~ ~o te~t i~. : ~if±~'!C{i~ ass~ll~h9, :1:1\~ > ·.· . ; , '· .J· .. · · 
.. /·:· _: ·' '·. .·_·:· . ~ -· irist:f'hc·tion~l -, rea~liri.g ' l~vels" of /the .st~dent~ ::t •o' \~hom it .-_:_·_·> '-.. ·· .. ''. :. J ·> ·. 
··. ·,, . ·. . ._- .. _: : · ... :. 'I:· . . "·. , : ·:-- , ·. _-; ... , .... . .- : · . . · .. " :-·· . · : . · ~ >.- .. ~ _. .... :.,-'·:_-. -- ~ :.-:::. ·' . · ...... ; . .._r _-_. : 
·. _·_.::· ,· .' ~ •' .. ·. . . ' ··:is_· a4rnihis~e're'd. ' ·, ;. : . :"J . ' '. :· :... . ' ..... ... ' ' ' .-_: · ·: :.-- ~ ,_·, _; ',' ·. ·. ::· .. . ··, . ·-.-> ... ·: ....  _" '-:.:-·:, ' ... :·::: .. : __ · ..
, . .. •• . . : i \,>: : : ;-':· ··: . . ' ~ : ·.· .·" :' ·. . . ; ·· . ·) ·.· ;. , :.: · .. : > . ··· .. ·. ··•····· ··· 
.. .. . ·._, .. .. ·-·:. :.- ·.·.·: ·.:· ·:Iritr.oductJ,.on ··to·. the Probfem> .' ·' -.. · .·. ·. ·:· ·· :~'- · · · . . 
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. : . . 
·: .. • . 
" . 
. · ! 
. .. 
' · ··. 
' • , I ' ; I ' • • o ' , -. ' • • ' 
' :· , ... ( ' ' \ :-~ . .. · ' , : : ._. ' ' . . . .. ' . , . ' •" 
reade~~ involyes ·the ·entir~ . t~aqhing. _"Staf.f · iri ·,qiagnosis 
<~ ll, ·  .... ·: :··,.:·· ', , :
0
• ,',', ,: : · .' • · ~:· • • ·. ·· ~·· •• ,~, .. \ • , , ·;' , • • : · , ; · . ',· 1 '~, ·~ , , • 1 t 
· --frotn 'the'_ day_ .~up_i1.s · ~11;ter-_: sch?<?~ - _':lnt~-1 .' th_1~:· le_av~ ~ : . s~c,n · ·-' . 
' : '• I • ~ • '• • ! :, ' • : • ~ • • , - .' • • • • : • • ·. • : o: • ' ~ .'. • ·.• • I ~ J • t • ... ~ ~: • . • • : : , ,,' ~ • '. • :. ; 
. ... 
.· ; '. 
··· . 
. ' .' . clas'sroom ' diag.nos~s ' is ·an abs'ol.u,te · : prerequ-~sJ:te -- 'for;. J.ntel- : 
. .-.. ._. . . . . . . -~~~~\1£. an~--: r~~~~~~t : ·i~~t~~-cti:.on·. _ . . .-·-.. ~~~ci~~ - --~ ~1~97·4r ... · ~,~.n~e~~~~- .. ·· · ·  .. I .. 
' · . l ,i/>.· . : t\i~~. ~I;: ~ S' ; ~seil ~Iai to •• the ~~~ •"f• a" i~n ;qf. ~n ~~,~~J:fcni~l • ~ ;: " ·, •. ; : l; : 
_. -: . ·'·:·::_. ·.' · --~- - - . ·.:· methods .'arid the .selectioii' =o'£ :appropri ate i'reading ·:ntaterials. j - ". ,•, '.i 
-·: _,:· ._·_._. ··.- -.-:· .... _._ -~-~- ~ ·,:·--· .. . ··-: .. \: .. ::-. ::.-·_:.:_: ·· . .--: .. · ·;: ~ ····,.· ·.· '.·· ·.--· .. ·-:-, . . ·.~ -~·.-. _ · ·· .. :-- ·-. _·>-- ... -.-c ... . . . 




. · ... . : ... . -: .. . that 'these are- tli.~ . bnly -·legitii_tla_te_".us:es 'o~ - _any ·:·;z;-eadirig·· . ··:. ·:·· . · .. ,··.· .·.-. _.-: :.f·· ", 
· ·• .· . . , ''.·.: ···: ' .'test, : >·· ...... ··· ····.• < , • · •• •••••• • .' \:: ~ , ,,: • ' ;,. · ··:.· ..• ...•. · . :tr •. . ·· . · .. :•· · ... . 
· : . ... . · ·· · · : . .,;.-· ·_.; ·:-St~ndardized _ t:ests. : ·a ~·o:r;te··:·c:anno.f perfqrin-- c=i ·· ~uffi:.~ .~ . t - <,- .. < ,·:.· - ~>: ~--:' . 
o, •' ' ,-" , • •, ,,' • , : ',, • _. , .. ':: .. . 
0
°
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Livin«:~s.t~n . (1~72)' fp~nd· tha.t· .. ma;ny ·do not acc_:urately or 
·· . ·~~uf~'i~i.ently ·e~~l~~.te .·all leve.ls ~f .re~ding cornprehensibn. 
' ~qc~,~~~~n ci~6~;' ih his stUdi> f1>und that th~ st;:'d~t'dized 
: · tes-ts - "exarnine~:f did· not accurat·ely . . indicate th~. level. ·of 
. . . . . . · .. 
10 
·. ·.· • .• , . .,_· . _ . . · , -- 1' . . · • . ·• . . . •. . 
· · instructic>r~al· ·materials most · sui ted to · indiyidual -students. 
f 
' . Tiu~r~.f'or'e flnY. standard'iz·~a ~est results must be · ! 
~- } 
. . . ·.. . • . .' ;· , . . • ' ' ., • · ' . J 
. ·. ·supplemented l:>Y the teachers •_ ·own 1nformal diagnos1:ic ·1 
.. ' . ·.- . ' .. . ., . . 
• • • • • •• : . ... • .. . • J '\" ... ' • • • • • _. , • • : : • \ • ' • • • • •• • • ' • ~ • • • :1 . 
. .mea·slir.es and. observations· :' (Austeri & Huebner I 1962) ·• ·Th'e ' . i . 
, o Ooo ! '> , , ~ ' , ' , • .. ,· ,:: , _ ·,_. ~ :, ~.· .-... ~;· . ~ ~-~ ·,· • • :. : - .. .. ·· .: ~. :·: •' ' , ·::·,:·~ .. ~ '·•,, ' :•' ,' ' •.' • ,' •: ' , , · . =, ~· ·~ ,;·, ,, I > • .>~· , · '.>: :: o I ' • ,_. o ~ , I 
· · :· . · . . . : :,._:. :::. ·. · . . .. inf·o.rmal · repding .. in~en_tory ' (1-RI) .· ·.appea~s · tb .. ·offer ·i?~t'e1:1tial ·· · · .. ; .,. 
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.· ._ : ... ;. · . . ·. ,. .: .. · .. ·: ·· .·. as· ·a .procedure . silitable.· .. fc;>r. ··us~· ·by .cl&s~room teachers :. :· .It · .·. .· ·: · . .' .· ·· -·· · 
. ··:,.~ : . · ~: : .·· '., ·: .... . · .... .. · ··~. ~_. · ... ·· ... ·. :-··;· ·: . . · · .. ·.:· -. .. ,· . ...... .. . ·:~ :· .· · : .. :..:. ·.: .. ·· :_·;:· .··:. · ~-:~·::. ,_. ·· · .. · " . : --' .. . ... ·- ;· \:~ . : .·. '· ' 
.;:: :. ·. ··.:· . ·: :·· . . ;. ·. : ::· ·· pro'vi'de"s tlie·;.·_oppor.tp_ni_ty 'to .eva'lua.'te . sk~l1.: d'eyelop~en.~: .'as· . . · .. . . : .. . .. :· .. , .: 
.• . • • \ ·, • · ...  :.,. '':: . ":.::: :~·:· .. ~.· · .·, -.. · .... · ·, ·;::, ·· . ~ .. ·. ·. ' ... -· .. ·:~ .. ::,· .·· ..~ ... ;•>" : .:·:. ~ ·~ : .. ·, '': ·.· ,: , ·; • ::~, :• '' .) ... : . '.-'_. '•;_., ·,· '•:: : ' •' ' •,. • I ' ' • 
< .. ~: ; . .'.:· ... -=.... ;'·> ... . : ... : ~ · : . ." the . student·-read·s ' .. in . a si tuatio'ri ·. and· -rnan·ner . s'imilar·. to: .· the . . . ,' : .. i . 
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·· ··· .. ~. .··. : . .. · ... ,. . ~?Y · ~il ··whi.ch the·· s~i~~ ,:is., 'tl};ed· .. ~u:r ir_1g n6ri1Jci~ :r;·e.ading·~ .. (Beldi~ 1 . · .. t: 
·: :::. ·. :l' .·-: .. .-: ·:, ;· _.:<. ·.·_,·· · ... .. · ... ·· · ... · · . .. ::.- .. · . ~ : ·.- , :.: ,_. :·. · . . :·: '_' '::· ·,' . : · : .: ~;· ·· .. i . .. •• ,•. ;: .. : . . · ' •. · . · ) . i 
· · .·. : .. ·· ..:.:. :.: -' .:. · .. ~.970.;-" : J·oh'rison .. & Kress; :196Bi Ramsey~ : .. 19.72). rt· 'has the · ·1· 
··.· . . ' .·.· . . . ~dci~tio.;~l .{ren9tr ~c&eillg ~~sily consti'uc~~d by the l 
~~- .. --~:~'": ':'; . . · ·. :·· · .. _:: ,t~a~her. ~ro~ .. - m~ter~~ls .·use~ . . Jr) . : fh~: ~-1-~ssroom : an~ . on ~~ary·~n~.. :: ' . i·· · ... 
, . . I~vels: :of ·~if.:~.~~~-~y .. ·,· ~n - t?.is way the: man~~~ · different . )..eve~s :·· . . J.: . . · 
· · ... . ~· ·.of r.e~·~ing. ~.ch.ie\rem_ent .present . .-· i~ any :· ola~ .. s· . may : ;be ··as·sess~d· · 
· ~.- ·~· .· --. _:- · .: ~ ·-, ·. · . : . . . · .. ·~ . . ' ' ' ... ·. ; ' . ' . .. · . . ' . . -~. · . 
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· .. ····:· .,. . .. ·/:: · ~~~te~~: .. ~.~·~~; ·b~~~~:;·:m~·~~-~·~ai~:··.: ~~:e · ·~~t, .. ~ bi:e ·:'·~~:·:t~~.;. ::·~~r~ : ·~:f.·· .. 
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Trends 'toward the increased· use· of enrichment 
materials as ~n the language experience apprpach a'!-y~cated 
\ ' ; '"' ,. 
by· Al).en (1976) and the use of culturally.,..baseq materials 
. '· . :~ - ' ' • . ' 
as des·c~ilje·d by Lind~ (197~.)· ·h<lv:·~ -~rated the need for 
.. I ~: • • 
grea:t;_er flexibil~tY . and skill in studen·t diagnosis. Smith 
. . . ~ 
(1970) :. state's that eva·luators have ..{ound that many tests 
. . 
presently . in . us.e ll).ay· n.ot · be· ~ui ~e,c;l to . the! language· and. l . 
•• • I' , · ' ' ' , ' r 
'I • • •, ' ' 
. _ · e.,xi:;e·rie.~ce's· qf the· .diild :· .o~'ing · asse.ssed. · .. <, Weine·~ an~:cromer - . _ 
, ..... 
. . : '. . .' (:i 9'6 7·) : fou~q .tQ~ t .' poor ~e~.d:il1'g per fo'j:maric~ may i.n some· 
- "', \ ~ . . • . • .. ':· ,· /.' •· ' ~· - • ' .. : •. ' ' ' •, · ' . . ' :_ • / : . ·, : ' : .: t . ' , ·.~.·... : . • •' . : .... ~ .. . ·· 1., . · • . • ' •.. 
. :'\< ··> , .· , ·.· .. inst::iu:i'¢es : b~ ··. tn.e .~ 1res.ult· .of . ',ina.deqi.iacies ·' in ' the '·ma.teria.1s· 
. . . .. .·.. .. . '' · ..... ; .. ·: {~~~~: .. : ~ ... ~8~·~·-·, Thu·~ : :re~~~;~~:. ~p.pears·.-'.td . ~~ a~t,ib~·Vffl~g. ~he·: .. ···.-· . 
·.~: . -.. ··. -.... · ... · .. ,. _._~··· .·· .. : ..  '.·. -:: :- ~: ._ .. --~- ·, .. ·· ~ ·· _: .... · ' .·.· :_ ~ · :~ .... ·":.' J·' ·.:·· .. .. . ·- ... -;_·: :>·:· .. · ~, -: ·.: .. · . ... .. . .. . ·:·.· .· .. ·:··.·.·· · .. . 
· · ·:· .. . · . n.~~dr fo;r- .c.t;"e.ative ... ·te_s~~ng ma.terials .a~d. ·pro.cE;!dures which · :··.·::. · ; 
-: , .. ·· .·. . ·.: · . ,.' ~ ·,: .: · .. -~' .-· ... .. .. .. . ,. .· ··. _·/ .·_. '_:·:· _:_ ·~·-~ · · .. · ... · .. ··. ··. ·_· .. ~-: ·r . · .. _· : ; .· ... -- ...... . · ·. ·. 
• • · ·. ~ I ( .J • • . . do no;t: d·is·cr.i.minate. ~g~inst .students·. of m.i!lori ty:· cult\].res·· . , 
:_ ;, - IL~~i~g~to,i, •l912i ~~ttCO{f, 1966). 10, : _-- • >' : • . . 
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materials based 01:1 :thejfack~i~und_s of students would appe~r · · 
to be' o~e · ;,~Y . ~f ·t~s4'ni. func~~_gnal . reading . skill . i;ather 
. than . k.l)9Wledge 'in a particu;La.r area. In -'this way, the 
·. - . . . . 
divergent. or · dl.ffeient . experi.'ences .of'·. some,' students .would .- · ·-
. . . . : , . - .. ·. . . . . C" . : -
not impair the ' acc~r'ate: ass'e-~sinent 'of ' their :~·~ading· :at>iii'ti.~s. 
• ' .. . • • . • . . • • . . • ,. . . • • : • ~ ~ • • "'l . ' • . • . . • • • • 
· ·. . Most .. s.tandardiz~d .. .-te.sting. iri~?.truments:"; .. ·arthqu9h · ":!· 
. . . . . ' .• ' · ,. ·. ' . . . . ' .; . 
·. ·in~uff~cie?tly ~i~gn<.>stl~ · -f~r .' classroom plann-~ng ·of . ma.teri~l's · 
. ; . . . .. . . . . . , . 
or methods. ·o'f.' selection, .. do have -the .. vaiue . of bei~g st.andard·-
• ' , '. • r ' • • • • : ' ' '. 
· :- ·:. ii~d fox< farg.e populations. "' They: .offer· the · starid~~d ag.ains't 
.. wh,·ich .. to cv~pare ... t~e· l:~.v~l . ~f· r~adl~9 ··~tt~~n*~nt ' ~f a . 
.. . .. · . .. . . . . . . . . ' . -· . . ' 
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I ''rhe 'present st'udy attempted to examine the questions 
of whet~er an informal reading inventory utilizing exper-
·-ences J,f Newf9undland students ·coutd accurately assess the 
instruct\ional read.ing J,.evels of the students to whom if was · 
administered. A standardized r~ading test and a quasi-
ste~:nciarqized informal reading _inventory were employed 
during · t~e invest~gation as: th~ standards against which to 
1 







·: ... \ .. ·. _·. s~.~~mel,t of .~he _ .. ~.P.~.-~ .. Dlem. . · ., ' . ·r 
' .. · .. · . . . . .::· ·: ·. ·0'_.-._~:· :·h~ .. : l .-' :. ' 
·. · .. . ... · .· .. . . ~ ·.. : . · Tjis ).~~udy ... will <~t·t~~~~ - ·~6- :~~amin.e , . th~ · fo11oti/ing : .... · ,~ · ·( -'.: 
, ) 1 







. · pi~bl~m: \ ' . : .. :·. ·· · ' · '· · . . . . / ~ · 
. · · . ca~ an ·i~foi:mai readirig ·in'!OOtory Whi.ch ut.Hi.z~S j J: . 
selections'1 based· o~ _the e~perierices ·.and· int~~ests, of . · .. / · . :\.·. 
Ne~fouridland '~tudents provid~ .a.s ·· ac?Urate ' a'n_ asse!'ssme!lt ' I 
. . I 
.. ro'i .'.t~e· i~~t-_ructi~~al ' re.ading :.·levels .. of . the·:::st~d~nts · .. b~i~g I J 
assessed as ·d.oes the An~lytic·a1 Re.ading _Ihverit.ory (Wq:~a.S· ·& 
·: . Mo~, ·. 1977) ~and the· Metropolitan ·Achievement Test,· ··Form~F 
~ :. . . . . . : ' . : ~- . ~ . . . . ·.- . . : ' . . . . . . . .. 
(Durost, -B~~ler ,_ Wrights tone, Prescott .& Bat-ow, ~97 0 )} · · · 
.. 
.. -. 
' I i.. · . Rat,iohale :for · th·e · Study 
i · ' . 
. . Re·se'ardh :s .tiites. thati 'the . subj.ect matter of tes·t 
. . . . . . ·' . .. . -.· .· . ..- . . , · ,:. .. . . . 
l J. 
·l 
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materials may impa~r :read;i~'g perfo:imance ·and . comprehe~sion 
' 1, o 0 I )o t o .. ' o' o I ' I ' o " l' ' 
• " • ·' I' ~ , · • • • : ' . : 
: b_ecause of a, lack. pf 'il,lter,est:·· · i~ . or expe;r;ien'ce · with -.the ' ' .. .-.. 9-. 
, I , . . . , ,. ' . . . . ··. •• .·· i) . : .. , . -: . ·:.·.. . .. :. :- , . . , 
. re'ferents of · a· pa.ssage . {Lo~eit 1 ·.l970i'We;i~er & _ .Crorn~;-, .. : 19,67) .• · 
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Smith ·(1970) contends that SOIT)~ reading t-ests may be 
unsuitable to th~ lang.uage . and experiences of students. 
. . 
This may d~scriminate against minqrity groups being assessed 
(Livingston, '1972) • E~senberg (1975) reports' th~t some 
\ . 
minority groups may perform poor1y on standardized tests 
because they lack tlie basic verbal skills necessary to 
. . ' 
. . 
successfully ha.ndle t~·st mater;i-al. .Livingston · (1972) st.at"es , . . : 
. . . . .. 
.· .. i"n· .re~errin.g ·to. tli.e -. standard:j.zed. t:e~ts he ~~t.udi.ed, · tha~ ·s·o~~ . · · 
0 • • ~ . .. •• • ' • • " t: 
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: .'l'hes'e ~~se.archers·.' app~a~ {o S~gg~St a nee.d·. ·f~r .-... 
. . : . ' ' . ~- . ·: . ' . . . 
improved . t_est.in~ . materials that . do· not discriinl.rt~t~. agair:s·t 
s'tudents ~f ·different ~x~rient.ial .qr c~ltli~ai backg~o\.mds· ~ 
, . . . 
. . . 
R~ther . than trying . to· i~Je tbe culture and -expede.nde 'of · 
a group of students it w611ld appea:r;;. more de~-i~:abie ·'t~ .. u~~ 
.. thi~ :b~~kground .i~ ·both.· ie iri.struc~ional ·and eval~~~i-ve 
r ~erial sd a~ to gen:r; e . increased i~t~re ·~ and cori sequen tly . 
improved and mq~~\ acc;late perform<mce. ' .. · . · 
. · .. Th~refore~is . stuc1y for~ul;at~d - ?lnd te·st~!i an · 
·: ·informal re~d'ing". -~nvent~ry.· u.tillz.ii:i~ lang~age . ~~pe'r.ience .. . 
. sto,ri'es w~it;_te~: · b~ students t}?.rough~q-~ ·_th.e· prov.ince.· This· 
. ins't'ruinent- ··w~s used .to .. ass~ss . instruc.ti~na'r ·reading: ·l~v~ls 
. ·. of· :st~d~~ts .. as. a p~rer~q~isite tci \h~. ~elec~ior_l .bf s:ui~ap:I,7 .. :. 
. ' 
' ' ·· . . ' 
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. the 'information. provided by. su.ch a diagnost~_c -a.l?sessment 
t,he ·classroom teacher:· inay make . a · ~ore . inf~rmed. sele.ctioh 
. . . ' . '. . . ' . ' 
of reading materials calculated .to· stii-t tl:ie d~monstrated 
sk~lls and ·abilities of her stude.nts. 
- ~- . ·~ : ' 
·The· ,ihs't.ruc.t.io~a"i ievels· . .;ts . determined· by the· 
.. . 
experienc~-bas~d .'informa:l r~ading iriventory - "'er~ te.sted 
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.f'?r accuracy 'riy1 comp'arison tQ. the st·and.~id.ize~ .. ·· Ievels-as' . .,- j : · 
· -;~~- ·- :~ . . . · det~~in~d •.. ~t· ~d~-~~~sh!~ i:~g :~ s~a~~a~~i ·z~d .. re-~di. ~· .. . te~~-~- .. , : -_ . : :. ·;. , . :::: ··}=:-'> 
···~:- .. ···. -·namely I ·: ~he·: M~br~poli;t~ri-. ·Aci1~e-rrtent ; ~~~~·· ::F~;m . :_.,.(0~;·6st'·.-~: . ~ :,.~ _..· :.::_·.· ·::'.: ~~·· j_..:;./ 
. ·. . •' ... . .'. : :.:-.. : ' .... :_.·: ' ... .. :.: · .· . .. ~- · ·~:._. .·. ' .. ····. · · ...... / ~ ·· ~'! , · .: ·~ .. ~--~. ·: ..  · · :· . .. . ~... ·· · .. ·· ' ... 
:: • ··: . · ... et · ~1. ·1 . ~97.0) - )i~q .. the · Anal'yt~cal Reading:· In veri torY,:.~ ('Woods·. · -~. · : . ··.:· :~ :, 
.: ::::.. . '· .·_ . .. .: ·;h ··. ··. -. ~ ·_.. '. ··· .. :-. ; ... :· ·. ·.: ::_.,: . ·.·· .. -..... ·. ". _·.:-·· '::·· .. · ... :" . ,1. ' . · ' · .", · ... . ,:· ' .' : :· ·:·<·· ·.· ~ : ·/ :· .'·::" : ·. ," '. -: .. : .:.·- : 
, .- . . ... . - . · . · &Moe 1 .197'7)~· .· . . · - .. . . _! ,, • • • ·• · •. • • •. • • • • _0 _: .·.· .. >···':·· .. ··.-,· 
··•·· · ; · · ' ·. · .. •. · . ' : .. -_ sf<j~CL_.~. :S.of <£s~:~Y, 1" , • •.. '. '.: ~ / · . ·. _.- :- -· : : .· ·.· 
~ • • ,· • ·~·~:,' • ' '• : :. ',' , ··: '· ., •'; , . ' ' o ., ' • - ~ .· ~·: ·.· .·• •.".. \. ~~ · ~ ' '~' • ! : ' ',I:,: • · ~ , • ~ - ~. 
' . ' .... , , , • ; ' ~ ,. " • -: : , •• • • • .'! • • : .- I, . . • · :-.: ' p • •" ' ' ' • • - · ' I! , 
0 · - · _,·. .·. . . ~ _ . . .... ·.· . ·. _·· · "' :', · - ~ · -·''_ , · ·~:· ... =- .. -.. ·.· _. ;.: '·'"; .. ·~ -. . ~ .. -
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. ;. · .·· · ··Johil·son···and.Kress (196'5-).>conterid/ that Lt;· ·is ·highly . . ·~ ·= • · · l · 
., _.. .· . . ·_: . .. . · · ·.-· .. ··. . . . · .. . - ~ .:~_:·' .... · . )_ -~· · : (""~. ': :_.l. · .. -.:· · .. , ~ ·. · ·· ·:~ ·:. · -:·. ···1'-
: d'~sfrable,'· 'f9r· each .·:l:;eacher ~o\fo:trnula:t·e . hi!;! _own lRI ~- : .. : Hdwever, ·.> · -' . . ;1: 
. With ··~~- cofitinuing _~~gh l'~~i:l-~~acher':r'!t;:o th~t·.~~iSt~·•i~ __ .·. ·;···· , l •.· 
. . . . ma~·y ·.··of oUr ~~wfou~dland ... ~chbo'is : ~th.is . m~y f~~q.u~·~tly ~e .· ? ', .l .· .. 
• • 4 • ~ - • ' • • • • - '\ • • • • • • : . ·.... .. • •• ', · , '... : • • • • ' . • : ' • • • ' ·! . . 
· ·· · -' _ impr~ct:ica.i :in te.rms-'o'f.th'e.:_~i~·e :' ·avatlabl~ .~ · - : Th.ete~o~e·:i . ·a · .::·.· . ..... : -.;.{: . 
'• . ~' '· .·.;· .. '. . '· .· . .- . -~ ; . ~ .. :. :._ ·.. . :. . ·, . - '· ·.· ..... ..... ·. ... . -:. : .. • ' · . .... · .· \ . . . ·. •.. . . . ~- ;'·/ . 
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level is indicat~d in an IR~y a word recognition rate 
of app~oximat~ly 90 percent or less and a comprehension rate 
of approximately 50 percent or less (Johnson & Kress, 1965). 
Readability: This is the level of comprehensibility 
of reading materials. In order to re~d and understand ade-
.. 
quately designated written material .a reader should have a 
levef of reaging skill w~ich corresponds to the . readability 
·level of the materials, · Readability levels may be determined 
-
by . sutijec~ive assessments of the ~tyle, format, vocabulary 
and concep~ual composition of materials by librarians, 
teachers or publishers~ A more .objective test of readability 
levels may be obtained by ap~lication of a readability 
formula such as 'that advocated. by Spache (1974) or Harris- . 
Jacobson (Har~is & Sipay, .1975). 
Limitations of the Study 
. , 
The results of this study may not be generalized 
to the total student population because of t~e following 
limiting factors: 
1. The test materi~s used were obtained from a sample 
population of Newfoundland students. Therefore, results 
may only be valid. for students of similar ' backgrounds .. and 
experiences. 
2. The informal reading'·inventories were administered 
to students at the · fourth 'grade level and therefore result.s 
D 










may not be similar for .students at other grade levels. 
:.L The experimental informal reading in-ventory •t~as 
co~related with the Analytical Reading Inven~ory ~nd the 
18 
./ 
Hel:ropolitan Achievement Test, Form F. Experimental results 
may riot be ~pplicable to other forms of informal inventories 
or other standaidized tests. 
4. The re·adabi,li ty formulas applied in this study· 
were the Spa,ehe ( 19 7 4) and the Harris .... Jacobson Formula 2 , 
' . 
(Harris &· E;ipay, 197 5) . Readability formulas .cis they · 
' . 
presen):ly appear 4o not attempt to measure the conceptual. 
Th~refore, the readability 
\ . . ' 
designations of the proposed Experience-based Reading 
Inventory story select~ons do not necessarily reflect the 
conceptual difficulty of the test passages but rather 
vocabulary familiarity and sentence length. 
' 
'5. The passages of the experimental instrument were 
t-
treated with either the Spache (1974) or the Harris-Jact>b'son 
Fo.rmula 2 (Harris & Sipay, 1975) readability formulas. 
Therefore; reading levels may not be strictly equivalent to 
. those produced by treatment with other readability fo~ulas. 
6. Th~ silent re·ading $COres of the experime111tal' instru-
ment were .c.ompared to the silent reading ·scores of the 
If, -~-. 
Analytical Reading Inventory and the Metropolitan Achievement 










REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
Introduction 
Thii chapter ~ill deal with the ~esearch literature 
representing areas of pert1nent concern in relation to this 
study. The firs·t section will examine the rationale f0r. 
~ . . . . . . 
the selec'tion of approJ?riate instructic:mal; materials suited 
to. the demonstrated ~eeds and a.bilitie.s of students. The 
: 
seq~:md section will' examine the ' lite~ature concerning the 
. methodology of .informal reading inventories. Section three 
will explore the. use of the language experience approach 
in the development. of an informal reading inventory. Section 
four will examine the question of readability. Section five 
will study the criteria selected for informal reading inven-
tory level designations. Section six will discuss the 
problems related to the scoring of an informal reading 
i~ventory. 
The Selection of Reading Materia.ls 
It appears to· be a sound educational principle that 
there· be an appropriate relationship between instructional 
.mate'r ials and the pupils who must use them. Da~e and Chall 
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20 
(1949) state that books and materials must correspond.to 
the abilities of the students utilizing them if learning 
is to be accomplished • . · They further observe _ that material~ 
suitable for the child who is a skilled reader are not 
necessarily equally appropriate for the les~-skilled r~ader. 
In other words, there is no one text suitable for all students 
in a class; 
Fri (1972).~tate~ th~t the selection of the right 
reading materials for students is ·one of the· most important 
tasks of any teacher. This philosqphy _is held. by 
Austen. and. Huebner (19.62), Bond and, Tinke!r (1968) I r.ee (1966) I 
Marcus (1.974) and the Repoi:t of the Royal Commission on·· 
Educatiop and Youth (1,67). 
materials which are t~o ea~y 
The placemen·t 9f students in 
or too,difficult has been cited 
by Bond and Tinker (1973) and Lee (1966) as . a major co~-
., 
... 
tributing fiactor in the growth of reading problems; 
One of th~ earliest studies conducted on the need 
for the ~election of appropriate instructional mateiials w~s 
performed,. by Jones (1948). In her ·study of twc;:> hundred and 
/ 
fifty pupils the instructional materials _were adapted to 
the indi·/idual differences of those in the experimental 
group, · while those in· the con~rof group cpntinued with the 
I 
non-iridividualiz.ed mat~rials of. the· regular curr.'icul~m for 
their grade. Jon~s· finding~ 'indicated that the experimental 
gro_up demonstrate¢! · a greater amount of reading · growth than· 
. e . th~ontrol group. Another finding w~s that the di.f ferences 
• 7-"' ": ' ~ •, • ~ • • ! 
.. 
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21 
in growth as a result of the ~xperimental tre~tment were 
greater for the normal and slow children than they w~re for 
the superior children. Thus individualization of materials 
appears to offer increased potenti al for reading growth for 
those students .most in need of it, i.e., the slower student. 
A study conducted by Cooper (1952) appears to con-
firm the findings of Jones .(1948). This investigation showed 
that c~ildren placed in. instructional .mat~r.i,als .. according 
to rilther stringent cd .. ter.J .. a for . instruction.al levels do 
. . .~ 
. . 
advance .more . rapidly. :than "those · pl"aced · in ·.materia:ls for· 
. ' .. . . . . . .. 
. · . . 
:whiqh they are l~s·s : suit~d . . Thu~ it. woul.d . ·appear that _· 
. . . . · .. ,..- ·. . .. . .. . . . 
·sttidentl? ··wno · a.ri:r. rn.ost :.careful,l.y and clo!;ely. m.~tched . t~ th~~r·. : . . ..: . 
reading materials stand · to c-reap. the· most benefit .from thei r • 
instruction. 
Bradley (1976) comments that if student placement 
is improper Jn 'terms of book dif~iculty, reading achievement 
. . " . 
is quite likely · to be adversely .affected. He further con-
tends that if student placement is in relation to book 
inte'test as well as difficulty, optirnal· . achievern~ht gain is 
possi-ble. 
This. is. 'also the studi~d opinion of Lovdt·t and 
. . 
Hansen {1976) · who fciup:d in their research ·that students 
pla·c·ed . in reading .materials suggested 'by demo·nstr~ted 'pupil . . . 
. . 
performance progressed rnuc.h . more rapidly ·after the correct. 
Placement than they had previo~~ly· . In this -.case increase~ 
·instruction ·aid not appe.ar to be a·n interfering factor since 
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the teachin-g involved was intentionally relaxed ·and of. 
\ 
second&ry importance. However, · reading improvement for 
the experimental group was considerable. 
Utsey, . Wallen and Beldin (1~'66) state that the 
22 
critical task 'is the sele~tion of :z;-~ading materials ~t the 
appropriate instructional levels as dE.HI'\on·strated · by puJi:lii 

















·that : a thorou9h. 'eval~ati'o~·· o.f ': th~· :chi:tc:l, and hfs _re.ad.ing_ . . ; ·'f 
. :· . ' . . . "' :. • . . . : . . ·. . . ..: .: • . . . ' i ·· · •' f ·. 
:·· abill, t.ies p 'lus _a careful. ·' exam'iZf.at.iori of .;i.yapable .. rea'ding:··· ~- · ···. · · . . ... . j : ·.: .:. · 
• • I. ' • • . I 
:·. materi'al;s .woul(s~rve. •a:s a ·g\.tide 't:~ -- th~· wis'~ · .. chqice:' ·c~)'£-: ........ ··. . . . ... :· .. -.. . 
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. tiie·re:u?p~a·r~ to be -~ firm basis :_ f-~.r· ihe. ·se~~ctioh 6-f. ~~-adin:g· ·.. . ·, : . . · .. .... 
• • • I ,: • 
. ma.teria.ls which ·correspond t6 the 'dernonst~ated·-{>re~d.ing· 
" ab~li ties• of ·th~ s 'tuden:t;:s . fCJr whom ~ they. are intended~ 
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23 
to be .a procedure· which .satisfies th·ese criteria, ·according 
to Bamrnan (19"70) ·and Johnson and Kress (1965) • 
• IRI procedures should . provide ample · !opport~ni ty tp 
assess oth.er .. ~actors ~i tal .to·: reading success, such as orai 
J 
language skills., br~apth and depth of . ' men tal, content,· 11eariri g 
\ .. . 
ana· ·v.i,sic>'n.· Barnman ·(1970.), 
:. •. 
Johnson' (.1965) and Marcus ' (1974) 
·- .' ' • .; 
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instructional levels. The study conducted by Coope_r. ( 1952) 
. found , th~t placing students in materials suited to t _heir 
·individually ·assessed--instructional l.eve~s resulted in 
I · o 
significant g~ins in reading growth. 
A, study conducted by D~iel (1962) provided· ev:±dehc.e 
. re'iating to the utility of the IRI as a sourc~ of diagnosti~ . 
. ~nfo~m~t~·qn . ~e~ded ·far · ~f.fective <;JJ;OUP p_lacement ·. Daniel 
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.. f,i_ndin'gs ·on the ~alue of· ' the lRI for both· grouping and 
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' · · ' 
. _ di~gnosis, ·. 
·. ' • 
The :·_study . c9~ducted hy_ McCl:~·cken ·.( i .962) , a-lt~ough .on 
. '~ . : . ,. . . .. .. ~. ~ . . ·. . . ... . . . \· . ' ' ~ . . 
,·_./ .. a' ~-~-~il grp.~P, :.fo~~ .that . the;.I;ar ~av_e · mbr.e eas1:).y J;nter-
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the"'particular lRI used could also influence indicated 
I 
levels·. This upholds the opinion~ of Bradley (1976) and 
25 . 
Maginnis (196'9) who noted that an informal· reading inventory 
, ' 
using l:"'aterials selected from basal readers could contatin . 
passages which were more or les$ difficult than the levels 
.they were purporting. to ·test. In his study, Bradley (1976) 
,. 
. ' 
found. that a basal reader for one ·grade level· could contain- .. 
s~i~cti?~s' var~i;;'g_ .?ver·· a~; much_ ~s ~~~-~-e · rea.d~bili-~y . levels • 
' ,· . '. 
Th'is ~-ari:~nc.~ ~in··. r~_a_dqbiiity couid ,.call into-·ql'iestion the .· . 
' . ''. : · . '· . ':'.; · .. .. . , ' : ·.' ·:,. _·.·-;· . '," · .. •' .. _ .. : ' . ~ -. ·, '' : .. '' . ' ·. ' . ... . ·. . :_·. . . 
· . accu.r:~cy ~r te~t · results. · .P,J.Jculsl<;l_ (191.4) · suggests th~t . · 
' ' •· '~ '' , : :' • •'' ,' ,• ' : •' • ' ,• ' ;'; ' ~ ~: ' ' • · , ,, • ' : ' • • ,' ' . , ' • , ' -~ '. • • I • • ' : • • ~ ,~' 
. ·tp~re shcri.ild -be - ~o.me · ·a:tt:empt~· ·ma·c;le-·to ·lo'eally·. y<i'lidate . ' _ 
~epea~edlj;·: us-ed ~ t.Ki 's . ~o .·as ·"' to ~-+iininate., su~h iil~cctiraci~s. · 
For an . IRI to · be an · acc'urate meast).re bf instructional' levels. 
it · see~$ nece~sax:y ,to use s_ome measure of read~pili .ty as a, 
·check of cc:mtel)t. va_l-~dity. ' 
. ·_As .. _wi t~ : any oth~r ·testing · instrument the IRI has 
. ' -
limitations which ·should be recognized .• : Th,ese mainly po_ncern, . 
· .. · 
. ·., , 
acqprding .·to Loweli · (1970) , the. ·crite.ria usE;!:d- to' e~~ab'lish 
. .. '· ' ' , ·': . . 
. the v~i:-ious ··levels ' ~d -the: level cif tea~her ~kill needed · .. 
. ' . . . . . . ' .. .. . . . . . . . . 
. . : .. - : . , . . ,. ' :. . ·• - . ,' - . . . ·. . . - .-. .-. 
· ·· - to· diagnose _read_ing ~i-li~ies . an~ :ski:ll -leve_ls acc~;-ately • . 
.. . . ' "'; . 
Em~ns-: (19 qS') :. ~oundt~~t teachei"s· w~~e inad~q~ate at asses!?ing 
. . . . . . 
iridivi:dual .. pupi·I~ rieeds . . II?-di~i'du.~i ·b,iases. t_en~ to __ c.loud 
th~ir · jud~ent. · However, Uts.·ey ·et al_~- - (196G) · found that . 
' I • ' ' ' ' • • '• • - ' ! ' ' ... ' : • ' ' ~ ' ~ o • ' ' ' ' • ' 
'dia~11~sti'c aqi,li_tie~ arid. ski,~! a~ ·dete~n~pg : functional 
• • . • • • ·, ' . • I ' 
reading .ievels improved signif~-C:~ntly after. ~ree. ·hoU;rs · of 
. . . . . ; - . . . . . ·. . ' .· . . . 
·. §i~riiated 'in~ trU:ct.ion· .. in : re·adin<i~ .ih'len tory · adrninis :tration ~ 
·. . . · ... ,_. . . , . • .. .' . . I . . ... . . -· . . ·.. . . . . . . 
' .l ·. 
. ·.·· 
' . 
• ... t ' 
. ,·. 
:· . . ' 
. · .. . 
. · . 
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26 
Kelly (1970) reports equally pdsitive results with a similar 
study he conducted. Thus the problem of teacher expertise 
-·~ 
in IRI administration is not completely insurmountable. · 
The second problem noted by Lowe 11 ( 19 70) exists 
to select for the designation of instructional reading levels. 
Although tl?.is .calls into question the validity of instruc-
tional. ·re!vel designation · in .g.ener~l it . is. not .enough to 
.. . . . . . ' . . . 
·negateLthe> posit:ive bene·# .ts :of· us_i .ng an. IRI-, namely,' ·to ·. 
• • • •·, , • ' I, • • • ' • • ., ' ' 
• diagri9.s~· · _stre~gth~ and · weaknesses. in ·reaq~n4:- ~k~lls. 
Ne-~e~tl1~i~s~ ,·. b9th · Pow~11· :( 1971) a~d -.. Pik~lski ·'(1;74). c~.ntend 
' • > I ~ ' •· . • • ' . '. 
that these are areas which must ~e sub:fec_ted to . f~rther study_ 
a~d 'verification · bef.ore the IRI beco~es · completely acceptab~e 
as a test1I?-9.· instr~ment . . · In spit.e · of. these{ limitations, the 
IRI .method of reading 'diagnosi-s .offers much potentipl for 
reading assessment in t~·e classroom,_ where t~e · analysis. of 
pupil-· - ~kil;J.,s is·: an essential prer.E!quisi te t .o intelligent and 
relevan:t instructipn and for the selection ·of the most 
·appropriate instl.'uctional material:s~. 
Language Experience . and the 
. . . . 
Informal R~ading -.inventory · 
.J. '· 
. • 
Pikulski (197:4) states that the c:entr~1 co_nc·epts 
· ' / 
. . • ' I . , . . . . 
to ·be .. co~sidered· in relation . to -anr. .. ~valua:tl:on 1ns.tr.~~nt 
. ' . ~ . . 
·are validity and relia,bility. ' Reliability· is the ' accuracy 
' . .• . . . .·· . ' . . \ 
. - · 
. .. ,._, ·. 
• • , I , . i"· 
.· 
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27 
or precision of the instrument , and validtty the reflec-
·<~· 
tion of the extent to which an ~.nstrument measures what it 
purports to measure. Pikulski (1974) further contends that 
... 
the vario~s "forms of validity are difficult to assess .with-
out reference to the purpose fo~ ·which and ·the pophlation 
.. ' - . ~: I 
' with which the ·measur,e is being employed. It .is this latter 
aspect of. validi "!=-Y: which. thiR sec~ion- will ·explo(.e .. 
Gagne (-19.72) has stated that instruction is 
' , • ' • . . . • . . . • • c 
9- matter 
of sti:hiulat1ng the, use' 'of ca:pahl.liti~s ' the . le.ar!).er al:ready 
' . . ' . ~ . . . ' ' ~ .. 
. . ' 
has "(lt his· disposai· .a~d ' o'f . making sure that he has·.' the • . 
. . . . ' . - ~ -~ . . . ~. . . . . . 
. re·quisite ,"'capab~ii t±~s ' for"· present tasks· .as well . as thos"e .-
to .· co~e .. : _I .t has · freq.~en.hy·· be·e~ .. hote·~ . b.:Y~ · .· ~e~c·~~-~~· .in . the. ·· 
. . ' . . 
·field that children ." tend to work h~rder a~ decfphedng 
materials that are .. meaningful and of interest to them. 
. . ' . 
:~· . ' 
Thorn ton ( 19 7 4) ·lis ays that it is the- task of educators to 
~. 
make the child 1 S : world more understandable to him, to" ~ncrease-
, 
. • . J 
his possibility of making meanin·g ·out. of the' seemingly 
incompreliens~ble. : Goodm?,t~ (1965) conte':lds . that literacy·_ · 
. . . 
is~ilt ~n the . base of the .child's ·own language with re.adi"ng ' 
. . .. 'l: . . ·· 
materials an"d instf'UCtion ·drawing as ·m~ch as p'o§s'ible on 
. ex.perience:s and se_td.ng~ appro~riate to the ta~g"et . childreJ;l • . . . 
.. Tl1e· student expands 9utward _from ." his own _lp.'nguage and 
-experien·c~. · · G?.o·dmiin _ (1965) . s~arizes ·this principl~ by · 
sayipg . ~~t·· _the reader. cannot ' cq~prehend· :m~te:dal's .~hich 
• . . . • . ·~ • ' ! J ./""' ' 
are based on .··experiences and ~qncept's . out~ide his background · . . 
·, 
. ' • 
' ' ' I 
.. . 
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and be'yond his _present. level of deyel.opment. This appears 
to be the basis' of the language experienc·e approach to 
readi,ng as described by Al;I.en -(1976) and Rall {1976). - In 
this approach the l.a~guage ., :experfences, · a~p interests · of 









_.particulariy the cornmunic,~tive. s.kills. . Tt).e child and his · : 
' . 1 . ·al·r~ady-developed i-ingui.stic skfils · .ari'a .kJ?.owleqge b~come· · · f . 
' ' ' . ··=·. . . • • . •' :: 
an .add~d." sd,ur~~· 'of . . re.'adi~g . and ~r;~ing ~~-~~~'uc.ti~nai' '' : ~ -.. r: :_ 
. ' ~ . ·: ... : . .:.· . ~ .. ... . ·. ~ · .'.,.: .. : . . •, · .. . ··.··· :· .~: .' .' '.· ... · \ -· ·. _ .... . . ·· .. ,. : .·.· .... " ! .' · 
. . ~1e_r,:.i~ls: (~a,~li~ ( 19!:1) :~ · -._::~h~s - . ~ffi:~.· th~ .. -~r.in¢~p~e : s·~a.~~~ :: -~~ :. : . ·; .·. /· .. : . 
· . ·.py. . c~eyney (1976-) :·~hat the-:materials .used ··to> t:~'ach ·re~d;ing · · . ·._. :·· · · .. .. 
should ; cc;'n~tai.n .: a ·b~~~g~~u~d ·6i· e~peri'ences. -~·ith ·.:wh·i·~~ - ~he .·.::· . . . •,. .. ·:· .. 
·child~en· :·~~e · ·f~~~~~r· .·. · ·, .· .. · · .. -~ ·., . ... . : . ·· ' , --.-.. ·. . ."::·:· · ·. . . . . ........ · ... ·~ - .· 
' 
· Dixon. (1977) cond.ucted a study which sug_gestep that-
. language~· expe_l;ience stories could 
. . . . . ----d~ag~Qst-~~rmation cqncerning 
be a source of · valuable 
th~ l~ngU:age· of the. child 
. . . . ' 
·and his . . ·~adiness to begin form~j .. ~eaciing instruc:t1 on. · · . H~ 
suggs.st.s ' th~t _such stories.; .could ·_also . aid i~ th~ ' ~eie~:tiOil I 
,oi approp!iate ·. ~n~trtictional st;at~g·i~s . for ·_t}J.e individua~ · · 
. . · . ' • . . . . . . . ' . · .. ' ,· ' ·. .. ' . . . •' . ' . 
T children producing . thein. ·. • ' ' . ( : 
·. '· ·. .  ' · ... . ': '·, · .... :. :._· .. ,.. :·: .. ·_. .. '' . .· ' -- :· .. ·. : .... <. ·· .. : .. ·... ·.:.· 
.. Bar:atz '(1971) post~late~ tlJ:a~. ·in.-- the.- un~tefd-. Stateli.· · . 
. • . ·, • . . , • ,, ' ,4 ·· • . 
-.. 
mainstr·eam· .and ~n_o.ri ty_ ctt:ttur~s il\aY ~ ·a.9.<;:~mn t. 1 .11. ~par.t . for . 
:~h·~ '_differ~hc~s. · obs~rv~d i~ , te~·t·. p~~f~-rm~nc:~·~ •. .'- -~~es~:_.· J~~72) .· ~ - . 
' ' -·· •· . ' . ~ . f. . . . . . • 
~~pears, - -~c)·.· be . mak,ing, tne 's~e p~in~ when he_- 'says_. that:' corn~ .. 
. . .. . . ' . . . . .. . . ' . 'fP .. ., ' • . 
. ·pre hension ;is . -d~pe·nq~nt upon '. il)div~dual: ·phylSioi.oglcal and .. . 
- ·- . ' ·~ L .. ·. ' . I • •. ' • ~ 
: ,'.. .. .. . 
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psychological factors operant in the reader. Ori~· s .under-
Y 
standing of .t;:.he ideas communicated is related to his 
~- . . 
e>tperi~nce, with those ideas and the objects · and . events from 
which they are derived plus the effici·ency of his 'basic 
sensory system .. '·. 
., 
I r 
. -Childrel) rea:d with . comprehension o~i:Y · to . t~e I -~~tent . that ~~Y.· po_ss~~·~·. ~e:an~ng .fo~ · :~e _pr.ii:lt~d w'9r~s .. - ~ · .. . . ·.: .·< ...·.:. 
. . . . . . . . . ·.. ·· .· . :,., . . . ·.:· .· . . . ·, .· .. . · . .. .. : J· . : .. 
(Jane~., ·~970')' •. . ·If· read:in.g · .is th~ :p~oce·~·~ · o'.f , ·.getting me4~·:li~g·_ . : . . : . :·' · r·~ . ·. 
: · .. . · ·: ·:.f;o~' t~~ ·. p~i~~~d·: pa.ge·, ·· ihis . ··i·~ · ·ci.~nd~<ie~~ up6n ··b~l~~Lri9 :.:: · · · · · ... ·.~ :·. <: < .:y· . 
. ·. . . . ,·, ·. ; ··.: . . .. . ·, :, · ... .. :·1:· >:::. · ...... ' . ·-. ':· . ·.· :." ·' . . < '·. :· ... ... . · ... ;. ·::. .; ·> .. '..... . ,-· .. ·  . •.' ' •. : .. :.·;.· 
·· ·.· ·.·:: ·. ·. :. me:a:'ning .to.: the .page· (Wl.ttcoff ;. 196.6')'~ : .~very .;reade_r · C?a_i'l . . .. , . o' · ,::- ·( · . .. :. ·: .,::• .. 
. ' . ., . . ' . 't·'· ·:· .. '• .• . ··- -:·.. . . . . · ·' . · : , . · ':,.:· . . ' . 
. . . . . · -: ~·e~_ti·i;, t~ ·.~~e .inte11ecit:~:a-r ·. bl~nk ~h1. th.~t is e~~o'Unt.ere·d: :.:· · .:--... '· · 
# \' ' . • • ,_ . . • • · ; •• • • , · , ' ; • ~ --~ • •• ' • ' . • ' ~ '. ' • • ·: :1 
I ·, ·. . ·, ': ' ... : . . .· .·. _: . ·. . . . . . , , ~- . ·: . . -. , . , . . , -· . . ·. ~ . 1 • 
. . when. the· subj~ct .matt~r-., · ·no .~atte~ ~hoW ~i~pry·. W~i t;ten: .or : . . · 
··.:· 
\ 
.: . -:.. ':' ~ 
~xpr~s~eq, :i~· out'sid.e one ,··s · expe~ience. 
. ~ .·. . ,' \ . . . . .. . 
. Tpe pr~mary stre~gth of an IRI' :is·. the close cor- . 
,. . . 
responde~~e b~t~~e·n it .and. noJ"mai te~chin~·. and r~adin,g ·· . ... 
• f . • \. . • • · ., • • • • • • • • •• : • ' •• • • ' . ' • • •• • • 
ma.teii~is_ ~Pi~u1·ski ·, : .. i914l .• · Sinith. (197{):} cont~nd~ ·that 
··" .. 
this c~~respohd~nce' :i's ofb:~ri · l~cklng i~. ·.t~e: more .·J?6~ui~,; 
' .. -, ' , ' ' ' ,: $ ,' • • ,' '•, ' • · ,' o o ,' ' ' ' , '•,: • I • ! '• ' o ' • ', " o ' ' . ' 
:stp.ndard:iz-~d ~est's ·.which . fz:~q·u:~:nt ly; do.· not' suit \ tte ~ .. .. · 
. . . ' . . .. . .. "•' . . . . '. . ... •. ,. ·. . ' ... . :.. . .. . <~, . . . 
. :iang~~9~ and .e~p~rien~e·s· ~of · ~: ~·~~tic.ular· ·~~pui~t:.~·ori ~. 
:· i~~~1r- ( i~no) ·i s~~99es~~:: :ih:~~··\he. ±n'~~i~·~~t -~-< ~-~ :. ladk ·:of· ·.- · ~ 
. •• • • . ' . . • . . ' . • . . . • • . " . ~; • ;- • ' ... ' . \ ' . • . • • ; . .. l ' • 
interest, .of th~ :. subject' . ·iri the · .. (:onten~ ·at , th~·;.mab3rial~ · ·.·.· 
.. ' . . . . :; ... . ' ·. ' .. ... . . . . : . . ;' . ... ... . .. ·. . ' · .. ·· 1\ . : . ... .. ; .. . 
• : _..:J ' 
'. ·: l . 
_, ,!·.., '"\ . . 
' ·.· 
: ~ . 
of .testing', . 1 s · ·a >strOJ1g."influen·ce· · on -readi'ng ·perfor maJ;lce . · . 
'' .. .. :-:.. . '. . . . . . . . . . -,.. . ·. ' , . . . ··· .. ;.-: . ·: . 
·:<· ... a~d :tes··~;~esd~ts· •. . : ~: .· . '·.··_. ..... ·. : ·~ .. . :... . . ~·. <!·. .. . . ... ·':· -~<"_:·: .·_. . ..,·; .. ~ . 
\' . ... 
. · . . · " / 
.. 
. , : . . 
• , . . • • . ' · ' . J . 4 •• w • ' ., · ' ••• • • • ~ 
• • • 1. -~... • • . ~~·:~ .. . ' . , : •• _ 
' . ' . ~ 
. ' ~ . . ' I ,• 
... .. - 1 ' • • ' . , (), :·.' • • 
,.; . " . 
' . ~: . ' ' ~:·~· .- . ·.'  ·;_ ~ . -.. > :. . 
. .' · . . . 
. . ~ .-· 
, .' r , ' ~' 
... 
. ·.: .··· 
'. . 
.. . . . ... - '· ' 
. . ' 
.. ··· . .'· . . - ~ ; .· 
... . ~· . -
' . . 
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30 
We,iner and;cron;er (l967L:·cO:nte·n?. that · there' ·are -
• (" .• , , • . , , • , ' , • r 
instances of ·non-re~d~~cj -,'wh:i:ch' .might be mor-e ac~urat~'ly . 
'J, att'd._p'uted to: the ... less ... thiu;~. idea-l cond-i .tio.ns under which · 
'• . . ._ .· ·, :. " . . . . .... 
Thes~ autho~s l::ie'lieve that. 





. j ' 
... l . 
tJ:ie reading .or • tes.ting 9ccurs. 
. . , 
.a reading problem cannot .be . accurate~y asse.~~ed ·in such -:.;:l · . . 
. . . ,. .·. . ~- : ·.. . ·. . ·~ . . . ' . 
case unti-l . l~i!arniilg has l;>_ee~l' tried. under ·fit·ore ideal· ~~-n-... 
·· ~ . 
ai tibns ·with:· mater.ial~ -~'!- . gteate·~ . : sig.~tfican~i· :.to_. ·the-. r.e.ad~i~ 
o • I • ' o o .... " , .. ' o' • ~ • • ' ' ' ' : ' ~ ... \ o t ' •' .. ':,I, 
r- . •< · -~mi_th.- .. (197~0). -'r~port·s .. tiia·t · :i2n·:ttie ~val·uat~.ori _of: Ti~l~ ·:. : :.- }: :,. :.·:::.'; 
. . ·.:/;_::. i:~ . ~.::.:.:_::_a_,:! .• :_: .~ .• r_i:_· :~rs.~.o.· . c .. :~:. i:i.: :~~~1-~:_!.~~r~-~~:.~'.;_ac_•. ~- e·~ i ,· _:: . :: ] :·,:· 
I -' • .: . ;: ' : • •• · ~: ... . _: ,• '. : 1 .·.~ ' • o' 
· . · : :The,y · .. ~e.l.t_ . that. - the·. _t-~s.~~~· di~ : ·~ot: · ·. !?U:i.~:-.~-t-~~-: .l~n,g\Ja9'.~:- a~~Vo.~ .. , . _ .... : .. : _' .· ~ 
.:. ·.: . .. . f; · .. : :'. 1' . • ·, ~ ; ·, ,· , · , ·~'. . :, • .\" ' , ' ',•• •,.· , ' · , : ·, ,;:'• • , : ·: _, \ 1 : • ,., •: ;~·: :L ' .:."', •' ,• 1' ., '• , . ,: : ''", · ·, . : : :.~ : ·'. !' •.' , :,1 .~ 
;·::·:·;·: .~ · ... ... ,. ... . . .. . exped,~_rice~: 'of - ~he~-~ --.PO,P\1~<:?-~·~·~.n~ - _.- .Barc;t~~- - - (f_97:lo)' . 9.?n.F,nds . .. ·i .. >:.- .~ .: ....... · . . 
' ·,· · ·· ·. :···.. . ~~at .. £-~s-t$:·. 6·~n . -~~:.::d~~ei6P~.cl:/: ::of:o;. ~: -~-~~e~:5 · :~·~-~~et:~~~~-e~.:\·~: ··:~h~: ..  O:': · .. :~ ::·. ·: . . ;-:·:.)·: , ; ~;. . 
. .. . · -~e~ri~cu~ar ·. cu:~~u'r·~- ··-a·s· .. : ~~;~~-.' ·· ~s··~ t~~-:· ~~in:s~;~,~·.:.o~~:- ~: · :: T~~· ·· -~~~~-~~- ,-· · ·' · · ·· 
' . .... ' . . ·. ' ~·· ~ ~ ~ 0~ r.idd~J;lg. ·.:~nteii~.se~~~·· q~oti(m.t m~as'tu~e~~pt.:o'£' c~lti.lr-~'1,. ' <,. ..·· . . . : /' .· ·: : .. : 
. -: .. ~ont~ ~aiio'~~ :h'~~-.. b~~·n· , la:t'~~iy . ~b·a~do~e~ ·: ~in·c~· a. c~i.id~ .. . s:·_. . .... . . . •, -·: .. . · ..... 
_' ·. I .. . · . •,.' :_ ~; _· ,' -~- , I ·: _· . . : ... .' ·: : ;, ~-: . . ' r : . ~· · . : P , ~: .. ~- -~ -~~ . ~ - ·, -~~- - -t ·, · .... , ; .• , ~: "·~ ', • 
· · · · · · .. ' · :: ·· score: may; be· thought .c# '·as : ~n ind.iqai;-;i.qn· 'of· 'the .richne~S: _ .. .. ... ·_. 
of 'the • ml.lie~ in :hl.~~ .he . :,fu~f~o;,~: ~ry~ _: th~ :~~~On~·· ~~ , ~h~ch . .• .... • .. . 
' · h~._ ~as: b~en ~bl~~ .~o ·~~~-fit · f~.Jm .. tha,t: .m~li_e.':l . {S~~d.o_lskr_ · & ~ ·.. _., . 
· t.e-ti~.~i;·~. :.-1~~!.?.-~-).:-:·, T~u~·;~ .t~·'. :a~v:is~- ·.~¢.~ ·ti~~-· ·\·~-~~-~~Ili~~h~···:·:~.ria : .. ~:-_: - :~·· · . . _. : .. _ ... _ ....... · ~:.· < · .. : 11f·~ .:.~ .. ::·.-· .
....; ' ' • ' ' ' ' "o' • f • ; : • • ' ~' ' : I ''' • • • o ' ~ ' ' , ,; '• : ·~, ' I • •' ' t. J o ' ,l, - ' 
... ·.: ;: :. · : .~ -·~·~: : _·:: ·'·:-,: · ..·' . rq~~r:~.a,t.~:' '\~~-~:~~~: ,·r:~~~ .. ~~~~~ ':t·~ ::·~~~~~:.~-~~ -:?~::. :~~~~ ~~~-~~~;01 .. -> ·:···.::~ · · .. :;'·._':'.:·.:·) .:: :_,::· 
.. : ._ ·: ' . :. · · . . -. ·:·\ .· :: ,exper.i~nc~s · . is . to .'run-:-:·the ;ri)Jk ·of >airivi.ng: ,'at:~ rnate~.ial.s .·:· · · . ,' : ·.; .: ·'. ·_ . .... 
··~· : . . .· · . . ... · . ·· - · •.· ..... ·· .. · . . • :·.'·'.{ -.7" ' ;•'· :.:·:·.~ .; · · ~ ... . . ·. .::· .. ... · . . ; ' . . ._ ... ·." . , : . . '·:•'i·~· ; . .... ~ . .. . ·... . ,·· -. __ · . . · : . _: ; ... _: ~ . . 
,· . ·· .. ·,: · · · ~ .· ·. : :· ; \1hi~h b~~e no: :'~~le~~rt6e : ·Or.::'.fnte.rest . ·to .any :.'r~ade~ . : ._': · · ~- ~ - · _:~: ·· .. · .. :;:_><.::·:,: .. <~ ·;-' ; .. 
•· ' · ..• • • . . · C i -; '· ; : ·• ··. ·. • ;. ~ry);d9 1ii : ;d~i~~~~.~~n. (~~:7Zl ' ~~~~i:{r~:~~~en~~ ' •·.•  ': } : J:t• 
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establish norms. Fry (1972) stresses that the score 
obtained oh ~ standardized test is only valid if the child 
is from exactly the same type of group for whom the test 
was normed. ' In administering such a test to different 
populations, Fry (1972) notes that the test items should 
<t 
; not contain vocabulary and test items too heavily loaded 
against students being tested. Farrell (1977) ~trengthens 
the contention of Fry (1972) when he states that sample 
populations ~re not always ·tepresentative, in terms of time, 
place or race, of the communities of students who take the 
r 
tests. Livingston (1972) postulates that lack of test 
relevance~may be what·causes ~inority groups to complain 




~he aforementioned writers appear to imply that test 
i terns 1more close'ly 'relat:ed to '\he experiential background of 
• 
students could provide ~ more te~listic assessment of s~udent 
functional r~ading abilities. An instrument composed of 
Iii ~ ' ... 
la'nguag~ experience stpr~es provided by the / target student 
. . 
populac;ti6n, ,if, acc;;u~ately . aasessed for readability, appears 
. \ 
to offer the opportunity for improved reading assessment. 
~ . ,o 
. . 
-Readabilit.y . 
~ D~le and Chall (~949) have ~tated that in the 


















not be an indiscriminate seiecJion of materials. Kelly 
(1970) also . states that pla~ijg pupils 1n inappropriate 
-· 
materials is one of the maj6r- (;~uses of reading difficulties. 
Therefore it- is important to know not only the level ;~of 
material that a pupil is capable of reading suc·cessfully 
but also the level of difficulty or the readability of a~y 
. , 
materials which are encountered in th~ ihstrudtional process. 
• • I. 
Readability has been defi.ned by Spache '' (1974) as 
the d~gree of comprehensibil~ty 6f .reading materials. The 
. . ·. : J. 
level of readability "lnust in turn be matched to the .reading 
abilities of .the students for whom the ':'mat;..erials are intended. 
I . • ' ! . 
t Dale ·and Cha.ll (1949) s'tate that there ·are three . . . . . 
• • \' 4 
major. factors whic~may . affect ·overall readabil~~y.· · Firstly, 
the book itself and its ' style, ~ubje~t matt~r, and for~at 
bonstitute one aspect ~f re~dability. Secondly, the reade~ 
and his individual characterist.ics such ·as general reading 
. 
ability, interest, purpose in reading, general experience, 
' ' 
and h~s specific experience related to the material being 
i 
read represent qnother factor. The third .factor is the 
criterion used to estimate readabiil.ty as well a~ the method 
of calc~lation used l.n the estimation. Thus the ~ornplexit~es 
of acc\lrately estimating readab~lity .begin to· emerge. 
in estimating the ·specific reada?ilit~ level, three 
ir:nrnediate asp~cts of the wri.ften material must ··be considered, 
• ~ • • ! 
.namely 1 the subject matter and . its.int~rest or . appeal to the 
'; ~ . ' • a 
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follow .the logic of the material with a minimum of effort, 
and the style o£ expression wbich makes it comprehensible 
and interesting. It is · the latter aspect, the style, which 
the majority of reading formulas attempt to estimate. 
Klare {1963) defines a readability formula as an 
attempt to formulate a method of measurement that will provide 
a quantitative, objective estimate of the style difficulty 
of the writing. Spache (1974)' states that readability 
formulas in general estimate readability by the s~atistical 
analysis of structural traits present in a · repres~.ntative 
samp~e of the reading material being examined~ . 
Spache (19i4) further.conterids that inforrnati?n on 
the readability . level of rna terials is 'needed f,or all school 
instructional materials, but. is particularly important when 
I' 
fine discriminations of the probable readiQg level of 
materials is sought. This need would arise when providing 
reading materials for very young chilqren and for poorer 
readers. Readability formulas provide a quick estimate 
during such an evaluation. 
The reada~ili ty formulas presen.tly in u~e have 
certain limiting factors which should certainly be 'noted. 
Spa~he {1974) stresses that they do pot reflect the content 
difficulty of the materials nor predict the level of reader 
interest in any way. It is fu'rther noted by Klare (1963) · 
that only one particular aspect of style, nam~ly its d'i~ficu],ty, 
.. ' is measured while other important facets !iUCh as. format, 
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organization and imagery are ignored. Neither do reada-
biiity formulas differentiate between wel1-written and 
poorly-written material. 
Another problem arises because of a lack of some 
reliable, external criteria against which a reading formula 
may realistically·be .checked. Reader comprehension and 
teacher or librarian ratings (against . which the formulas 
are usually checked) may to a certain extent be influenced 
by facto~s outside of the book ~tseif, sue~ as personal 
interest, style preference or su~jept ~atter. Russell and 
·Merrill .. (1951) found reason to doubt the consistency a11Q. · 
. . 
effectiveness · of librarians 1 judgments of the difficnlty of 
children 1 s books. Jollgsma · (197 2) also studi.ed the extent 
t6 which librarians· could judge readabiiity as compared to. 
the estimates nm.dered by readability formulas. The 
librarian rati~gs correlated substantially with tQe reada:.. 
. f 
bility formulas; however, their judgments differed widely 
in their estimates of given book_s. These studies demonstrate 
the need for some uniform objective measu~e of readability 
such as i? being att;empted throu_gh utilization of a- reada-
bility formula. 
The formulas .provide rough appro'xirna tions of the 
9'rade level difficulty of written material. Fry (1969) states 
'that even the more speci~ic formulas have been found ' to vary 
• 
within six rnon~hs either side of a designated readabiili ty ,. 
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the readability for~ulas when he notes the limitations of 
the re.s·earch data presently available. Much remains tci be 
learned in this area. 
There are a number of readability formulas presently 
in existence. Selection of the appropriate method should, 
according to Kla~e (1963), be based on consideration of · 
three factors, namely, the predictive accuracy of the form, 
the speed :of application, and the special purpos_~ a form 
·may serve. 
Accordj,.ng to · Bormuth (196.-8) i .. the two variables that 
tend to be exami~ed in m6st ·formulas .ar~ · sbme ~~~~ct rif · 
- . 
sent.ence · structure,·_ such · as ·sentence length, plus. ·some · 
-
aspect~ of. ·vo'cabu;I.ary qi.fficulty, _ name!~, · word' .frequency .or· 
~ength . . ~rll}Uth (19-68) aiso· found that these we.t;"e reasonable 
aspects of ·style to stud¥ since, according, to his fil)dihgs, 
regardless of .a person·• s reading abili_ty the same features 
of lanqua9e t~nded to cause--problems 0 
Johnson ~nd ~ress.. (1965·} cr;:mtend th?tt rn~t,erials used ·· 
'· ,..;,' . ~ . ... 
.o test . .readihg .. ~b\lity a:t particular -levels snould be s~rnUa:r . . 
Cl • • • 
to rnaterials .used ·for instr~ction at .~at same grade level. 
Bradley : (1976) emphasize~ ·that decisions ·r ,ela:ted .to~ instruc.:. 
tional placement shc;>Ulc1. be·· based- upon a k!lQwledge a·f .the 
achievement level · of the student coinp.:;tred to the -diffi,culty 
of the reading material. Therefor·e. i~ appears important 
that the -level .of · r~adability of tes.t_ipg fficl:terials should 
~e. accurate and ·of ~ncreasing levels of dif.ficul~y {Ha.'rris . 
·. 
-- .. --~~ ,. . . :----:-· ~'.·: ·. ~ .. 
·. 
• __ _l _ 
·.· ,· !- .: : 
& Sipay, 1975). Checking written material with a reada-
t 
bility formula appears to be an efficient and objective 




Bradley (1976) found that books tram diff~rent'basal 
( 
reader series but with the same grade level designation 
differed in readability of le~els when examined by means of 
I 
readability formulas. Ma(Jinnis (1969) had earii'er encounter·ed 
the . same· di·fficu;l. ty ' · noting that the. readability · of ··passages 
selected from th~ same g~ade three ~:?asa.l rear;:le:rr could- vary ·· 
~ . . ,, . . . . ' . 
from primer to ~ourt;h grade - lev~l. .. However, . expert.s. sugqest 
• • ' • 
0 
• '•, • , ( ' ! ,' •, o , ' , 1 
that a classro~m . reading inv~ntory-. ·he bp.sed on .instr1J,ctional 
. . . .... .. ' ... ' ' . . . .. . . .. . 
materials ·:(Johnson & ·Kres·s ·,· 19.65). Therefore·, · ·it .would . 
. :. '· . . . 
appea.r to be e~sentia). ·that .in. order "to select ·the most · 
~ · 
suitable passa_ges for qrucial test materials all test 
passages be · ·checked !or- grade level ac~uracy by appli:cation 
of a readability formula. It would - ~hus be possible to 
designate 'with s 'orne degree of accurpcy the . readability leve·l. 
of a passage and . thereby its-. suitability ·for testing student. 
read.i.ng ability at a comparable grade level. 
> • • 
:··.All _ passages in the i.nforinal r·~ading · -il1ventory 
pr.epar~d £or the pr~sen_t Jitudy 1t1ere: t~eaied with a~ a ·ppro-- . 
priat:e readability formula, _ namely, ·1:ne ·spache. (1974) 
fbrmlila . for E>timary rna ter'ials and the Harris-Jacobson (19? S) 
- ·Readability __ Formula 2: ~or. those passa9e~ beyon9. ~he p:(imary 
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Criteria Selection L~vel Designation 
' 
Through0u:t the resE{arch. li teratu:re .relating to 
informal reading inventories, a persistently occurring 
problem is th~ · selection of the most accurate criteria to 
be used in de·terminin<:1 instructi<?nql levels. Various 
. ' 
37 
investigators have attempte'd to ex~mine _this complex issue. 
Lowell (1.970) was . . particiularly critical of .the lack ·of 
definitive research in this area. He· saw it'. as bei~_g a 
fa·c.tor ~:nich couid ~tiva·-~id~te . the . reliab'~iity' ~£ r~~~~·ts 
I 
.. ·. 
. r . . , · . 
.. of any,. reading ·asse·$sment i;lrr·iV~d · · at · through the· use ' c)f an 
' . . . . . ~ . . ' '. .. ~ . ·. 
IRL., ' . . '' · ' · . .. 
. ~. 
Pi'kul~ki. (i974) ~ays . that . 6ne of' th~: mairi purp.o'ses 
for, administr'q,tion o.f · an ,IRI · is . to set functional reading 
levels ·. · Bett·s (1936-) · was one ()f the earliest to a·c.tually 
:f;ormulate criteria to designa.te these leve;ls. · He suggests 
that a student d_oes. not have. simp-ly one reading · level, but 
rattier t~J;ee whi~h are of · significance to. the. t~acher. ·The 
.independent · leve.l is .. the leyel o( reading materials- with 
. . ~ .. . . . 
which ' a child 'can' functitm successfully without any external ' 
' ; • ' • - ' ' ' I o ' , ; ' 
. 
. . ' 
" . a~s~s:tance, _w_i th few· .word, ·r.ec9gnit~on e.rrors ·and ~i th ~<;>od · 
. T~e it:tst~·ucti?Dal; . leve~ is . tt~e · highe~t .. ~e~~i comprehens~on:. 
at --wh·ich a "student inay ' be succe·ss.f .ully ·i.nst'ructed. · .At: 'this 
. ' . . . . 
le·vel he can +ead satisfactorily ·wi t:h pr~parati(>n and super~ 
.. • ' I • ' ., • ' ~. : ' , ' 
'v~sion; word . r .ecogn.i tion_· 'err 'or s a.re_ infr.~quen_t .~rid cbmpre.:-: ' .. 
' . • 
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J!l~ • :e~ 
at which a student becomes confplet,_y· unable to handle the 
reading mater~al, his readlrig skills falter, the learning 
process halts and he becomes co11Jplete .~y frustrated. .. .H.i.s' 
word recognition errors are frequent and comprehension is 
'· poor. 
Betts (1936) prescribe<}{criteria for measuring word 
. . 
recognit-ion and compre}1ensiop ab~lities pettaini~g to these 
' levels as follows: 
. (a) . independ~nt 'level. at which the word recognit,i.on ,. rate 
is;· 9.9 ' percent and .· th~ coinpr~hension 'rate i~ . 90. I.?e~cent ·. 
(b) ins.truction - l~vel at · W11~ch· the . .' word. ~e.c9_gri i tion . 
rate ' i-~~ .. ~.s pe~c~nf . an~·.· ·t~~: ~o~prehe~sio·n· ···~ate .j_·~ · 7 5 .. pei·6ent ·~ .. 
. : . . , -· 
'(!=) :fr'~strati'on ~ev.e·l..a.'t which the word ·. recognition 
,rrate· i~ 90 percent or less a11d the comprehension :;-ate is 
Bet~s .(1936) a'!so dis·tinguish~d a level which could 
•'. 
. . . 
be -used to ·serve· as a,n indicator .of a c.hild's current · cap~ci ty / 
for reading achieyernent .known ·as· his· .li.stening · cornpre~·ensiol1 
- . . . ' . ' ' .. ·. .. 
. . . . ' ' .., 
leve·l. · This le~e~ . is one at wh.i,ch ·· a ~h-il'd . can cemprehei1d 
75 perc~nt .of .. _the I!lateria·l read · aloud t:o hi~ ~nd; according 
·, 
to :Johnson and ·Kress (1.965) ·, i_s th~ level of materials 
·, -· . ' . :·. : . . ·. . . . . 
:· ~hich the . . s'tuden~ would b~ ·ael~ .· .to .understand if he w~re 
I.· . . . . . .·• . . 
. re~~i~g . ~o· · the:_. maxirn_um of_ his a~ility. 
· <rnese. criteria. have peen used by. rese.a"rchers often 
wit~out·. cionsidL~at=:i?ri ·o~ . their va~i.dity as · llleasure~ of· any 
• '!. • . • . ' . ' •.. . • 
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• strong and experienced proponents of the IRI method of 
I 
reading assessment, maintain these original criteria as 
suggested by Betts (1936). It appears that these are rather 
stringent criteria whic~ would be difficult for even fluent 
a~uli . readers to maintai~ in . cert~in types of written 
material. H0wever, as Johnson and Kress (1965) maintain, set- · 
_ting. the cri te_:ria for the instructional level too low may 
.cause th~ ~ild' s performance to be rated as adequate for 
material which is in ac~_uali ty ·well: abo:ve his capabilities . 
. f!' 
In _·sQch ·a ·_ cas~, .' t .oo many . ar~as <;ind . skills· are left deficient 
. . 
.to allow . ;'for an ad~quate . and- successful measure of readin'g 
• • ·~· ... I . ' ' . 1 ,: ,...·' • • • • /{I' .' : ' • ' • , ' ., .. ~~· ' " ' : ' ' ' .' ', • 
.l.ns.tz::uction • . · Al1:,hough, as- Lowell ·(1.971)' states, stude'nts 
. . ' . . . . . . . . ' . . 
may ,;tolerate" .lt>wer criteiia, .the quest:ion to be answered 
is ~hether· or not 'this is a ' legitimate reason to lower the, 
.. . 
'standards of instructional level cri teri,a. 
• ~owe.ll .(197l)l examines. three . studies which hl:lve- been 
c9nducted' irt. ; .:,a~tt,empts to validate instructional level cri-
- teria, n:~une!,r, . t}?.ose_.of Coop_er ·(1952), Killg;Hlon ·(1942) and 
· Powell (1969)-. · The results of the study ·.by Kiill gal.lon . (1942) 
have be~n · cited .. . b:y. Kender (196 8) as being the inves~i-gatton 
. . . 
UJ?On which part. of . Bett~ ( 19 36) :criteria, were based.' .· Ne,i ther. 
.6~ these ~tu~ies appears to be the· definitive answer as to 
. . : . , . 
.. the · most. •sui table cri te.ria. The c.ri teria as su1nmarized -by · 
. . ..... . . 
Powell (.i,969) dp not differ greatly i~ tl:le ' area of .word . 
' . . . . 
recogn.ltion Pe'I'centages ', .vary_ing .·from 9s t~ 'gg :peJ::c,ent fo·t .> 
. . . .~ . . . 
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40 
· ( 1969) criteria were differentiated at the primary grades 
where the word recognition scores were set at 85 to 98 
percent. For grades three to five ,,'lord recognition rates 
were 91 to 98 percent and above grade six were set ·at 9'4 to 
I 
98 percent. The criteria held desirable for comprehension 
Were basically from 70 to 90 percent of the an~wers correct 
for an instructional level designation . Killgallon ( 1942) , 
however,· considered as acceptable a co,tt,lprehen.sion score as 
low as 50 ·-percent. Pci.we·ll ( 1971} · ~0\md that you11ger chil.dren 
·could· tolerate more ·~ord perception ·e~rors than · o1de~ students 
.. . . . . . 
' I ' , I 
·a'nd. s:till ·n\aln~ain an aC(::eptable·_. s·~andard Of comp~~he'nsio:ri -. 
HE{,further sug~ests· .that the word recog~i tion criteria .for 
. ' . . 
the i~structional ,level appear to be a · function of tne dif~ 
ficulty of the materials and the age-grade level of the child. 
His study tended to verify h~s revise.d critel'ia as .being 
sirnila~ hQ the crite;ria '·SU<Jgested ·by an analy-sis of allowable 
errors according to test m~nuals and tables of · norms. 
Po*ell (1971) thus atternpt~d to clarify the issue 
of criteria. PiktJ,l~ki {197_4) cites stud~es u~dertaken to 
verify the . re~ults o~ Powell (1971). However, the_ finding_s 
we~e ~argely inconclusive. Pikul.ski · (1974) · cites a study . 
I . 
by Bassett and Hutchison i':l which obtained res.~lts ~or- . 
roborate~ Betts' criteria. AnQther study conducted by Pikulski 
. ' . . \. . . ' . 
-(1974) ' appeared ·to support the findings .of Po~-1el~ (1971). . 
: TP,ese studies point o.ut the n eed for further ·inves tigation in 
' this area. - The fina~ opinion of Low~ll (1~70) was that ~ 
t . 
_._.,· : . ·--:--- .- :·.·. J ,. •• r·:· ~r;~ .· .; .. : .:. · . . · .. 
. . ' •· ' . · .. · .. 
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standardized test would provide better data for group place~ 
men t purposes. If this were the only con.sidera tion Lowell's 
(1970) might be. a valid argument. However, information leading 
to the selection of appropriate reading materials and instruc-
tiona! methods, plus essential diagnostic infor~ation, is 
also to be found in an IRI assessme.nt~ 
Although Spache (1963) and Pik~lski.(l974) suggest 
that criter~a for . independent and in~tructional levels m~y be 
. set· -lower with eq1,1ally. successful .res\}lts, the present 
. ' . ' ' : 
. s~tu.dy will . utilize ~the standards proposed -by Johnson and 
"· ', . . . ' . . . . . . .. 
:kress {19'65) as those· be~ng ·most ·lil$.ei'y to present the· leas.'t. 
. . . ' . ' 
., pr~vidifl:g ·the m.a.xirnum· OpJ;X>rtun.ity for reading· growth~ and 
success. 




There are ... two factors .to. be studi~d in setting· 
. . . ·· ' . . 
. informal .. reading , inventory readi_ng .levels, .namely, y.rord . 
recognition. .. and .comprehension~ As J ·ohnson -and Kress . { 1965} 
have stated, ·. ~n !RI ;i.s a cli.ni.Gal .device used to gain valu~ 
/ • I 
able insight · i~to the stude~t · ·s . re:ading. p~ocesses; ':!?he 
skilled examin~r when listening ·to the studeilt read aloud 
may det~ct :.and isolatE7 areas .of particular .strength or 






















basic sight vocabulary, or understanding of ~he~text 
(Johnson & Kres~, 19.65). This information, not normally 
forthcoming during silent reading, can help the examiner to 
plan a program ·or select materials ·calc'u'lated to contribute 
successfully to. pupil reading growth. 
The word recognition scqre j.s found by recording 
the number of uncorrected errors made during oral reading. 
- ~h~t exactly constitutes an error i~ word recognition is 
·a point which·ha~ caused ~ome debate. 
.. 
Goodman· (1·.974, 196~) ·and· Gd'odman and Burke·. (197~). 
· hav_e · co~tribute4 · ·.c~·nsiderabie · insigh.t ·· j,'nto and ~n~~iedge .·qf · · . .. · · 
• ,. - • • ' I ' • • o 
the ~(itu~~ _ .. of re·~d.1~g ~:rror:s :th~ough their·:~an~~~~e~ · ~·£ ' :th~---. 
wm;d recbg~i tion "errprs ;, ·or ~~~i.scu~s , . ~f ·· st~dents .·. : Th~se. · 
. ,. ·,. . ( : ·. r ·.· 
authors <;ox:tend' that rna~y . e~rors in 'reading are ~ot t.r;ue 
errors but. rather ''~iscues. ;, A. misc;:.ue is ·d.efined as· a 
devia~.i,on · fro~ · th_e· printed text~ . . . Goodman (1974) suggests 
that the type and. q~ali ty of misc'ues shou+9 be examined . a~ 
·to the.ir legitimacy as er;rors• He ·· further contend~ tha·~ 
. ' 
many miscues- are perpe.trated as · the r ·eader. attempt s to make 
. . ' .. 
th~ text fit' his interpretati•on .Of itS meanin'g 1 ·.hiS .dialeCt .: ··; 
·., , . . . -. ' : . . . · .. ' . . . :. . . 't ' 
or id~olect·~ -.~r. · h~!f};per?bnal und-erstanding of ~eman~ic . ana : 
. . . . .. r . . . . . , ,' .' , •.. . . . . 
grammatica:l ?cceptability. ' To read .'.'mom'! f or ·"moth~r~' is 
n9t ··- ~o ~lte·r . m~an~n·g b~t ·rathe; to. i-~~ert - ~ . ~yn~n~m~· for 
. . - . ' . ' . . . ' . . . 
. a word whose . rneaning has b_een .r .eco.c;1nized. ·Therefore, 
important: 
. '• 
. _: . 
- ..... 
... 
. ' . 
~ . . -
. ..... 
. ',' - ·:. ', . :._ --
.· 
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Knowledge of the work of ' these. ed~cators is parti·cu-
( 
larly essential ·for the acdurat~· interpretation and recording 
of the· word recognition errors noted during the administration 
of an informal · reading inventory. -Pi,J~ulski (1974) advises 
that user~·should mak~ interpreti~e analyses of ·the types_of 
' . 
. errors made durj.ng an· IRi as t.,ell as a numerical analysis. so 
a~ to arri-ve a~ an accur~te' . and diagnostic assessmen't of· 
reading ability. 
·. o.f: error made ·.to 
The~efore an examiner should stu4y the type 
. . ·. . .. 
• • , ' • I • : ' ' • 1 ' ~ r ' ' ' • 
determine' whether · ot not ,it chimges. ' tl:).e 
~· ' .', I , 
· ih-~ende.cF~ea~irig . ·o·f a ·pass ag~-·- . · s ·rnith_ an·d · w~aver : ( 19 7.a) · have . 
• I ' .. , ' ' ' I ,f ' o ~ o : o , I: t I ol '< I ', ' o ' ,:: • 0 o • ', •' \1 • o : : .' • , • • ' ' . ' ' • · , •' ' • o , Oto I 






f o I 
• • J • : • :. • •• . , • ' 
· t .e.xt .~haf.sh9~s:. 6~~siaera,bl~ <~~-~Jnise ·.'·:· ... - ·· ·: .·.· ,· :_ . ·:-.:·> .: .. ;. ._._ .. _.. 
1
_-· · 
- .. : - ·o~ririg this '· study ·all woid .. r~~cignitioti · e~rot~ ..,;er~ .. .. . - .1 
rec6·rd~d. · ~~~ey~?=.', 'onl; ~hos~ ~er.ro~~·· ~hl~h. tha~ge_d .. :the )nean:7 
.. 
ing of a pilssage. wer~ . tallie_d when computing i'ndividuai word 
-rec~gni tion, s'cores. The necessity of e-xami~~li: s_kill arid kno~- . . 
. . 
ledge· in interpreting: and scoring word rf;lco_gniti.o~ _.errors : 
. 
cannot _be .. overeir\phasized. 
Lefevre (:!.964) st·~tes that re.adi_ng . {s . not' re~~ing 
:·. ~~es!3 )t ~~J~~ ~cc~:~~ - t_o; ~ea_n.~ng_ . _ · .. T!1U~ ; ~- .P~_i.marY.. cihje_~t·i,ve~ . -. 
:. of any ,reading . act_.· is ·to- increase co~prehension ·o~ · urider-"'. ' . ·- ' 
~· • ~ • • ' • ' • • • • • :, ' . • ' , · • . ' ' • ' L • ' • ':" '' ' • '. ' •• ~· ' • •, • ' -:; ; 
st.andtng; Comprehensio.n is, -.accorCJYn·g· .to. Livingstori' '(19~2r.; ·· · ~ _: .... 
· , ' j ' .t • : • • o l 0 o ' ' I ' • ' ' " • I ' • ., ·~ o ~ .~ o 
compo,~~d . of· ·a .. hierarchy . of. sidi ls ~ . ·n~ely, . on ' the . lm-tes t ; ;· .. 
. . ' ' .. . . ...· -·~ . 
· .. ievel, liteX:al : _~o~~re~en~i~n anci.\n.en , :: ~n ··~ 'rnore :J.nt~rpreti.ve · · . . . ·. :· i : · 
level~·:, : ~nfe~~htia~ -~_nd ·.~ri~~ca~ : ;~~~p~ehe~s~·on_.-. . .':·: :·.· .. · ·· :~.: '-!.:~~ -. . '· .· · .·:_(:_: 
> . Kings to~· - {l9·6·l) ·. ~ t.at~s that~ .th~- ·. ef~.i~~eri6-~,- of: · th~-:~ . : ,.. . . .. : ·:.: 
~ ' ' ' . ., - . . ..... ' . ... .. . ·_ ,. . . . . . . -· - . . -~. - .... .... ~ ·.. . . . . ." . ·.~ ... "" . '·.""' ' 
.i' - r.ead~rlg skills .o·f a. student .. is· .one.· fa9tor· w:hi:ch -·may ·act as .. o •• 
···.·. 
-·~- · . ·. : .. · ·· · _· _ _ , ·· .. ·.-. _.: ·· .. · . ... ~ . ··: : ... . ': ~ · ~: . . ... . 
'' '. . . ,, . . . . . : ,: . . . . .... '• .. . . :.··:, ~ .:_ ' : . ,. . ·_· '.:· ,. 
'i • .-· .·'. '· · · ..  ::: ~ :-t . . . ·. " . . : . . . . . . . ..... , . '• . · .. ·. ·. ~ · . '.· 
'i . . . ·.'. · .. ·:·' ,. ···:·' . .........  ,. ··.:.:·-: .( . ',· ,: , . . ·-· 
~~:~ •. ·;i•):. : T: \ .. · : ·: ~ .. ''T ~·;,zc·: :>c: ·~ '·r;~ '~-rd~~tr1i:~~~t:~ ·~b:~:· ~~ ··:c·:c.-L:+t. C; •.• ·. 
· .. :· . :· ' · . . , 
. ,. 
'. ~" . 
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a · barrier ·or bridge to coritprehen 'si~:m, depending . . upon indi-
vidu~l circUmstances. Lef~vre · {196 8) ~ppea:rs to ~gr_~e ~hen 






















than P.Ure~y lit~ral; concr:ete mea~~nc;ts ·~ . Thus,; the. more l 
skille4 the · · read~·r ~~ ~~ the greater will be hts cc;:>mpi:ehe~sion. : ·:J. 
. . . '1'. 
~e . _is .free to c~pcen trate _upon ?~ta.ini8g rneanin.g ._.fr~~- the ~ - .. ·.} .• 
. . . , . . . . . . . . . . ~ 
pqssage tather ··than -we-rely : pl;'ocessinog -:the . wprds : <~~-th,: :1.9:71)·_.: ·.· .. . :·. .. ·· ~r 
. .. I . · -. · .· · _ .· · _ ·.: · .·· . ·· . . . '. _ .. . - ~. ~ . ...  : . · _ ·.· . .. . ' · t . ;, . ·· . ·.··-.·:, :·.· -~- ·· : ;· ) ··· 
·· · · · · Liivingston· <i9·n> ·, ···e:<:mte.nds tilat ;·many stimda~dized·- , - -~ · ··: · -::· ' · rL . 
·. • . : .. . ·_" : '.: ·-· •. . ·- .. .\ ':. . • . •. -_( ;t ·- . • . ·: • . .. ' ' .- ,• . I. -:· . _-' ·.... . . ·. . .- -~ . · .... ·. :· .:. _ . .'.· : .... { ' 
. . > .· ... : ·t~st.s · ~re.sent~i:Y· 'in · l.u:ie . ®ea.stir~ ·,(;~iy ·. i;he -\ietY. : pasic· · . ~~p_e:cts · · ·: · .. : · :·. · ..  :-:l .>".i.: 
• ·_ · , · ~-· · ,/.': . .. : ' -:-: • ••• • . ... · ; · _. '. f • ; · · · .-•• • · ._ :_:~_: -~: _- ~: . .. . • • • : .. . .. . . • • ,· • • • , ' .: ;: : · : : · .- ·.~ • • : ~- · : -'· • •• · !~ .. ~ ,.~ · · · : · .•. :~ . ~ ' ~ ~: · . ·. 
. : o .~ . -: , : , . / .. o~·. COin?-~eh~nS.~Q~--~: ·.~ ·Uan\~~t }it~~a];_ ·~un~e'f~S:ta~-~~g~ _..- w~.j. ·le· . ·. ··.:,_: :. ·: ·:.~.· · ,·.: .:· .- <::·:;, -l> ;< 
• .... · · : , • • •
6





. • ~ ~ . ... · ·· .... ~J ,.·, . • • .• . · ~ -. , :l'_ ... :, ... ~ · ·¥.· ..... . .. ::.··· · .· . . .. .. ~ · .. ·:- ·.· . . ,:' : . · · : _ .~ . : ~ ... :: _ ~ . -::' ·~ _ .. :· :. , · . · ·,··.· ... .. :• :· ·:·; . ··~ -.:~:: .. · 
and c:dticar · .COrnpreJ}~~sion·. ;rri-.the qase .. bf.'. the·.:standafdized·:,. . ~· ··, ·. 
' • ' • ,' •' ' ~ • : ,. • : . , • : • ' ' •' ' ' • • • ' ' • • ~ ' ' : ' ., • ' • ·. ' • • • ' •; ' ' ! ' ·' •, \ I•' • ",·, I • • • I ' ' ' ' • !, •: '\; ~. • :. ,:. ' ' 
~pr_6G~du.res this·, is· partiq_lly· exp·J:~-:lne¢1 by ·- ~ the· -.~e.e(i . ·fo_r . .. . . 
,. . . . '' .. · ~ . .. ·:. . : ., :·~ 
un~forrni ty ·of · :·an.~~ers if n'0rrns are :to be· ' U:tiil:zed~·. However, · ·· · 
.. • .. . ' - ~ ; • • • ' • • : ,o·, • • ~ • • ,' , • l ' . . , T . 
', 
ut~ral:_.,cornpreh~·nsi~n :is· on_ly \~_e tFrst: . ste!?.. ~owar~s:.: :~ul_~_<: · .-· .~-~ · .. _.· ·. · '>. :· y ._' . 
• ' ' • • ' , ' < ' •• • ! . I un~ers.1:.a~aing • . .- ·:· ·: . . ,_ . . .' ., . . :: . . . . . . .; .. . > .·_· .. · ·. :_ , · :.>_ ::~}.· ~ ·: _. .. 
. . · · ?ui:JncJ·. ~nfo~aL_p:roc~qux:e·s, -a~ ·_;i~·- :.~e: ~~~~nis~~~tion :.· . · ·,.··; .: _- 'f;. · .:~ 
. . . · . . '~of; an :tin ·,. th~:r:~ · _i:s: · · op~rt~.ity ,: io:r'··' ~ ·.c.l'os~f ~:~~-dy oi ' ·stu~~n~ . ; ~~ -:~. · .. :_ .. _,· .· .J· .·~-- -
. <_: ··.:~: ... _. .. ~ -- .· ci~mp~~~~,s.Ion_~. :·~~.il.~~:_~.:·: __ .:rr.hi~ .: ~:s · ..  u~u~:t~~ .:~~n~·: _ ;~~-~~~~ :~~e:·:· \: ... \~- · -:·: · ·_:\_.:_:_. ·-~·· :··:··~'· ··: 'J_:;~ . 
. ' .. ·· .. ::: : ·· , - ~ri\s~t-io~:£~-~--.P_~~~c.~sps·: ~: . · , --.-If;_ ..  ·.~_-... I~- -·que·~~f~~s. _·.~t~ - ~:6·~ ,e:~;. : ~0~ _r :. ~; ·: ··. ~ -.~ ·-_ ::·: ··,:.-::_~- .. ::·.· .·: :_-
... ': .' ~ >· ' be;>_~· .. . s~.le_n~ · :_~nd>_o~a~~ . t:ea~incj_ : p~_ssages 'with ~ ~ .. ·· I?ei~~l'lt'a<;J~ ·:.: :.:.:· :: :< :~_.· ·. ·,. : :\ · ~ _;-:: ·.· · 
·. ·"--·-. · . . -, ·· · ~,~o~~ - ~-~:~~-~-; - ~~~-c\ll~~e<i £-c,~· .. :_~a-~~ -~ .. -- .. rr~-~ - · g"tie~~i~~-~ ·::~~-~ : a. :~~-~-~~-- - >·· ... ·.~· : __ .:- ... : ... :.·[. · 
. . ·' . ~ . ' ~ ... . . - I . . _. ' ... . ., .• . ~ . . . . . . . . . ,. . ,. : , . ' I. •• • • • • -, • ' • · : .. . ' · • • • • , · · - • 
• L ~. ' • ·: • ' • ' ' ' • • , , 
. ·. .· ;' .. ·_, __ ·'.: .of rn, ~asuri.dg,-· h~.: - in~~h in.£c)~~ati~r(a: -~~ud~1t_· ... ~·- :··-rs· - ; :~_bl~ :. 't:~ ' :.g~~~ · · : :_.~ ·: ........  : . ~: ·: -~;: : ·::l::; ·:-:: . 
. . ; . . · • . : : _ ~- . ...... .. . : .~_;· ·: ·· . ,: . : ~ ~·· . ~ · •, :.- ·, / ... :·. ; ·.· . .. · .. -. ~ ·.; 1,:·· ~· ~-. · .. ~ :.·. : : ··.·~ . ... -. · ~ 
:··: _,·:. -1.-· · :·· .. ·!rom ·reading·· :a ·· pass~~e- :{ (rutinrrian / i97.1) ~ --_: :·:croh·~·sbti~· ~~d·:·K~~ss -:: -_ '~· - , ~<-:_ :,·. ;~,: -, ~ .. . .-. · '· .:. - • ' . • •• • • t 
.>:r. · · . . · 
/~.~:~_} · ·. . .· ' ' .. · 
. ... 
., ·: . 
,· .. ·.,· 
l. ' • I ', ', ', • • 
.. ··.·· 
.. •. ' \ . . _=· 
.' ~- : .. :. . . . . ·. - . .. 
'· 
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types of understanding, namely, fa~tualfecall of information, 
grasp of vocabulary, and the drawing and supporting of 
i -nferences. 
,(\, 
Ivoods af~d Moe ( 19 77) sugges tL·that comprehension 
' questions should examine under.standing of the main idea, 
factual information, te.rminology, cause and effect, inferen.ce, 
and ability to form conclusions. These basically follow 
the suggestions of johns_on and Kress (1965), except for the 
fact they break down the categories ·into more specific 
types of question~. This approac~to£the measu~ing of 
comprehen~on appears more precisely diagnostic than_a mere 
, 
.measuring of 1~ teral recall since it allo\'TS a teacher or 
. ' .. 
examiner to isolate the level of comprehension at which a 
' ~ 
student begins to experience ~ifficulty. r 
_ Tuinman (1971) adds the further suggestion_ that 
comprehension questions ·· should be pas·sage-b6und as far as 
is pra_cticable so as to che<;:k the reader's ability to under-
stand the written material being presented' rather than delving 
{ 
his knowledge or ~xperience in a sp~cific area. . This becomes 
particularly dif~icult as students progess through the 
grades and become more knowledgeable in·general. Never-
0 
/J , 
~: I" • 
the].ess, ·the type of question asked will determine the 
·~ ~ 
••·. 
effectiveness .and · a·ccuracy of the measure o.f comprehension 
·:. · 
in any IRI. 
<',g 
. 
It becomes ·quite clear that the type of word recog-
.nition errors scored and the quality and scope of the 
j 






in the development and administration of an informal reading 
inventory.. They serve to underline the contentions of Emans 
(1965) and Lowell (1970) that examiner skill is essential 




This chapter has attempted to revie\'1 the literature 
related to areas of research'pertinent to the present study. 
With the information gleaned during research on the topic 
the investigator has attempted to incorporate the essential 
principles of good IRI development into the production of 
tqe Experience-based Reading Inventory which is at the core 














The purpose of this study was to develop, administer, 
and ~alyze the effectiveness of an informa~ reading inven-
tory based on the experiences of New~oundland children. 
This chapter will present an elaboration of the design of 
'-
this study and the procedures employed. in the implementat.ion 
of ~ts res~arch. It will be organized under the foilowing 
main subh~ading,s .. ; 
1. Design and ~ypotheses 
2. The Sample . 
3. lnstrumentation 
• 
4. Development and Design of Experimental Instrument 
5. Method and Procedures 
6. Statistical Procedures 
.. 
Design and Hypotheses 
" -This study attempted to' assess the ability of• an 
experience-based reading inventory ·as developed by the 
.investigator to accurately assess the ins"tructional reading 
level of students to whom the inventory was :-:administered. 
1 ' 
4 .'3 
The accuracy of the instruct:i_onal readinq level scores so 
obtained was corroborated by comparison with the instruc-
tional reading level scores as determined bv administration 
I • 
of a non-experience-based informal readinq inventory, 
~ 
namely, the Analvtical Readinq Inventory (ARI) (Woods & Moe, 
1977). · Both these scores were in turn tested for significant 
correlation wi.th 1!fte grade level scores obtained by admin-
istration of the. r1etr:opoli tan Achievement Test, Form F, 
Test 2, Reading (Durost, Bixler 1 t·lrightstone, Prescott t 
; 
Balow·; ·19'71) 1 which is a r;;tandardized readirtg test:: ·The 
diag:nosti~ aspects of the 'J?RI we.re excluded from. this study 
as being beyond t~_e _expertise ' and time limits of ·such a 
.research project. 
Hypotheses 
~~e following hypotheses were exami~ed during this 
study: 
1. There will be no significant diffe~ence bettv-e~n the 
.silent reading instructional level scores of indiv~dual students 
as measured by .the Experience-based Reading Inevntory (ERT) 
ana those as measured by the Analytical Reading Inventory (ARI). 
' H : 
0 ~1 = 
2. There will be no significant difference in•correla-
tion between the sitent r~ading levei scores of individu~~: 
students as measured by the Metropolitan ·Achievement Test, . . 
, .} ·-.. · 
' 
' ~ ... .. -.· ::s-· 
' ~ ~, t'.,e : ·:-
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and thos~ as measured by the Analytical Reading Inven~ and 
· the Experience-based Reading Inventory~ 
\ 
II H : 






The sample for this study was selected from the 
total g~ade four p9pulation of four schools . under the 
jurisdiction of the Roman. Catholic School Board for St.· 
I 
John's (Append-ix E~. The scl:lools .were sel.ec:;:ted b_y the -inves-
1\gato~ to represent u~ban, suburban and rqral type · schools 
0 • • • ' ' • ' '. ' 
with both co-educational and sexually segregated student ' 
. . 
enrollments ·d~awn from all socio-econo~c level~. 
The number in the sample, which was randomly selected 
from the total grade four registration in each school,· con-:-
sisted of seven children I?er school for a total of twenty-
eight students in'cluding thirteen males and fifteen females·. 
'i'he principles of randomization allow. us to assume that 
the sainple selected_ ~as truly representative of. the tot~l 
grade fou~ population. All students selected completed the 
total test battery involved . in the s"tudy . :· . 
. 
Grade ·four appears to. be the grade in which an 
' informal reading inventory could .be most beneficial (Sheldon, 
1970) . This seems to be the grade of transition from the 
period of bas~c ~kiJ,.l -acquisition of the primary levels to 



























in ,the elementary grades . 
. ManolakeS and Sheldon (1955) in their research found 
what they--re~~ as the grade four "hump." This was a 
condition of failure it:l reading improportionate,- in terms 
of degree, to the prior and future experience of pupils. 
This appeared to demonstrate a need for the examination of 
all students entering fourth grade so as to have read.ily 
• 
available essential data concerning individual instruction.,Pl 
levels, reading str,engths and weaknesses. This information 
·shoUld allow tne classroom teacher to sel.ect the instructional 
metbods and materials for reading best ~·ui ted t:.~"""' ner . present 
• \ , . · I 
students. Sheldon -(197'0) 
. • '1. ,- • -
the·refore ·states tha.t it is · important 
. to .administer an · informal . r·eading inve~tory at grade fou.r. 
. .. 
Instrument~tion 
The instruments used in this study included the 
1 
' . 
Metropolitan A'chievement Test, Form F, Reading (Durost et 
al., 19'71), the Slosson or_al Readling Test (Slosson, 1963); 
- . . ...... 
the, Analytical Reading -Inventory ('Woods & Moe, 1977), and 
the Experience-based Readil)g In-ventory, an unpublished 
instrume"t designed by th~ investigat?r (Appendix B). 
The Metropolitan Achievement· Test (MAT) 
This was administei'~d to all students involved in 






























measure the general level of reading achievement of pupils 
at the elementary 1evel and thus is well suited to the 
purposes of this study. The main rationale for its use was 
to provide the standard against which to measure and sub-
stantiate.. the results of the experimental testing instrument, ( . 
namely, the r:RI. Robinson (1968) contends that the Hetro-
. poli tan Achievement Test is one of the best survey tests 
of reading achievement and also serves its purpose as a 
measure of read~ng achievement for comparative purpos~s . 
. McCracken. 0.962) fouhd that the IOWA Test of Basic Skills· 
' • ' ' ' 
pl~ced pupils. _.approxil'l1ately two· gr'ades . higher than the- ins·truc-
. . . . . ·-. ~ 
tion?l: level indiqated by :an irif·o~m·al read:ing'--' inven~ory -~ : 
~h ~as ·revea.l.ed· no ~v.idence that MAT .grade levels are 
inaccurate. In the classroom set tine] the advantage of using 
an. IRI would be the individualized dia-gnostic information 
gathered as a by-product of ;instructional leyel determination. 
Only the silent. reading passages of the informal 
reading inventories were statist·ically analyzed since the 
Ml\T utilizes si.lent reading sk;l-ls. The. investigator felt · 
it would be . unw:tse to equate silent ~and oral · "ieading scores 
of the .:i:RI with the silent :t::fi:!ading ·scores of the t-~T . . 
The 1·1AT, Form F, is primarily intehded t ·o . test 
' ' . 
students in grades 3. 5 · to 4 .-9. It is ·div.ided into t,.;o s~ctions, 
. . . ' . . 
. . 
e.g., word knowledge_ ahd reading. These f?ections· a1e · to be 
a'dministe;J:ed in siogle sess·ions . of fifteen a~d . twenty-five .. 
minutes,- .reispectiv~ly.. The.re ~hould be ·a rest periqd 
. 














scores are tabulated so as to give a total req.ding score. 
Test two, Reading, of the l1AT, Form F, measu·res 
the ability of a stude~t to read and. comprehend continuous 
writ tenJ.>material. Comprehension is c~cked by means of the 
completion. of mul tiple-c:toice si:.a tements. The test form&·t 
is similar to that of an inform:11 reading inventory except 
that being a timed group test no p:tovis ion has been ·mAde 
for an oral diagnosis. T~e MAT (1970) is a survey test and 
'\ 
does not . purport to be a diagnost~c instrument WcKim, 196 8; 
Robin son, 19_6 3) . 
Mci~im '( 1.'968) contends that for the greater part 
t- ~~ 
• Q • . ' 
· the grade ... r~nges _ ·· for which ·these tests ar.e recommend~d are 
. . . 
appropriate.. F.or this- study, , which examined pupils at ~he 
. . 
gr-ade four level, this instrument, having been standardized 
for levels from 3. 5 to 4. 9, was quite sui table. 
J Re~;ults on the MAT may be presented in various forms 1 
namely, raw scores, · standard scores 1 percentile rank, 
-~ 
stani.nes, or grade equivalents. The type of scar~ being 
utilized· depend~ upon the _purpose for which the test is 
administered. For the present study· a grade equivalent was 
-
cons·idered -: appropriate 13ince the results of · the informal 
!!,1' . 
reading inventories are reported in terms of the instruc-
t~onal .reading grade leye.l:s •. 
· The credentials . C)f the ~!AT n971) appear to be 
s~stan~ial .and ,...-ell-researched. The Teache.r' s Handbook 
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53 
information concerning content development, i te!ll analysis 1 
standardization I validity and reliability. ~re-publication 
research involved approximately 250,.000 students. The 
standardization sample of 50,000 children was selected so as (I 
to be representative of · the national population of the United 
Stat~s in terms of geographic region, socio-economic status, 
size of city, and public versus non-public school (Durost 
et al"., 1971) . Alt:J1ough content validity was derived 'on the 
basis~of the. curriculum in use ·in the United States, for the 
purposes of ·the present study the MAT test content appears to 
be adequate. 
·,__ 
Therefore, as a general survey reading tept seLected 
-to pro.vide a standard score against which to measure and 
compare the results of the experimental instrument, the ,.. . . . . . 
Metropo.li tan Achievement Test (19'70) appears to be sui table 
. in this experimental situation. Being a group test its 
: , 
diagnosti-c limi ~ations are noted. 
The Sloss on -oral Reading . Test (SORT) 
The SORT is· a graded word list designed to be 
administered to students individually. It is based on the 
-
principle of. a st1ldent' s ability to prbnounce words from 
--~, graded word list on ':'arying levels of . ~ifficu,.l tl'. The 
SORT claims a correlation of . . 96 with the Standardized Oral 
I 
Reading Paragraphs by Nilliam S. · Gray (Slosson, 1963). 
For· this study the SORT was administ:erea as a 
:).·~- .· _ 
.• ,. 0:: .• . : ' :.._,.~ . ·_,_ , .. -_:.·_~::-.-::---· ... : · ~. ·. · ·.·.:. ' · .. ~·~- ~~c.,• . ~· ~ · ~ 
- ' ·~. -~ . ·.· . . : . .· •. ... ., _:}·.·. ;:-. . ~ •. .:.~ -;~ L.--. · ·. ·. ~ . ,_. . ·. -_.'_- _.·_·,···::·':··.'.~·-.·,,· ,·,;.,,_· ' ·.·-· .. ··.: .. . . . . . . ~ \ ... ' ~ . ~· .  .
. . ··~ ' .. ' 
-----~, 
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standardized 'Vlord recognition list ~;.rhich could produce a 
quick grade level designation to serve as an indicator of 
the most appropriate grade level at which to begin testing 
students with the alternate forms of the informal reading 
inventory. 
The Analytical Reading Inventory {AR!) 
T:1is informal reading inventory was administered to 
all students in the sample. 
T:1e ARI was developed b:y ' woods and "Moe ( 1977) for 
mre by c~assroom teachers, reading specialists a.nd prospective 
teachers ·. .rt was developed and tested over a tw_o-year period 
and was subjected . to extensive field testing, computer 
analysis an"'\content revisions (Woods & Moe, 1977). Passages 
were analyzeJ for readability by treatment with the revised 
Spache formula (Spache, 1974) at t!1e primary levels and with 
the Harris-Jacobson Formula 2 (Harris & Sipay1 1975) for 
the elementary levels. 
The ARI consists . of two sections, namely 1 ,a graded' 
word list apd reading passages · with accompan:(ing compre-
hension questions·. Reading passages can be· utiiized \equally 
effecti. vely for e). ther oral or · silent reading testing. 
Rea~er comprehension of each passage is tt;;! ·s~ed by using six 
main types of questions I namely, ~ues tions e:x;amirting khow-
ledge o 'f the main idea and terminology 1 · factual .information 1 
cause and effect, and pupil ability- t6 make infer·•::mcres and 
, 
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to draw conclusions. 
Because of the reported care exercised in the 
development and validation of the ARI passages as regards 
content, readability and question suitability (~·7oods & Moe, 
19 77) this instrument appears to . be an 'excellent standard 
against which to compare the effectiveness of the experi-
• men tal ERI (Appendix B) • 
The Experience-:based Reading I~ventory (ERI) 
The 'ERI i .s an . investiga-tor-constructe-d informal 
reading inventory bas:eq on ·lang\Hi.ge. exper~ence . stories. 
written by Newfoundland~ ·students from grades qne ·to eight. 
' 
· Although it consists of. both oral arid silent r~ading ·passages·, 
. . . . 
for tHe present study onl~ the sil~nt reading passages were ' 
subjected to statis~ical analysis. 
I • . 
· · All p9ssages of the experimental. instrument were 
tested for readability by application of th~ Spache {1974) 
formula for materials at the primary level, and with the 
Harris-Jacobson Formu·la .2 (Harris & Sipay, 1975) for materials . 
suspected to be a:t or higher than grade four level..· 
Through the us¢ . of · thes~ formulas the investigator 
attempted to ensure that test passages designed to test 
reading c,tb i lity at a specific leve,l were truly repiesent~tive ' 
of the level of ~nstruction~l materials used at that grade 
level • . The formula~ should also help ensure that passages. 

















treating th~ ERI ·with the same formulas that had been used 
in developing the ARI (Woods and Moe, l977)·the investigator 
'tested students in all treatment groups with the same· level 
of materials. All passages \>Tere accompanied by comprehension 
questions geared to examine the three essential levels of 
comprehension, 'namely, 
. 
literal, inferential and critical · 
comprehension. 
All passages and questions were e&amined for suita-
bili ty by Dr. Marc Classman, Reading Specialist and Lepture-r 
. . 
at Memorial University of) Newf.oundland • 
. ' 
. '. •./' .. ~ ; . . ' . 
The Experimental. Instrument·: · 
~ ' .' ' • I ' ' • 
, . 
At the core of· the present st'udy was the design of 
a ·testing instrument, namely 1 an exp_erience-base9, informal . 
reading inventory (App~ndi>c -B) • This aspect of the s .tudy 
proceeded in the following manner. 
Approximately two. h-tindred f':i 'fty. lari._guage experience 
'._ " • . (' · . 
4 • - • r • ' r ... • 
produced by rural and urban ··s"tiY4en ts from. across 
• . ~ 1· .. ' 
·stories 
Newfoundland and Labra<;lor were : revie~e~ - by the ·investigator. 
. . . ' . . . ; . ' . 
~Some 1 ·bUt Certain'ly .. nOt all 1 Of the StOrieS . appear~d 't:O have 
. . . ... . 
. . 
. been· subjected to a rneeisure of' editing by either. the ,c:tuthor 
or · the teachers concerned. T~1.'e in:~esti.gatar edited · -the·' : 
·or-igin.al grammqr 1 spelling · or punctuation only whEm · :i, t was 
essential for the understa,ndit:l9' ·of a passage. 
... 
. . . 













·The main criterion used ·for inclusion of a storyt in 
the study was 'readability level. Jongsma (1972) cautions 
that altho1,.1gh readability formulas can provide objective, · 
quantitative estimates of the leveTC>f d~fficulty o a book 
-
there are additional factors such as organization, . c 
difficulty and the inte.rests of the potential r~ader whic 1 
.. -
are not presently cons.i.dered by anY,·· availa,ble formula. These 
factors should. be noted in i7-J:?.e to.tal es.tirnate ofre·adabili ty.,' , 
... • • • • to. 
Th_e ·i~v~~t:i..gator eQdeavoqred: to . ~nt,egrlite· - thci~ judgrriemtal . · - ~ . ·. ~ -
. ' . . . . . . 
.... 
• I ,•' , _ • ' , •' ' :I • 'j I ' ' ; ._•\ 
. element into the . 6ver?l~ll e~tima,te of : readability by rej~ct,iil.g ·--~ .· 
•· . 
' . ' ' ' ·, ·, . . . . · . . · - . . . . . . .. · ... : 
-stor.ies whic~ .de~oristr~t:ed' ~~oblems of.: o;;.gahi~~tion .. or c~~; .. :. _.: ._- ·_.' .• ., 
~eptu~~- - ~i'£.£i:cu·l~/-··.: Be6ause:.· ~h~ <s~o~ie~ . ~~re': ~~i·.~~~~ b'y: ·._.· :~~ - - . ~-r:; 
. . . . \ .•. . . .. . . . . . ·. . . ·. l -
studerits ' whose · a~e.s . ~nd.' · back~-rou~ds.·· ~ere · ·s:Lrn~lar ·.to. the _t~r<je _t . l : ·. 
popuia~io~, - ~nterest was ~ot ~ prob~~m. . ' . . . ... . l.-· 
' k' • ,/ ·. 
The stories ·we·re produced by pupils from grades one _ 
to eight. The investigat~r found when applying the' read~-
bility formul.as that. the readability ;tevel of the. s.tories was, 
< -:. - ~ 
approximat,ely L 5 . . tp 2 ~ 0 _ye·ars . below t~~-- 'sta.t:e'd grade te~ei 
\ . . . . . 
.-
.. 
of._ the au-tho~ .) Thu~ s~ories .at or _ above , ·t.h~ 'seventh _le;vel 
~ ' I • ~I ' • • • 
were l.irrdted, nece~~ita.ti~g the. inclusion o'f._ o.ne ·story at 
.· · .. · - ~t . . . -. ·. ' . J • , • ' · _ • 1£ :.· ·: .. ; : ··. ' • • • • -
th~ .- se·v~n~ l.evel~ _silent ·reaf!ing (Appe~~ · "t7hich·· W:~$: .. :~ .· 
·. uni.~ke-_iy ~ to .. pe stri~t~y . spe~-:L~_g· ;.p.ar._~- ~f the . quthor 1 ~ · ~wn 
' • o I ' ' • : ~ I ' ~ ' 
_persan~\ ~x~~~ence. · The i·nc~A~:rit_'. could ha_v~ ~ been expehenc~d 
~i'c~rio~sly :_.through the: me·C'lia.· .fqr example. . . 
. . ~~· .. . . ' . ·-: .. : · :_ ~ . 
Bo.th oral arid-. ·sil~~t: :·r~·ading .passage:s, wi.th . ~e · ·.·_·._. . _ 





appro:priat~. sco¥'~~g- --~uides, h.a_~~ , b~~n .inciude,q sine~·- t~~se ·. · -·. ~-.: ... 
I' • , • ' ' · , 
_. . 
. ·~··' 
~ . ' · . 
.· . . ' . . . . .. 
·. ; 
•. ,' :· ·~· I ' • 
. . . ' 
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. 'passage's m9-y be used for oral or silent reading at the dis-
-· 
cretion of the.-,.teacher or e'xaminer . .-
· a. ·· Readabi.l~ty \ ·· .. : 
· ~ 
The two rea~abili);y, f-<;>rrnul:~s chosen for th-is ·study 
--·-
, I 
· t · 
l 
. 
' I i 
'i 
•j 
' .. ·, ) 
were the Spache _(1974) ~ormul.ifor material _i;it the primary l 
level (i.e. 1 grades one~ to ·three) ·and the H~rris-jacobson !· 
, . l 
. " ; · • : • •tr,'f . - - . • . .. ' • ·l . 
Formula· ~ (Harris f. Sipay, . ;L975f·. _fo~ materials _ ~uspected .· , /. '··~ 
· ,:.~.. ;.;._.- ·to:' b~·-· .~e.· or e:-~~~~ . cirade·:.four ' 1~~~-j ·-~_.;p~ndix .D) -~··. _.··. · . ·.· . . · : - . : . · .. . ; U. 
-~ .<·: .. . ' .. '• . · .. - <.: ' "·. . ... :.":#;~ .. . _· . ... ~· · .. · .·: . .· · - -~ :. •' . ·. :.··· .· . ' ~-· · 
· · The1 Spache ·. (197.4') ·readability· .formpla~ -h~s ·: been · . .. :'._.. . .... _· .. . ·.· .· '· ... ' ~4 :, · stibj"e,c't~d· .tci · c'6~i~a~-~~~~~ · .resea~c~ . c~ri~~~rii~g: . i ~5:;_ -~~itciii.~/ .. ·· .:,.: -. ._:: ~,. --~-- ;·:_·_,_::·, 
• ~· , ' ' ' .. ~.. ' • •• • ' - ~ • • ' ~ • . ' . . • • •. , .• ,t, ,' ; .... ~ .•• ; ' • . ' "' . ,t . ', ' • • . :·: ··,. , I, 't / • ••• • • • , • t 
· ·~.P.s · .in · ·~cp~r~1te ·_ ~e~~ure :· <:>£: ·- ~he· 9!~d~_- .ie~el.; ~(-skii_i;· n~c:.~s·~~r_y.:_-.. :··:_·_ .... ·:'"' ·: j ·.·· 
.. · • ' • ,' • • 4 . v, , ,' - ·.: . • • .• • - · .. 01 ' 1 .~ , , , · . ·, ' •• · b .. · . . ~ · . 1 · '. · , : . · · · ~.'j· • , , ·"' . 
~ :, · ... : .to; r~ad :~~rtt·.t.e·~- ~m~t~~~~l' · {s~_a,c,he t !'~5 ~ ~<i9 -~_4 · ! ·s .taiger , , ~9ss) -~ ,·:.- ·_:· _ .... · .. · 
·- ;.:.· · ·. · stai.~e~. (i'955) · ... reports ··a cqire~ia~io~ :of . ~- 70 be.tween . -t~~ :,:, -;:_,.' ·,·. · .· :·.· ·. · 
'!!~~ . : . .: . . . . . . ' . - . . .. . 1 " ' • • 
>spa<?he · ·:r~adabi ·li ty formula · arid ··actual · pu.pil · performahce :.- .- · 
. . . 
. ba·sed . qp .demoh~tr'~'ted ora-.1- : ~eadi.ng .. e:rr~:r:s. and- ·-~omp~el').~n;~~~-
" "3 . ' . . ' . ' . • .. . • . . . . . ' ~ . :.: .. . . ' 
Spachee> ( i974) repor'ts_ a .standard error . of e.stima.te ·.fp_r ·,. the~-
. . ·• , ,o. ' . ... . ' . ' . : . . .. ... f 
:·. · ... • . 
·.' . 
. . . 1 . :. . . · . . 
. . . 
revl~ed formula Of tWO ITiOrithS.I that>.'iS 1 ·in 68 .percent.· Of ', •,'. : .. 
the -sampl~~ ~··th~ :true: rea~nzt~. l~v~i _:t~i~l.· be - ~i~i·n ~-{~~: ~r · .. :: 
• ' · •· D • ' ·~\~ ',.· · ,·, ' -~• · ''' •.' ••• ~ · · , ,'· ' t 
. ' I;. _  · .. 
. . 
f, • • • 
·_ .. -::: .. ·) :: 
·ffiirius two ' ~onths. o'f -~tl;e _ es'.t'im~te:: .. fou~·d ($t;)a'che,· l914}\ . 
>;~. ~ : . .>· Titi:; _ '.fi~e ::1:eve1: ·c,i.-· d~·s~~-~-~~~~;ibn -~~k~s:.:.i~ ·: ~ighly ·v~~u~_ie ·. 
' ". :' · ·. .. . . - . 7" }'Jl esJ:iriii,te ;f: re~i!.J,ili t/~or til is . h;ud~~ <: · . , ; _' ': • , • ;, '[,, 
.. ' ,:,/t:' 
_ ;_. . · - T~e spache· . .--_< .~~7~> . ~~-~~~l~ .~o~~~:<'~ · pr~~~~u~e~~-~P.£_~~ ·-:: :: .. _._<:··;. · ·.:-_ ·J: ... :.:. 
i:Qcl,ude·s :ca_lcul.ating~ a . riuniber· of· vari~le$ foi;·· eaoh~:pci'ssage : . ··: :: ·:· . ... I : .r' .-'· 
·•, ' • ' , . • ' '. • ,' ' ' . "' , , , •. , . ' ' · . ' , • ,· •, ,. . • ,' ' • ' , ' ' I • ·• 
. . . ' : . .. ···such 'as th~ ·totai. nmrthe~ · of· w6rds·, the . ririrnb~;·.: 6f. 'sent~n,~e'~-~ <~ :::-.... >->.· :- ~.· .. ,. ':. 
\ ; ·. ·• :. .. .. ~ . ... ' .,~·:; .· .·. ·_ : ' ·. ;: .. .-.··: ·.:_· .·. '-::· .. :~: .· .. -.: . . ~ :.~ ... .:: .- :-:·: , .·, · ·-~ . -· .... .-·.:; .. : .. -·; . :_: .. -:·.-:···: ..... :~ ... ·: . .:·:';':_: 
t. .; .· . ... the number ··of . ; unfamili~r words , (those·.not on the -spache · ·_, .. ,; ·· · ·. · ·:· . .-: 
.. ·A-, -· .. ~ , . . .. . . ·- . · .. . ~ ;'.:·,. --~ :~·-· .  -: .· . ·. . ·. ·. . ... ·<_.~/: · .. ·_··--~-- - .. ·. ~~ - - .. _:_\: ·.· .. : _ · ::·,_.:; __ :_::._:; : _;_~:._,-'_-~-. \... ~~- ·: ,:·. ·._<·.:. 
' ' • • • • • ,~ • ' ' ' I • ' ' ,. ' • ' ' • ' :, .'! ~,· :,·~ :'' • :~• ' , 
. i '.' ..... · ~ ... ·. .... . . ~ :· ... ," ·. _, 0 ·: •• ; _ _ :_:·=-.·.: .... • -··· .· :. •, ··. : ··.... .: .'. ,. · • . ,. ~ :· ,: . ·:·.· . .. 
z!'~~~t;~: :-,1~~, :i:, ._:,,:}~.;;,,;~.~~~L-..  ::.~~:~;l~L~L~l:*:("~2·.:,:} :. ~. , .. : ~: A ~/ .·; · 
. t ' ' . . :. : ~ · .. · : ... .. 
., 
I o 
(1974) revised word list ) and the average sentence length . 
These variables qre .mathematically manipulated to arrive· 
at an estimate of readability for the passage. The reada-
bility data for this study ,are. reported in Table 1 ·. 
59 
The Harris-Jacobson Formula 2 (Harris & $ipay 1 1975) 
also considers as variables in th~ study o.f each passage 
-the total number of words 1 the number of· sentences and the 
number of unfamiliar words; that is, those words noe on the 
Harris-Jacobson Short Readability List (Harris & Sipay, 1975). 
' 
These computations are inserted into the formula to arrive 
at a predicted score which is converted to a readability 
level. ~, .The variable analyses for stories treated with the 
. ~ 
Harris-Jacobson Formula 2 are sumrn~rized in Table 1. "All 
readability levels correspond to present grade levels. 
Table 1 furthe,r indicates is a gradual 
increase across the gr~es in e1e 
to readability. Conten\and comprehensi 
determine 'readability I neve theless this 
present 
some indication of•the · ~ty in .the li~ht of · 
ormulas. ·· j -
·The Spacli.e . ( 1974) and the ·Harris-Jacobson F'ormuia 
.2 (Harris & ~ipay 1 1975~ were used in this study because 
of their use;>n the development aad analyses of the 
Analytical Reading Inventory (WooQs & Moe, 1977) "I · It was 
felt that · by having the "ERI passages treated with the same 
-
readability fo~u~as as those of th~ARI the reading 
; ~:.:-;i~- -··;... "";"' .-





















Total Number of ~vords, Number of Sentences, Number of 
Unfamiliar tvords, Average Sentence Length-~ERI 
No. of . Average 
Total No. No. Oflf Unfamiliar Sentence 
Level of Words Sentences Words Length 
Primer 48 8' l 6· 
\ . 
One lOB 14 3 ,']. 7 
Two 120· 14 / 10 8.57 
Three 150 11 10 ·. 13.64 . 
Four 150 - 10 '24 - 15.0 
Five , 179 10 21 18.4 
Six 184 11 30 16.72 
Seven 240 14 49 17.14 
:· 
materials used in the investigation .would be c_omparable. · 
Comparative readability results for , the ERI and ·the ARI are 
reported in Tables ·2 and 3. Thes~ data appear . to in~ic~te 
. . . 
that reading materials used in t11is study we're _at the 
state-d :readah!ili ty l~vels as determined by the ·~~adabili ty . 
~ :· \ 
fo~ulas employed. 
0 ' · 
Comprehens.ion Questions 
Lefevre "{1964) has sta~ed tliiit readitig _is not .to 
··-· .. 
. ' \ 
·,_ . 
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; :, ): ~~~~:,, i/ .:,~~~' : ' ' c: >' : ,;<;'7 Jk ·"; ~ . . . .. :· I · . ;· ·: .: - ·. :- . . ::-~ ~· .. :: ·> :. Y~§~~~k~j!~~~ff~1~~~-~;£:t2 ·;,.:;:-~f:~~-:-~-.. :,.:.- ,.- .. · · · · · " -· .. .. - -
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TABLE 2 
Readability Results: Spache (Primary) 
Grade Level ARI ERI 
"' Primer 1.5 1.~5 
One 1.7 ~ 
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I 
be considered reading unless it gives access to meaning. 
Therefore, one of the primary objectives of any IRI must 
be to assess the amount ~f unde~M.anding a student has 
gained during the reading act. The method presently used 
.. 
to gain insight into this aspect of reading is the com-
prehension questions posed at the complet~-pn of each oral 
or silent reading passag~ (Tuinman, 1971) . 
Livings.ton (197.J.) contends that comprehension is 
... 
composed of a hierar~hy of skills .designated as li ter'al; 
·/. . . . . . . . . ( . 
~nferent~al and critical comprehens~on ~ · According to 
. . • J . . ~ 
( 196 .. 8)' the .compe'.~ent, fluent ~ea.d.er will Pfo'duce Lefevre 
.. 
implied personal interpret~tions of what has beeh read 
. 
. rather than the purely literal 
. . . \ 
meanings of the less flu~t 
the re_ader the greater his reader. Thus the more skilled 
comprehension. 
. 
Johnson and I<ress (1965) state that comprehension 
questions should cover the different types of understanding 
such as the factual recall of information, vocabulary 
knowledge, and the drawing of in~erences • Hoods and Moe 
~ . {1977) h;ive divided these broader areas into specific 
. . 
. . 
questions: which as.sess student understa:nding · of :the main 
idea, factual information, terminology, cause and effect, 
.. I ' '.~ : ~ ~ 
\ and inferrnce and' !'?tUdent ability to form conclus.ions. By 
62 
noting the type 0f co~rehension qu~stions that pr~sent little 
Ji£ ficul ty to a student~ fo.r example, terminology, the 
examiner may be able to isolate a·I!eas ai~eady _ mastered while 
., 
. ' ·, 
. .. ' 
4 . ~ 












indicating other areas still in need of instruction. This 
should save valuable instructional time while increasing 
opportun~ty for successful learnin~-
Tuinman (1971) has noted that for a truly accurate 
assessment of understanding the, questions posed· should be 
passage-bound, i.e., dependent upon the material being read 
for their solution. Therefore, .the present study has 
attempted to assess".~~he comprehension skills of ~tudents 
\;. 
·-. 
with questtons coverirtg: ali aspects of the .three levels of 
. ~)_. . 
c:;omprehension. Six to eight questi~ns \<lere . devis.ed for each 
passage. As ·far .as was po"Ss1ble . thesE3 questions .·were p~$sag·e­
b6und and phrased 'so as to assess understanding at each ·of 
the levels of comprehension as indicated by Johnspn and 
Kress (1965) and Noods and Moe (1977): 
Method and Procedures 
... 
Testing Procedures 
·< The sample of twenty-eight pupils was randomly selec-
ted from ~e total gra~e - four population of four schools in 
the st. John's Metropolitan a·rea. Seve~ children were chosen 
from each school. All subjects \fere treB: ted with, the . same 
test tnaterials and as far as possible at correspond~ng times 
of the ;:tay, namel~, during the mo:r;ning sessio~s (Appendix E) • 
' . Se~si"on-~ were: arranged so as not to interfe.re. with r egul arl y 
s·cheduled periods such as gym, art, .music or skating. 
. \ 
. ~ . ; · . 
... 








During the first session at each school the MAT was 
administered to the sample students in a group. At the 
second meeting students were treated individually, first 
with the SORT and then with the informal reading inventories 
inn. a randomly selected alternating order. Thus the order 
of testing should not be an interfering factor. All tests 
were administered by the investigator • 
..... 
The informal ~eading inven~ories used were similar 
in format an~ calibration allowing for ,a minimum of inves-
. 1 . . 
tigator ·interference. · ~~ testing wa~ 90mpleted within a 
• \ •:. • • . ': n • .. 
three-w~ek period .e~tending from October 19th to ~ovember 
' . 
· lOth, .'1978. Testing wit\h the MAT was completed, iri October. 
\ 
This was particularly important because the MAT is normed for 
either October or April. Thus if resulting student scores 
were to be accurately interpreted this test had to be adminis-
tered within this time frame. If the MAT were adrniniste~ed · 
at other times of the year the resultant scores could be 
ar·tificially inflated or deflated (Durost et al., 1971). 
It was · also f~lt that all testing should be completed within 
as short a time span as possible so that the passage . of, time 
~ . . 
would· not falsely influence study results. 
Criteria .· 
For teachers of re·ading, knowledge of · a pupil's 
instru~tional reading , _level is essential (Johnson & Kress_, 





to be successful. Providing an examiner with this in for-
. 
mation is one of the main objectives in the administration 
of an informal reading inventory (Johnson & Kress, 1965). 
The criteria used to isolate the instructional level 
are of prime importance. For the present study, as with the 
. ) 
ARI (Woods & Moe, 1977), the criteria used to measure word 
recognition and comprehension abilities pertaining to tl:le 
instructiona.l level were those specified by Johnson and Kress. 
(1965.) from their study of the criteria devised ·originally 
' · 
• . . i 
by Betts (1936}. These criteria, which are to be me't wi-thout 
the aid- of fhe_ examiner, are as follows~ 
1. A word recognition score of ~5 percent or no more 
than five uncorrected e 'rrors in a one hundred word sample. 
2. A cornprehens~on score of 75 percent or no more ( 
than two comprehension errors in six questions o·r three 
comprehension 'errors in eight questions. 
'·I 
It is a generally accepted principle ' in IRI admin-
istration that .a 'iower than .95 percent word recognition score 
may be acceptable if. th~ P,omprehension rate is high. Hm.,ever, 
Johns.on and l{ress (1965) encourage th~ ·maintaining of high 




For the- purposes. of the p~~sent investigation· an 
error il_l wo:z;d' ~ec.ogni tion was considered 'to hav_e occurred 
in the following ~nstances: 
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1. Nhen · t'here '"as an uncorrected rciispronuncia tion which 
the ~eaning of ,the text. I. changed 
2 • t~hen a · word was ami tted or not1 pronounced. 
I 
3. When pronunciati~n aid was r qUested from the 
examiner. 
The exception to this rule was if th~ ·_word requested was a 
prope_r noun which would not be expected to be part of a 
· · s ·t uden t' s normal ~eading vocabulary: .. · 1. 
All deviations from a 
but. rather miscues '(Goodman, 1965). , 
~e~der who repla~es the word 
o~urs .when the ·reader changes the 
. . . 
. ' 
not be true errors' 
. 
in the ca9!e ·.of a 
"mom... An error 
of a passage, 
for e~ample, by inserting "mot?:r:'" for "mother." 
During an IRI administra ion all errors should be 
. . ... \ 
recorded f~r - late~r analysis. ·/ The~e s~ould include misp·ro-
nunciations · of any sort, . ad4ition~ , omissions, substitutions, 
rev~rsals, ·r bpetitions ; or ~hrasin~ and punctuation errors .. 
All ~uch daua upon e~~mina~~on by ~ knowledgeable investi-
·g.ator should_ provid~ · valu~le diagn~stic information • 
. I • 
These procedures we re ' followed in the pres ent s tudy 
. • ' . I ; .f ' • . .- \ ' • . , 
. so as ·. to _;r>r()duce _as accrat,e: an asses~ment of .s ·tudent read~ng 
·abilities and instruqtional readin9 -levels as was possiple . 
. Statis ical Procedu'res 
y '• ( 
















the ability of the . inve~tigator-developed ERI to acc~rately 
determine the instructional reading level of the students 
examined. All students involved in the study were treated 
with · t~e same test materials, namely, the Hetropolitan 
Achievement · Test:, Form F (Reading), the Analytical Rt;!ading 
Inventory ·. and the Experienc~-based Reading Inventory. Only 
th17, ~ent ~eading passages of ,the ARI and the ERI and T.est 
2 (Read~of the . MAT were compared and correlated in the 
stat:lstical anaiysis s~~~E! test. sections appear to 
be te.sting the same skiLls, .na.lely, silent reading ski~). as 
demOnstrat~d -in the ~~qp;m t' .(~ili:t;_ to answer compre-' 
hen.sio.n' quest'ions. Oral reading scbres on the ARI and the 
. . I 
ERI could not . be. s~atistical;t.y ~a~ed with ;;cores on the 
• 11; . 
MAT, a group test which assesses silent reading skill. We 
cannot assume that silent reading scores and or·al ~eading 
. .. 
scores are equivalent. 
The resultant scores were tabul~ted and the data 
~n.alyzed for s-fclt"is~ical significance at th~ .os level of 
confi.den~e a.ccording to the following ~rocedural steps: 
1. Th~ ARI and the ERI si~k; readi~g scores were . 
examined b~ applidation of a t-test to test th~ null 
.. 
hypothesis that states: There will be no signific~nt dif-
<. 
ference between the reading level scores of individual 
l3tudents ' as measured ·by the E.RI and those as . measured by 
. . . ( ;, . 
. the ~RI • ~- T~e !,""test 
~e(nc.~J between the 
is used to test for significant dif-
J 
means for correlated samples. 
,;,j "']).lii,';r:::- --- : ';:-. ;,: <',:, -·· > ~ ' · · ,_~: ~ 'h>. -· ·:: :•: '"''''-~!i,'j£-;_,:,, e~- :: ::-:-,;::, ·:•c: ,-': :_ · 
'  . 
' 





t = ED 
2 (ID) )/{L-I-1) 
2. Raw scores on the MAT, Form F, Test 2 and the silent 
reading passages on the ARI and the ERI were tested for 
significant correlation by applying ·a Pearson product-moment 
correlation coefficient to test the null hypothesis· that 
states: There wi,ll be no. significant difference in correlation 
' ' 
between the instructional reac;ling level scores. of students 
as ·measured by thE:! Metropolitan Achievement' Test and those 
·.as · measured by ·the Analytic<;~! Read~ng Inv~ntory and the 
Experience-based Reading Inventory. 
' 
r = NEXY - EXEY 
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CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS OF THE STUDY 
Introduction 
The purpose of this chapter · is to report the results 
of the procedures used to test the hypotheses of the ' study 
as stated in Chapters I and III. ~ata are presented on 
pupil grade level scores for the Metropolitan Achievement 
Test, Form F (Reading) and on the instructional level scores 
in the . t'!'/O informal reading inventories administered; na.rne.l.y, 
'. 
the Analytical Reading: Inventory · (ARI) and · the Experience-
qased Reading Inventory* (ERI) . 
eata were. analY,.zed by use of two main statistical -
l . 
pro.cedures. A !~test was performed to test for sigf:!ficant 
differences between the mean instru~tional level scores as 
measured by th~ informal reading inventories. Data were 
,. 
further subjected to analysis by means of a Pearson product-
.J 
moment correlati~n coefficient to test the st~ength of the 
relationship between the MAT, the ARI and tRe ERl. Thf 
• OS level of .confidence was designated as that point at 
whioh .the hypoth'eses of this study 'would be either accepted · 
r'\. 
or rejected. 
The spec.ific hypotheses a·re. as follows: 
1. · . There will be no significant diffe:ience between 
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the silent reading instructional level scores of individual 
students as measured by the Experience-based Reading Inventory 
and those· as measured by the Analytical Reading Inventory. 
H : ~~ = 1J2 0 
2. There will be no significant difference in correla-
tion bet\"een the silent reading level · scores of individual 
students as measured by the Metropolitan Achievement Test and 
those as measured by the Analytical Reading Inventory and the 
Experi.ence-based Reading I~vento~y: 
H : ~ l ' = lJ2 )J~ 
·0 .. ·~ 
t 
. ' ~- ·~: 
'-
· r Analyse!:! 
{' ' . 
of the Data 
~ 
H:t:J20thesis One: ~here w:ill pe no ·significant ·diffe:r;ence 
· between the instr_uctional reading. level scores of individual 
. .q ._, . 
iJ ' 
students as measurep by the Experie_nce-bas'ed Readin~ lnvemtory 
and those as measureq by the Analy-tical Reading Inventory. 
Findings: On the ~RI · the mean score was 3.29 and- th~ 
' 
standard' deviation was l~ 24. ·For· the ARI the · mean score 
, 
was 3. 36_ 'Cin~the st~ndard d~vi~tion ~as .1.~2 •· 
A t-test· (Table' 4) p.erformed oil these· two ·sc·ores 
- . . . \- , ' . . 
' . 
· revealed that at the .OS level of confidence the differ_ence 
' ' ' . ' 'I • 
. 
between the mean ·scores was not· significan-t (t = .493; 
. ' . -
df = 27; p < .OS). 
---it - . 
. . 
,A f...;,value of 2. 052 would have been 
nece's·sary to reject the n~11 hyp~~h~sis. · A t;..val.ue' ·of • 493 
. . '• ' · , · ,· - . . -. 
is -considerably less than 2 .!)52,· th~refore the _ :t;1U'll hyp9thesi~ · 
·" 
' . . 
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: · ... ' , 
TABLE 4 
A Comparison Betwe.en the Means and Variances for the 
Analytical Reading Inventory and the Experience-
based Reading Inventory 
Group n 
- · 
ss df M 
ARI 28 40~44 27 3.36 
ERI' 28 ' 41.60 ' 27 3.29 
.... 
*E. < : . OS 
r' 
·, ..... 
may reasonably be accepted. 
t* 
Hypqthesis Two: There will be n¢ signifi.ci:mt differep~e ·-
;i,n correlation ·between the sc'ores of individua.l students 
71 
as rrie.asured by the Metroe.olitan Achievement Test and those. 
as meas·ured by the AnalYtical Reading . Inve~tory_ :aJl<i the 
. . 
Ex~erie.~ae~based ReC!d,ing · r~veiitory. 
Findings: . ,The silent, read'i;ng 'in:structional leved scores 
·, . , •, 
.. . . . 
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of. the .:MAT .: {'R~~d.ing; . . (fa~le ~· ) wer~ · s~~je:~.te~. to ~t~.ti~ti~aJ. 
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Compar·ative Listing of Pupil Scor~s· for the MA'Y (Reading) 
Test 
and . the ARI and t ·he ERI . {Silent Reading)" 
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TABLE 6 
Pearson Product-Moment Correlation Coefficient--r* 
Test . . MAT 
MAT 
ARI .795 
ERI • 787 
. ~ *E < • OS 
' 
ARI 






I ' . 
~ . 
.. 
r . = . 787; and for the ARI ~nd the ERI, ~ = .807. 
' r 
... These data · ·~:muld appear to sl,ig9est 'that there ·is 
a~modeFa1;ely high correlation betw.een the three tests. . In 
addition ' th_e· ~ata .appear to indicate that all . three .tests 
are measuring the same constructs. A. perf·ect p~ · .. 
corre~latiori· woul¢1. be measured at approximately +J~, therefore 
correlation fi'gures of .7~.5, oo7'87, a_nd .80~ -would. appear 
" . .. 





';/. ---A t-test ~as used to t .. ci-.;f for ~t:-a/M:s~iqa_i diffe_ren~es 
. . :-...;,., . . ~-. ·. : . '· : . 
between the mean .instructionalleve'l' scores for the ARI and 
' • ' ~ \ • r' • ,I ' 
. • ' • : ·-'. ; 1. • • - • • ) • 
the ERI. A Pea~son. prod.u·~t-n\9m.e:ht Gor.relation c.oeiffict.ent 
·. . . . . . . . . ·~/:· . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.. ; . ~ 
. • I 
'·· 
. ' 
. :· . .. · , 
J ,: • · 
.. .. .. ~ ·: . 
. .. I 
T • . 
----.--r--· -------- -- --
74 . 
was employed to test the . strength of the relationship bet\'leen 
the Het;ropoli tan Achievement Test, the Experience-based 
., 
Reading Inventory and the Analytical Reading Inventory.· 
· The .05 level -of confidence was d~signated as· the criterion 
level at lo'lhich to ac.cept or reject ,t;he nul:J. hypothesis. 
From the results. of the analysis 4 0,~ the accumulat~d data, 
. , .·: . 
the following· find·lngs· ·m~y be rej:>o~tey and summ~rized: 
I , , • • 




reading instructional leve·l scores of individual students as 
- . . "---. 
m:::tred by the ERI and those as measured by the ARI. 
2 • . Th~re was a signif~a~~ correlation between silent 
reading level scores of individual students> as measured by 
\ - -the Metropolitan Achievement Test· and those as measured· by 
the Analytical Readillg Inventory and . the Experien~e-based 
Re~ding · :tn·ven tory. . ' 
. ' 
. ·, . 
I . .. .. . 
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SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS 
''' 
•. 
This chapter summarizes the purpos~s of this study, 
draws conclusions · based on the· analyses ot; the accumulated 
da.t~, st:ates impl:ic~.tions re1ated to these findings arid . 
ma.kes r.ec,pmmen~~tions poncerning potential. .areas·.·of· st,uct;· 
for .future research. ,.. 
Summary ,. ··.· 
' . .-The o..bjective ·Of. this study was to· -devis.e . an · informal · 
reading inventory based. on_ the e.xpe~iences-· ;o£:. Ne.Wfound~~ri9 . ~ · : : · 
, ·.' 
· ch.ildren·, "ftd to te.st the eff_icac~ ·of. ~hi_~ inverltory to_ 
accura'tely assess . i.ndividual ." i~structiof1.~1· reading ~eve4,s · 
of ·stude~.t~ to whom . i~ . was · · a4rni~ist~~~a.· .The Experience- .. 
' • ~ ' • ' ' ' • ' • (I •• • • • • ' • • • 
ba.s~d-R~;di~g Inventb~y· (ERi) : pr.odu·c~ci' -~y· th~ --i~:J~~ticj~t·;~·- , 
·-
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D). The Spache (1974) readability formula was used to .assess 
material at the primary levels while the Harris-Jacobson 
Formula 2 (Harris & Sipay, 1975) was applied to material 
thought to pe at or above grade four level. 
- A standa.rdized test an~ a published . informal reading 
·~ ' 
· invento.ry . were s:e·lected as the·· appropz:iat~.- mec;1.s~res wit;h 
. . . . . , ",•.. · , .. " ' .. · . 
• I I 
which to compare. the" a_bi'lity of the exper1ment:al instr'ument 
- . 
- to accurately assess studen't ·' instruc5.6nal reading ievels. 
. .. ' . . . - ... 
Test: scores . from ~he Metropolitan'Achfev:erne_nt _Test, . Form F-, 
th.e Analytical Reading Inventory and the. Experience-based 
Reading Inventory were the measures co~lec.ted and analyzed 
. for statistically significant differemc:es. 
'The · ~allowing hypotheses were - formulated to examine 
f:he efficacy of the experimental reading inven t'?ry: 
.. 1 ~-
. . 
There will be no significant dif~erence between 
' : . . . ., . . . 
-~e ins~r.uC?t~o~~l· rea:ding level scores · o:f inp.i vidual stuP,ents 
as · ~.lsureci ~Y ~he Exp~r~e?·~a~ed t<eadfl!'g• rn:en~ory ~n~ 
tl\ose of the·_·An~l~tical- Reac;li'ng ':lnventol;'y-. " . . c •·.· - · ·. . · 
{!t •. ··. . . . . .. . . . .. 
2.. There .will l)e ~o sigJ1if ican.t (;liffer~nce in~ c<;>rreia-
.·:;:~.·. - ·. . . . . ti~n - betw~e~.·· t .he sc~ ~n,~.t_h~ ·- Me-~r·o~o·ii ~-~~~· A~~ievement, :~~·§.t . ·. , . 
~ .•. •. :<: :' ~ >.~~d. dio~e .;,f the ~ai!iti,cal llo>iidingjventb~ .a~d th,e •.. · · 
... ..·-· _ · ·. ,··.· - -::· · .. .-. ~ E.Jtperie!lce·:-b~sed ~e~di!lg'.~~nve.ntor~ . , . - ' 
,.;,·1, '·• • ', 0 ' 
0 
',,' , ,', · ~' : ~ : ·: ',,,,••''. : : : ' ::" •~ ' I 0 I .0 • .·", •, 0 .:: ~- . .... .. , I 00 , ~0 ' 0 ·~ ' . .. ;,·, ~ • ,~ 0 I (:- \., ,~ · , · ' 
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schools' with seven pupils being•selected per s~hool. All 
t~sts \~ere administered within a three-\'leek period in .P 
Octoper and November, 1978. 
· Students in eadlf schoql were administered the f1AT 
as a group during the firs~ se~sion. In sUbsequent sessions 
the remaining tests were given to students indi~idually in 
a randomly selected, alternating order, 
.For the purposes of this study only. the., silent 
reading '"sco.res of each ' I~ and Tes~~ 2 (Iteading) of the HAT 
, . 
were subjected to · ~lt.:itJ:_stical analysis since the'se instruments 
appeared to be testing similar s'&l.lls. Data ~ere analyzed 
for statistical ~ig~ificanc~ at the . 05 level of confi~e 
. '{ '( . . 
by applying a _£-teo~ :o. the silent readhtc{ scores of the 
ARI and the ERI,. and a P~arson product-moment correlation 
r ,.... • • ' . 
l • • • 
. coefficient to test, ~he s.trerwth of the · relationship between 
the .. ARI, the MAT and the ERI. ·. 
S~ary . of FindiJ:lgs 
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\ 
these twa•tests. Therefor~, the null hypothesis may be 
Hypothesis 2: 
Application of a Pearson P+Oduct-moment correlat.ion 
• 
coefficien.t indicated a moderately strong corre.J::atiop between 
f ~ N 0 
. . 
individual-:.-reading\ scoJ;e!i> on t:h.¢ ~~T.,·- the ARI and the ERI 
' • .;J • • ... , . • 
(for.· the M~T· and .the ~RI, · r = · ·~ ·7.95; ·f~·r ~he MAT .. a~d the 
. •' . ~·.· . .... ' . ·.· . . ' ·: ' ~ . ·. . . •, \ .' ; ' ' 
ERI, .!.· = ·~7._87;.· and. fot the ERI and the .A.RI, E. '= • 807) • 
I . 
The data appear to s';lggest additio~ally ~hat all three .tests 





The datq of this study · provided inf~rri1atio11. upon 
·which the fol:J_owing conclt.J,sions were 'based: · .: 
1.· . ~here · j.s ,no ~?19n.ificant ~ifoferende in ::the .i~s-~ruc-
• : ' :. ,' • '-~- ' • • L • • • ' ' ' '' ·,, • • • ; • • ~ ' ' ' , • • • • ' ,· ' • •• : • 
' . ti9nai< readinc:f . ievel scores of ··:ind'i v;idual ' stll'(fE;nts. as~ . . . 
·.··.·.· .  ·· ·.· . · ... >· ~ ....... · : . ·. ·. . . .. ' ·, . ·. . : ' .. · ; .. . . . · . . 
.. < .· m.easured · by. the·. E~ . ana · those. · a!3 measure'Q by ·the·: ?\RI. ·. : : 
... ' .  -;_. . . · ':.. .. ·· :':·· . .... . ' ' . · . . ' ... : ... :.. . ·. " .· . . · ·: . ' : . ' 
.·• 





... . . 
... ·.·. ·· .. .. : ·.'· .:·:'.:_ ~ -T~~->~6~paratii~e_.:)_isting .. 'proy;i.decf·.in ''i'cih_le. ? · · ~hm~s . 
~ . • . ; . . . .. . ~' ', . . .· . : . . ', . 4 \ t .. . ,• \ •• • • ' • • • ' l . 
no; s_~g~·~ .. ~~-c~nt . ~~:~_fe~enc~ · _in /~~i~idu~li: .s~?~~-~- ~_?oie~·.· .·.:. :-. . r .. .. 
s~atistic~l ~ha~~-~~-s: · .~Y ~~a11~ ... ~t ·r~· ~~~~.~·.:-c's~~~1.z;e~ .-~in .· .. · .- · · .. . ::.- r: .. · ~· 
... Table 4·} -· confirme~ · the~~· .. f~;ndi!lgs:,::~ . :_.the . • Q s· ~evel · .. of ; : .' ·. ,. · . , .... ·: -:.:. : . ::._ . . 
. ; ·' ·;:-' . .. \ .· . . : .··: : :·. ·.- '.'",; .... -.:· .. · ' ~ : · . .->.·:. ·:.:. ... .... ·.:':·.:.,- ...... ·  .. ; << .... _.· .. .. : .· ' .'.' ·: . : · .~_. _. , 
.. ,· r· . confidence., ~ · . .. . . . . · · · .. . . , ... ·· .. . . ·· ... ·· ,. . . . ·, . · ·· ·: .. ·' 
·.··. ·. ·:.· ~.· ;, ..... ·' .. -., .. ~ . ·. : . .. . ·' .· .. . . · .. ·", · . :f : .·. ·: •· ·:·.. . .. , : .'' 
• 1 ::> .. : .. ' :. ;·,~ .. ·: ·.; ' . '( ... . ·: .;. '··/:·, . . , .•rt/ ffi~'y .·b~ ; ·tent~{i';eiy ' ~Q~:qlhde~·~.)th¢~~fc;~~~- · that ··, · ·. ··:· .. ::~: ·.· ' 'i' ;~ -~ ~·. J.: < .: : -~·. · .. . ,·,,;. : ~ .... · .  · ';:. :,_._ -~:"_.· .,.·  :-:' >: :·.: ..... . ·.:..-·. ~ ·:.'·'·.> .. :. ;,::.::._,:·::·-. .- ·:.~·· ; ::,,_:_'.:.! ·>~:{·:: ;._·<·· :·.: ·~ : .. :_. ;·,?, .·. :.: · .. · .... · ·~· .-.·: ~_ .. ·.:: .. ·· .. : ... ·/ ... 
·; ... ! .. .-:·· :-.··.·.:· ,.c: .. · . ·.- .:·. ·· the :· Expe;:i~nce_-:-l:>CJs~~ - ~ading_···In:Y~~b)i:¥ ·':i~ -: .  cap~le:..,ot .. · .. · .. ,. ':<.· :::.-..' <. · ... . ,·.· . 
. . 1· ·. ;~· ·< ::·•·• • ~~~ ·}; . ,<;· ·.~~_:::r. ~ t ;_>_·; ·.:i·. :·/ .•.. ~~·_; >_ : ~, _: ·. :_·_,_;·_:_t,_:". ~;.:.;_ .•• :. . .:·.~·:_ .. ; ~ . ?~ •• ··. ~:· : < .• ·.•..•.. h··•·· -~)'~;~···-- : .. • -·.-.. . -_. - -... ~. ·~ ·. 
·=·· ~·-.. - .. . . . · - : . - . . - . -~: . . ·.· ·.,·.~~ ..,· _:: ... _:·~·-,.::;._,·.-.·._;_ ·:.~~.~~: •• :~·;·/~L~~;_.}:,_._,:.:;-~:::::::·:·~·;~ : ·.:< ·. · .:· 
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80 
~ providing as accurate an estimate of the instructional 
readin9 level df individual students as is the Analytical 
Reading Inventory (Woods &·,Moe, · t97T). 
2. There is a moderately strong correlation between 
individual scores on the· three tests ·administered. A com-
parat·ive listing of· individual· raw scores 
Tal:?l~. ·The. apJ?arent correlation of the 
is presented ~n • 
' . ' ' ' ' 
1
table ·is. confirme·d 
-· through statisti·cal analysis.. Tqerefore, 
' . . 
a s.tudent ·scoring 
. ... ,. , . 
... _· hi,gh on .,th'e · ~?.' ctmld' reasonably be. ~xpe·c~ed ·to ·sc'oi~e high 
: :. · . ' , 
on the·. 'A:R~ .and the ER~ aowevet:, the,: ?_orrela;tion betw-c,n . 
the ARI and t\\e ERI was~ £ - -. . 807) than -betweeh tl;le 
AAT and the ARI (E, = . 795) or· 
. ' as ~ndicated in Table 6. AI 
' 
T and the ERI . {iF .787) 
positive~ co~relati~n- .. 
:ot, 
. would be +1 ~ Thus the data appear to confirm the s~ggestion 
f . ' . ' . . . · -~ . 
is ca~able of rnaking · a~·accur,t~· ~sses~ment . of · th,a t the ERI 
·. , J 
the instruction~! readi ng _level of individual ·s .tudents. 
,i . • . ' .· ,; 
·. 'there wa~ no sign~ica.nt df~te.rence .in .~cores on_ 
' 
either the. Ju~:i ~ompated to · tit~· · MAT (·r = • 7 95) ·or· the E,RI 
' . . -
' . '! ·. 
to ·. s.ugges·t tha~. al f . three:· tests 
~ . ' 
' ~ ' . 
. T_her'efore, t~e data appear 
. p', .:': 
~f'"e ' ,.:te~ting ·: - t.h~· s:~ine~- cori.,-
. :~ . . . , . \ :J . '( ...:-\' ' ' ; 
st;.ructt. . .: ·. 1_: ·. . : - . .. . .t ' ·~ • ~ 
•• i • • ~ ' • • r ' : : • • , • .c~ · . 
3 . . . The ·main ~~se£· df! the :· i·n>form·~:l .'r.ead."irig invento~y ' i s · 
. . . . . . .. .. ... -. : "'- . . ' ; .. .' ":·' :·:.... ... . . . .· 
its·. vahue ,aS. .an . .';_lndividu~l -diagnostic .ii&stturnent '-(Barnman ,' 
.• . . . . I · . '. : . . . ' .. . 
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It should be noted that th,e silent reading passages 
,. of an IRI would· not necessarily reveal more diagnostic infor-
mation than a group, standardized test. It is during the 
I 
indi y:L,dual' s reading of the oral passages of the IRI that 
most diagnostic information is for.thcoming. By pbserving 
th~ stud~i't t' s word attack strategies, pronunciation s·kills, 
· ·rate · of · reading'· phrasing, . expression anq exte.nt of sight . word 
. . ' ·~ · ' 
* kn'owledge., ~.or example, the teache·r or examiner . ccim gain 
. t 
valuable insight into. areas of stren,gth or wtiakriess. 
\ '" . . . 
.. The investigator administered both oral and silent 
IRr.· passages so as to provide the schools with an assessment 
., 
of the reading skills of . f::he st.udents involved in the study. 
. 
The indfvidualize·d oral reading sessions ~;)roved invaluable 
in ±solat~ng ~act areas of difficu~ty. · It was at this 
. 
-point that stude.lltS demons~rat;ed their individual approach 
I to pho"Iietic . and structural analysis,·. the . e'xtent of their use 
. : .· . . . Q . ' . . 
of context '· ·t_h~ir ·confidence in ·thE:dJ; ability -'to perform. 
•· ' 
Knowledge ~-~Ch as· tti'is couid s 'ave v~·luable educationiN time : 
. . .: _\:.·· . · . .. ·_· . . ' . ·' ;·· • , . · .· · . . /. . __ .. : . · -, . 
fo·r both the teache-r and ·.student by focusipg· instr~c.tion 
. ..  ' . . : . . .. ~ . . . . ' 
. . . ~ 
I '"fh~re it is .n.eeded • . 
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General Conclusions· and Implications 
McCracken (196 :2) in his research found that the 
standardized tests that he studied did not accurately 
indicate the level of instructional materials most suited · 
to incf,'~yidual · students. Austen and Huebner (1.962) contend 
that any standardized test results must be·. supplemented by 
. . . 
inf9rmafdi~gnostic: :measures .and observations. Johnson 
-and Kress . (1965·) s4ggest that the in:f.ormal read,tng inventory 
format ·offers the .. opportunity to evaluate stude.nt skill 
development in a situation and manner similar to the way 
in which these skills are normally used during .reading. 
According to Allen (1976) and Durkin (197&) .basal 
·. 
materials are not able to take care of special student · needs. 
Weiner and Cromer (1967) found that some instances of poor 
:t'eaqing per forrnance may ·. be the result of inadequacies in 
test rnate.rial. This sugge~,tion has . l:leen advanced by Smith 
(1970). as well. · .Therefore, one' objective .of this ' study 
.. , · . 
wa~ to produce a · re·~d~n:. t.est-· ~o~~le~ , on: the inf~rmal· · r~adirig 
inv,entory format ut~l~z1ng mater.tals./more suited to 
.,. ' 
Newfoundland stuc;J,ents _than are ·usually· availab.l,·~ · . .. 1?his 
,, ;' . ~ . . . . ·, . p .· . ,: 
_.. " . . . . . 
. ' . . . w.is.~ accompli.sped by availing of lang'uage expeliiie~ce stori es 
,,'·· . · . . - . .. -: . . . --'.· ·: . . ... ; - ' .·. . . 
. -..... · .. :_::· ... \• . p~o·d~ced' by. · . a'' c;oss-s'e,Gt.ion: of \he .. provinc~ i_s 'stud~n'ts as 
' . . . . J . . . • . • .. · , . ·. ; • ·, . . .... ' . . ·: · . . 9 ~ 1 : • ' 
. :· :: <·~ · . ·.. :: t .he_ ba;sis £or·· th~ re~din~ ·· pass~g~s-;' · ·. .. ' . 
•.··. .:· ',;·.... . . . . . .. 
. . 
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' inventory ·to accurately assess individual student inst~uc- 1 
tional reading levels. This was determined by comparing 
student scores on the ERI with those scored on a recently 
pub;I.ished informal !eading inventory, .namely, the ARI (Woods 
& · t-1oe, 19 77) , as weli. as a standa·rdized reading test' · namely, 
the Z.!etropolitan :=!},®iev~rn~·nt - ~est (Durost .. _et aL, 1971). ~ 
·.sta~i~t:iCal anal~sis -:,~f' a'~cumuiat~d data indi~~te,q_ 
·' · 
that th~~e· ·w~s :.'no · sig'n'ifi.cant difference in individual' 
... . ~ ' ~ : . '. . . . . ' . 
student ·scores· on ·e:ither of the informal readill#.t inventories. 
Further analysis indicated a moderate~y high co~relation 
between individ\lal student sGores on all :·three tests ·. There- J 
fore, it may. reasonably be concluded that . . ?-ri informal reading 
inventory related more closely :~o ex~riences · o~ the .target 
population, as produced for ·th~s study, is at least as 
·•. 
aGcutat;:e as the more tradi.ti9nci'l. IR:i: format or:: .the standar-
dized ~~st. ·. This mode~ately high correlatio~ wo~~d also /"\ 
. . . : ' . . :. ,' ~ ' . 
ap.J2ea~ to sugg~st:· ~hat' the adverse ef'_fect o,f cultural bi'as 
Therefore, ·it may be 
' . 
... . . ' - ,; 
·. concluded .that statistical. result!;; do 'not support the initial · · . · · 
~ ··pre~s~ f~~t ERI - ~s;ores ·~ould.· b:e pos~~~v~l~ ~·n-~lqenced,, or . . 
.. . '} ,· .... ( . ' .... _. . :-' · \ ;' .:· .~ .· -
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84 
population from a more isolated;- rural region. Eeady access 
,-
. ~ 
to the media of the twentieth certtury may, be lessening the 
·differences betwe~ cultures particularly for the youth of 
urban centres. Additionally, the types of passag~s chosen 
for inclusion in both th~ ARI and the 'ERI could have infJ.u-
enced . resul ~nt scores 
. 
in either a positive or negative ' 
directit~· • 
.. , · . It was app~r~pt during test adinfnistration ·that· 
' . . . 
· WO~ds_ , ,phra~es Or _ topfcs may· form blocks . to st't_,Ident . perfo~·- · 
mance :. ·. ,.The ' word "county" as used in the ARI- was.· read-·. 
• • •. • ' I 
frequen\iy as "country".·· Although this error m~y be int~r-
preted in terms of graphic or phonetic similarity it. ·may 
also be attributable to the fact that NewfoUndland cJ.:iild:t'en· 
are . not familiar with this te.~. This i'solated incid,ent 
serves _  ,.to illustrate how -a pa_ssage can be cu:j;tur·al'iy i:iiase!f 
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• 
·. ·. _p~rti_c4iar~y .if tl1'ere is ·a: cj~-ef~ d~:Jersi ty _: ·b.et~ree~ · t:h.~ . .': ' .. - ~- ' .- :.1 -~. 
_, cui_t.~ie 'fod~c1~ci . . t:h~ ·,~:e .. ~.t/n~ ~he -~~-rg~t ·.'~~~~-~ -~t._ion~ :· .- _  ' ·. '.. . • .· _. ·: 
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factor in'. this ·,S'tudy.·· - ... .- · · ·. · · ·.:... - · ·.:_:, .,.-: ·· ' ·· · ,, J. , J. 
. . . . '· · .. ·: ··· ~: :a.' ;~c;>r-allar~·~ .to:·,.t.hi·s . ~'-~J~i-; ·. ·t.ne·:. :.1~~e-st~gato'~ ·. fou~d :-~-~- .'~ .· · ·..-:(;.- .... :t, 
·.· ·::~· -·.· :· ··:· that the process , ()~ sel~cting the m~·~t .~u-~tabl~ . ~~~ding . . . ~ ·:. ~ _: .. .-~·- ::: .. ·:~: . ' .. 
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study in this area as an. avenue to increased tiiagnosis and •' t. 
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~lso appear to have some . signi~ican~e. Would reserving a 
' short period at the commence!ent 
' an individualized examinatio of 
of each acadernip year for 
students b~ of _significant 
value in the accumulation of data to help ih the int~ll~gent 
selection of both group and individual 'reading neeps and 
. 
·· · objectives? 
. This que·stioh would appear to suggest that:· the '· 
. . . 
· tin)ing pf student· diagnosi's·. -i'.n.·.relation to the .s~l~ct~o~:- and 
I ' • • ' ' • ' • • • ' 
' .. 
. ' ~ 
. . ': ~ 
·, ' 
· · organizati~n- of e.urricu~uin ~eeds ·.and ·objeqt;i_ves , .· and -·-the · . 
. . . . . . . ,' ,' .. · . . .. . . : ·. . . . . ! ·' . . '· · . _· . . 
... ·cons~quent. selection/ of- stud~nt_;based ~in_str~ctional ,strategi-es . 
. . . . . ·.· . . . • , . ' :-. . : . _, _ ' . ' \ . ·. . : . ·· : . . '. . . 
·and materials is an ·· area in. ·need o£ further · res~art:h·: 
.• . .· 3: A stUdy t~ deter,;;ine, .~~et~er ~he.~~ ~a ~e~d for 
iocal language experience materials .as . an' iJ1sf-ructional · aid 
. , :. 
· .... .. · 
· aO:d · supplement to the basal·- reading mat~rials alr eady. ·i n 
ex-istence in -the classroom would appear to ' have some nter'it ~ 
. . ' 
The· present investigat'or found cons-iderable .- i nter est:· 
' 
among educators .at· all levels in the ·fact tha~ the _test 
passag~s would utilize local Newfoungland experiences. . . 
. 
· Although ·it ~as i .mpo.ss.ible ' to acco~odate_ all type~. o£" 
., 
:. backgroun9s. and expe~iences in ·one. i nstrument, · i t was t;.he · 
inte_nt of ·this s ·tudy_· to use referents that ·'were not alie~ to 
• 1 -
Newfoundland school children. 
. ~ 
The .interest generated would::. 
appe~r to intimate that t,here may b~ a need . f or .more varied, 
• .:\ ' • f, • ' • • • ' 
. .,. .. 
cultu~ally-ba'sed ·materials t o . s~ppl~memt p'resent -basal.- .... 
I,' ~ . .- ·. - ~ . 
. rri~teri_als. Bbnd .and · Tinker .(l973)· ··have stated that ·.- a coni~ 
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as languag~ e;xperienc~ ,. pa-sal readers and phonetic .;tnd 
, • , 
'linguistic trainit:tg ~s more desi:J;:able than the exclusi,ve use 
of any one methodology. . To thi~ end there _would · ap~~ar · to be ·. 
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'· . ' ' ' 
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some. m~rit to rese·arch in experience-bas~<:! materials .wi_th ·a · · - ~ 
::::e:r:: •::mi~:t:::g::g:o::;.::::::o::p:::c:r::c:::::n:nd . . • 1. · • 
ils an addi ~ional aid. to improved r~ildiilg and w'r,i~ing •wl. .· J .. ·
_ 4. stud~ --~~-- - ~e fe·a_si.~ility .6:· ~r~a,:~ci_n_~ _-- ~ - ~ore_}ort:n,~~ _-· .. . __ J _ 
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,._The exp~+ien~~ ·~f ' ~hi_s .illVe~~igafCi~-s~g~~-sts' ·that . . .· ·-- > . ~ -
. . .. ~ ... ·. . . ...: . . . . " . . . . . . ,• . . ' ·. . ' ' 
th~ · production by each .· teach~-r of -_-a liniqu·~- inf~~~al ·. ~eadiJ:l-9 
.. ' - . (f) 
'j, • l , • · • 
•' . 
~nventory . coul(be 'extreme-ly' ·· time-.consurning .and· t~erefor~ 
• _. ' ' I ' • ~ • • • ' , ' • ' •I • • 
not. likely t<:> b~ undertak~n i;n ·spite . of .the ~dvanta'ges . of 
such an .instrument in the clas·sroom. 
bas·al . r_ea~;i'ng Jl\ateriaJ.s in ._an ·rli:i:; a 
.Before , uti,li~irtg eyen -' .· .. 
- ., 
r~~d~b~l?-'ty Ch~·Gk. WOtil~ 
. 00 esseritial sinc-e i-esear~h - · has f~t.uid ·that n6t -au::.-t>a:sal 
• , • • , ' . ' : ~ • I ' ' • • ' • ' ' ' 
: mat;.e~ials · a~e ·at ·their . de~ign~tei(l . re~~~biii~:Y- leve.is:. _. ·. The ·. : 
:compilation -,~f -_suit.ibly · ·effective.,.c6~pr~h~hsion. qu~st±ons . __ : 
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· cari . als~ be. quite · an. i_~vo 1 ved pro-cess. . · E'ach .step .Ln ·_ th~ . 
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LEVEL 1 (Silent Reading) 
They looked for a house butr found none. "I'm 
~~rr.ied_. ·tbat we ~ight · not g~t horne'' ag.a-in,-~' .said -Mr. Canniri~. · ­
, , .'.~-Yes, there. ~re whales.· ·au.t here," said. Mr. Gray.' .. 
hr .. k~ow," said Mr~ Canning. The men rowed the ·boat . 
: ' •• I 
to shore· . . · There th$Y· niade 'a fire.· Sl,ldd~nly .Mr\ ... _Cahf!ing, ·.' 






. I 111• 
. ,. 
shouted, .. "tights(" ::·. . :' ' . · . · --. . .. ·:. · .· ~ - ~- .. · 
·: ' .·.· ..... :~ _ ·:, ........ . . ·, :·:_··:· · ··.·. _. ;.-:.'·< .. . ........ · .·' ..... :.·.·· ~ -~ \ ,· · :; .) 
· .. · They put· out ·the fir~~ and walked, .towa;rd ··t)(.e ·l~ght~ '. .. · · . _ . . . 
. . . . . ' :· : . : . ' '. . . . . ' : :· .. · ~:· . ! ' •. ,. . : •, :·_.J: . 
.. Fi'nally .' they· :''~arne \· to . ~ ' h~U~~-->' · ... :· T-hey:.··k~qc'k'eci on: · tp~·. :doqi . ;~. · ;. 
. . ; , ,' • • ... , ' ' . ' • ·. , . . ~'' ·:·:, I '; 'r • , > ' • ' ' • . :: • t ' f ' " : •' . , ' ',' . ,, • • :-~ ' ,: ' .'• I 
and.a · .l~dy : ·a:n~~~recL ·, · .. · .. · .. •·· · . ·· . ... ..·· ·:' ... . . .. : .... ·· .: 
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LEVEL 3 (Silent Reading) 
My other horne is in Henley Harbour. There we live ~ 
in a .one-storey house which is different from our winter 
... 
horne because it is on an island. Our house is smaller ~ 
too, but we have lo·ts of room to ao everything we want. 
~e live in Hentey Harbour because my father has 
to go fishing 1:here. There are no trees ·but many difte~el_1t 
. I . . . 
kinds of pla~ts grow there such as bakeapples~ blueb~rrie~, 
wild strawberries, and dandelions. My mother has a g.ardEm 
· N6. othe children live there but we are never 
aJ;td. ··sornetimesa help .her in it . . 
lonely. We ·h e our boat and spend much of our time rowing 
around the pond which is shallow. Sometimes we go in the 
' motor . boat wi_;th fat'her if the water is calm. We also go 
~ : 
on· lots of picnics. 
., .. 
· We love to go to Henley Harbour after the winter 
.. . ' ... 














LEVEL 4 (Oral Reading) 
Mom was busy preparing for Christmas Day when she 
ask6d me i-f I would bake a cake for her. 
"but L've never baked anything before," I answered. 
"It's very ~imple, John," she said, . "since all you 
• ,. 
have to do is. follow the directions." -""/ 
/' _· . ' / . . 
Feeling worried but brave· I pound th}a ii)gredients 
and 'set to wor:k •. La·ter, tired but p·leased . I placed trie · 
sticky me_s·s in the hot oven. 
. . 
After another thirty minutes 
. . . 
of ~.~"(~patien-t . \iai ting I removed t _}1e pan', . but _something 
. . . . ' .. .' 
' . 
didn't look rig~tl . ' 
'~ 
"Well, it's only my 'first try,." I thought, as 
holding the cake carefully I proudly walked - into the dining 
room. As I bent to serve it I tripped, the ca-ke flew off 
the plate and laiJded upside down on the floor. -
"What in the world .is in ~t?" said mother as it . 
' lay' without a crumb missing. 
?uddenly a thought struck me . . "The butter! It's 
still in the refrig~ratorl" 
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LEVEL 4 (Silent Reading) 
One summer while r~turning home to supper. I 
suddenly noticed a peculiar aroma. Since I was feeling 
hungry I thought, · "Ah, barbecue st'eakl 11 
At that moment a s~range glow in the window of 
the old department. store. that I was passing caught my eye. 
A~ unusual.smell, · that··glow, could it. qe a fire? 
. . 
: Peeri~g . tl)tou<jh the dusty ·glass I saw fiery tongue·s 
' , • • , I 
/ . . I . . • . 
licking. arbl.n1d-. the bottom or'. the · s·t~irs ·at th~ , back .. ~f the 
. store. • Searchin·g about· ·~il:dly ~o·r h~1P ! noticed cur.tains 
. .' 
hung at . upstairs wind~ws. Wer:e ·t.h~re .People living up. 
there? 
Hammering .at · the n~rrow side door I screamed, . 
"Fi.re, ~veryone o~t! •i until l. felt the door being ¥'ulled 
away from ine. "l: '11 get · hel~ ·, i• I shouted back to the man 
and four children as I raced to the ·nearest teiephon~. 
Minutes later down the street. ·r:oared · the fire 
truck:s,. their ·black-coated men dresseq. for battle.· 
··= . 
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LEVEL 5 (Oral Reading) 
An important invention for the people of Canada ~ s 
north has been the skidoo. It has almost replaced the 
dog sled as the best means of ~inter transportation and 
conununication. 
In larg~r towns · and citie.s . the - skidoo · is used for 
entertainment. · In p'la9·es ..,,~ith ·large distances · betwe.en 
. . - . : . . . . 
. . 
. .. . . 
them it is much mor.e ·;i.~porta~t. 
· .';I'he _rria,in·._.t.ise· of th~ . s~.ldqo _ is· t'o t.ranspc;>~t people 
. . . . . . ' 
in ::p'i~~es where· ~ snow, :'.i.ce, ·cpld ~ and distarice,· ·~ake· t~~vef 
•• J • ' -:• • • • ; • • • · ·: ~ • • ~ • ' '. • • • 
by ~a·r qangero1:1s or· impos.sib~e. Now· pe9ple need not<·b~ 
··' 
cut .off. frotn the world .. and each other during the long, 
cold win tel;" . 
.E:ven the sick are helped by t;he skidoo. When the . . 
. weather is too .Poor for flying the ·patient 'is J?.l,.aced on a 
spec:ial sled· and pulled : pen;:nc!:· the . skidoo· • . The ·hunter 
uses it to yisr~t his tr,aps a:nd hunting, .gro~nds. ' anq th'e 
postman .t:o brinq )'lis · mail . . 
' • . . . 
Alth9t,tgh ~.sed .· for. mariy c?ores. suc):l as .bringl:ng·. 
117 
wa.ter !ind ···wo~d.', shopp'in~, · ·~nd going t:o \tfDi'k' .or ~chooi -,. when 
• ' : . • ' '~ , . . I • '• . • , . ' , • • • . . , • • • • , 
. . all' the '.hard work ts ' don~.· t·h~ ~kidoo is· w.o .nder-ful· ·for having 
' · : •' . 
... , . 
·,· I . ,· 
' ~·It 
. . ,• . 
' . 
, . . 
. . ,. 
•: .. ' 
. ., .. , . 
' . 
: . : : r-- ·~ · . 
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LEVEL 5 (Silent Reading) 
M'any interesting facts about the Beothucks, the · 
first people known to have lived in Newfotindlanf.i, are 
found in a book ."written by James P. - 'Howley , Howley was 
:born· at St. John's in July, 1847. Wlien :he ·grew ~P he 
' \ 
' worked as a geologis~ fo,r ·the Newfoun~lal").d .gov.ernmen.t. .. 
~ · . I 
·_;. 
He tr.iv:ellEfd wi~ely ·~n ·.h-is country _arid _even had: a; -·town, : · .- . .- · - -.:--· I 
· t~e ~owri~: ~f Ho~i:~y ~~·. name~ ·.~ite·r:- h.im:.-:· ·, ~. . . . . . . . . ( ~; :· . ., . :. 
• ' ~ - ' ' . ... •;. • o : ' : : ' ' ' I • ' ' ' ' ·: ' ' ' • •, ' ' I ' I •' • , i ,' I 
.< • . O~.e:." of., Hb~l~y'~ _. g.-~eates(,hobble-~;:·~as···the stud_}r ·.-:· . ." · · : ,,.· ~ : ...... . 
,• · , : . ':.,, ' · .:, , , •. '• · :. ,-\ .,, .: , . ~ .. ' ' , : ,· · ; ,13 ·: ' \ • : , , f.··,,, .. ~.1 l ',•'' ' I ' ' t , '· ~: '• 
of .the .: Be.oth4cJ( iridian's. · In -his : b.ook ·called, "The·. a·eothucks· · t~ 
• ' o ' • : ' ~· o: : !, : ' ! ·,: .:· o ' ' • • : ' • , ' , • o ', ' • 0 ' ' ' 0 ; o ' ' I : ' ' , 
or 'R.ed . Iridians•i_·.he _give's a: c~ear .Picture·. o·f . tpe · way · these ·,. 
people ilveq. He ~1So . tells . of t~e po·s~ih1e . reason~ . why •, 
t~ese people did rio_t . survive after the .. whi, te man came • 
. As pr?.o£ .~f ·what he· wrote Howley include~ -in his book 
letters 
as ' w_~_.l.l 
. . 
a·na . reports fro~· people. who· met- or s~w. the. Indi~ns 
• , ~ , ' I-
. . ' . . . . - .- . i..' -... 
9-~ p·ictures .o1 their .h.6mes, weapons~ clothes; . ~nd . · 
• • . ' '' • ' •. • 1!': • ' • 
food. . A. l).ufnber o_!: words from their · l_angu~ge. are ·· ther_e for 
us .-to see. · . 
· ' 
' ' , ' . 
. •,. 
. • , • :• I ' 
. -.. 
' . 
·. The :Beiothuck·s · hav~ -~il . · gon~,- bu~ . this ·.b.oo~ ·.by. a . . .-
. I . . , ... r' , 
. ,-their ·way o_f .. life. , . 
. ·· 
• l 
.. · • I 
. . . . 
I o : 
. I 
. ' · 
_ .. .. 
. . . . 
. ·:· 
. ,_ .. :. ,, 
I I -' ' • • ' 
'• 
' 
." .l ! • . 
·~ ..... ~ •• .. ~' : • 4 • • ••• • • 
. . ' ' ' 


















After refueling his plane and havting a quick chat, l . 
. the familiar pilot of the E.P.A. Otter p,i-ane from Goose 
I 
Bay asked his four ma.le passengers to ·ciimb . ab6cird. He 
. I . 




fOr ·a ~bo't wh~.le. liS ~n~· mota~ ~·~mid up t~e plan~, .. , , ·' ... 
. :. ·..  - ' -gr:adual"ly .. p~ga·n to 9'.P.in_ speed, and . in~ye f3·lowly ~ ~J_qn<.r · ~he . ·' .. .. ; . : :; . 
- · :: ~ . : . . · ... ·· .... : · ·ihi~k .. -i~9e' ~ t~~t · w·~.~· -~~e-:··~-~~way ~ .' . Th~/p~lo~ ~>~~-~J~~e·:·_~f' · th~ · .':_: '· .. .. : . : ; -~ 
' C · .. · .. ·.· · ' , ~re~t ,· da~g~r ~h~ad: ~av~~ t~ th£t;_~~~ ~ t~dd.~g ~og~th~ •. ,· .•·. < .· ..• , :;·, • 
·· .. . . - · ·_._ ·: .·~n··. the .· groun~~ -.. ·: ·. · ::: , ·" :~:_: ·. ~ ;· , _·.· - ~·:.. ·: .· · · : · .. ·.-:· .. ·· ·.·~· .. : .- ·· ... . '
p ..• . . •. · . •. · ~ · .. : ." .': ··. · ·; '.il}~ -~,sma'l·l .. pl.an~ ·. 'taxied lio~g·· th~ iq.,e for · a shc;>rt 
,. . '· . . . . I. , 
'dis:tan'cE;! arid:·_· then : tu~~~d car~fti.Uy around • . After•a ·f.ew· 
' · , - I 
:across the. ~ce and. w~_s .f ~t;tal1ly ai~borrie.>· 
.. . 
' - ~1 Just .. as its whe~ls· l~ft the safety._ of th~ ¥.!~ . its 
, • . > , r , ' • .. '..;:•:~;~ : • .. ••• ~ .. ·.' .• w ' . 
engin~ · sptit~~r~d- ~·nd .. b~g-an, to_ :fail> ·· _The.· pi_lot ·.t:rieq '-to · . 
. . ·. . . . . .. , .. , · ... · . . · .. . . . . ""- . I .. 
' ~ ~- • • ' \ ': ' ,', o ; ~ • ' ~ ', ' • ' ' o <. I "- ' • " ' ' • ' o I ' • ' ' • • o • -: ' • ' • 
turn ~~e .mac;:~ih~ . :around::: tc)'. land i;t again,. · ·t;>ut :unfor:-~una.tely· . 
' '•' •  ' : :. ' : ~- I_ ~ • ;· ' ', I • • , ' • t • ' •' ' . ' • o • 
-~ . ··. ·_. ··: . he.'bad I)Ot· gptb~n:: i-f.igb .enough 't;o make it: ·':t'he little· . ·. 
.. . ·. · :.< _· ·. pla)'le·• s _ieft "!in_g ~·--:~~oked·. ;.~z/th~ ro~gh.ic~; - _then i~ .. ~p~n · ·, 
.o . ·.:· . sid~~ays · and :_. .c~~sh~~~· i\~-l~:i~~~:ly· . ba~~-: ·o~·to - tti~- - ic~:~ _ .. ,.  The .-. · . 
., -:·r , _ .. :··~ ~- . . . .. . . . . . .. : .. . 06 . t . . ·. ·. ... . .. ·: · . ·: ."· . . , ·, _  
' ' • , I •' , .. 
-. 
.· · . 
silence' ·was -terrible~ 
. ' '. . . .. . 
.._ ... 
. 
.' .' i ... 
! ' 
'· ·-· 





. :- "' 
. .. -... , 






' ' • 4 
. i 
. f . · 
~ . 





.. . . :
. ·I 
! . · .. 
. ·, . ; 










. . . .. !i . · . ' :, 
. , ·_ .. 
; . ; . . . • .-:. I . 
, .. , . ' . . .· . 
... . ...  ,
'J,l 
. ' ·'• 
. .. . 
. . !· I I ' -' 
. : . . ~ . . . 
.· . •'' 
.. --·· 
~ . ' ~ . ' 
' . 
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LEVEL 6 (Silent Reading) \ 
'tit . 
. .. \ 
I I 




.. . :· • . ~ ' ·~ . Vt. 
,;.I 
. r-aced fo~ t 'he ir ·skidoos. · Ro~rin:g_ tl1e·i ·r- eng'iri~s .· ~~-~o ~_c:t.i'o~ · .' ·_:. ·: ·. ·.. . t_:_ 
' . · :· . . ' • • . : ' • ';. •. . • ~- . ' •• ' : • • • . : .J ' •• ' :~· •. • :.: : • . • •• =.' ' . . . .. -~ .. 
th_ey -.sped :.acro~.s the·. ice .: ·t~. ·t_})e ~ spot ·w]lete .the: b.r.o~€n·. pJ;ane _:..-: ·: .. . _.-.· .. ~; ··:·:- :' 
laj .:hal f : ~i _n:' anci .'·ha~-f : ~~t· --~ £. _.: .• tti~ · ~~:t. ~-r_ • .' · ~:· · . _:_·_,._;. :< · . <: ·: ;.: . : ... ·.·_:_.-_~·.·  .> .· ~ ;._ .. _.~: ..  \4l~r·,,:_i·.~,·_;:;··:_ _·.·_:_~-.:·.·:_i~:·_ ~.·~.:f,'.-~.:.·.-;· __ :_~:~·. 
• ,~ • · ~· • • ·.·. ' I ~ ; . . ' •, ·,~ ' ' ' •,•' ' ·, • ' ,,·.>,' ' . .... ,' • ,••~' ·', .' -' : , 1:, • • • • • '. ·. · ' • . - • • r 
.. ~ " . : . ' . . ~ . . . . 
. · · .. .. · ,·. ·-:: _· -'.· .. :.· -_- .T~e · ... men ·.abo~rd t~e · al.tcraf~· ... w-er:e ' ).mpel.i~ving · . ~s :· .' .. · · .. :-:1:;::~~~~1-~~~~ 
those _ le~ving on the pl~ne, riow st'o~.d ·as if;;. turned tp stone. 
. 1l . 
Then .with a shout' to -·a young boy to get' the· doc.toi:;-, they . 
.. . . . ' ' . ~ . ' . 
I ' /, , , 
:- , .. ', , • • • ,· • •, , • •• • • , ••• • .: .' • : •· • r ::J <.. ' ~ •• ... :. •• • , • • :. : , . . , • • , , , >'· .' ,J .'•"' .': ;::· • • · , .:· ••• :: ;. ' • .'~.~ :· ;: .' ·'~.:: :j·: :~·:·::;·· .": ··~ 
·  · '· ·., .. . . , ·:: they ··saw·. -wha't -· was ' happe'n·i:ng~ : .'The ·. pi1ot, : tr'aine'd. ·. ,for-· such;: '· ·· . . ,. : · .-\~-:,:.;;::[,=:.~~\·:.: 
·  .. : , ._ .. . . - " ·'.· .. \· ' .. · ... . . ·. ~; /, . -.· ·; . :_~. · .. ...... .. .... ... ,; ... ... · :' ·· .. . - ~:· · ,· - ~· ~ .. . . ··· ·_; · '.", ·.~.· ,:'t~f~~~· 
. , ... '·.····,. .· ' .. . . ·." ~~~rg(mci~.s·,<unbbc~.i~d h~ ~ :: ~~~t. ' :.)~eit:'.'~'n4 .-.. c>r.de'red ai1$.· :·.· ..  <;_.' ':. . .. _: :': -.~· -:·' ;'-
·:: . . , , .·  . ." ·:: .. · . · .'; ':_:J~ .<. ":_.:··. ' : r ·-.' ,' .'·: · -.: .· ·.,'  :. , •. •· • . - ~ :: . . . · • , - ~ .. ·:.-·.. . . .. ',," a -. · .. , • {~' '· · .,.; 
· ju~p·_ clear ·bef(;>re: t~e·.:plane :coulq--· sink ·bene.i!,th. the .·ice.- .. ': · .. ·. . . 1· . 
' . '· .. · ·' ' ,. . . . . . . •' ': . . : ' ' . '•, . . l 
t .. • • ' • • . • ,' .... _, . .• - ~ • \ •. • • .' : , . • . .... ~_·. • =.: :· . . . .-., . ' .· ' Q~j,dkly pu~hing .open·· :the door a1·1·. unhesrtatirig.ly. I~ape_d , 
"· · .. ., .. - ~ ·. . .· . . .... ··;:, .. · ~-.. ;._. · . ... ~ ~.:. ·~ .. :.: ~ .. ·.·_ .... · ....... .. _ :· .. :. :> -:~· . ... : . ·._· .. ' -... . 
.·.i1i:'to. ·· th'~ :icJ~. North At_lant:Lc .wf!.ters ~rid :sc.rariil::l~.~d· :o_~to .tP,e .. .-
·. . . . . ' :, ! . . ' - .. · ,'}, . . 
,.::·::. 
· ........ . 




'main ice to safety. ·. Shiy;aring .·from (hi{_'colc1· t~ey ~- ·st.~l\i'i?'~~}: .. ' · -· 
::·abb.ut·.as th~ sk:idoos ~P~d- - t·o~~~~,s-:{h~m·~·:· .. ·'.·-:. ·< · ~ .. · ..' .. -. ~--- :· . · .. . ::·: · .. : .. : .: ···. · 
.,Pilot>~n·~·_:;ass·e'~g~~~- -~e-;e ·: t~k~~'- t:~: ;·.·t~~: ; n~a~e~:f _  -·.: ... ·--~· :_:·. > ·.. . .. 
.· : .. · . · .. " . . . : '__:' ... :: " _." :.:}:_, · ,· .. '· .·.· . . . · ·._, , ~. :··: .:··· .. ) .. · ... ; · . ~ ·,,·,: ;_· -·~ - · :. 
· · ~ · :-:::.'::. ; . . h~me_s, .. ~iven:. -~~.Y ·,c-~c>t~·es ;:: -~9~ _di·,in~s . - ~i)~'- P,~~· _ ):>~ -:w~:~m~/~.~~5·;,:,,..· ., .. ··:··.· -- ~ .. r .· .-·· 
·· .' •· . · :· .· . ~ . • · . · . . ' . ··. ~ - . . : .. ' ·,·: ,.· . · . ,' .. ' ' :·' • .· . . : . · ·: ~ . . '· • . · .. · .. '· ··~ ·J ,· ~ · 
· -, The crash -~.a~ ·:now .quickly.· b'ec9ming· jus. t- a .·bad.-.ciream· aJ1.d .. : _·· .. : .. ·... . . .. ·-._· i.' . · 
_···· :·.. . a gdod ~to~y: • .· . , ''' •,·_,_,_ •. ·. _ , r~;_:··:·~/ .': ,,···' ' ,· . '.• ·• '': -~ ·' : 
·-:-·. · i ·.~ The 'pli:me sat ·ca\ight _by ·her . ·wincjs - ~ntil t,he···n~*.t. ·.· . : · ... ·-... ·: .. :,- -' .. ! : ... . 
. I . • , :· ·· . . ·.' . · ... ' . : ... . :.' . ' : , · .. ; __ ··' .: _·: _:.' ·.· · . ·. ';· •· .. :::· . .' :,' ,_.· · · .. · ; ·~ . ;. · .. - -~ . . .. .. ~ · • 
·.sun·ny day .w~en it' s i lentry··: sl1p'pe.d 'through ·the.: ·~ce ... to ·.the _: :· ,.  ,. .:.- :-. : ' :.- : : :· . 
;:-... oce'~~~' -bot.toni~·· :·. ~ < ,. ·_: ... :· .. · · .... , ·: ---~~,, , ·. ·:,."<:·.)-:. ·:- .: : .. ;.>_.·, .. ''· · .. -· \ · .. - . : ·~ - :. ·.:.· .. :· .. · ·: .\.'(t><.· 
. ~ . . . i: • . ; :· .'. .. . . . . ,' .·• . . . . ' . '. ·. . •, . ' 
\ 
·.' ··a · ' . . '_ ,. . . · , · ·· '. '·, · ·· ··· ' · · ':· . · ... · ~ · . . ·· • 1, • 
• • • • ;. : : •• 0 -'·-.:~ ~ ,:. ::~· :.'··:·~<it~\ ... : :···: .. .. ·. ' ·.· ., .. ·· ". 
.. . ' .·.. . . . .. .-·.··. , · :. ··· : .. : ·· .. . . .. .. ...... . ' .. ·. · . . :: .: . 
o ' ' ' •' ' ' , ",:: • . , • : . o o ~ o ' ,•' ' • · , > '' J, t I: ': ,.·· ' ;: ' ':.: • ': ' o • i, 
·. . . . ' . ' . . .. . . ; .. . .· .. . . . . :~ . . -~ ' .. . : ~ 
r .' ~:; .<~ : . ,: . ,. . ·•. ':· , . • o o· • , ' • , •••• - •• ~ , •. " . • • : : ·t -~~· ( . 
1 • oo ~-~ .. • • .'·{#_.: ~,-.:: ... · .,· "• • '~ ·.1 • ::. ' ' ... • • •• ' · ,, :, ' ··~,'. • , _ . • . • • , '., .... o: .' • ; I ·: . . . 
, 0 • ; , , 1 • ,' '' · , ·,~ ,' ' j• o ' •," • •: :I ' o ' ,' ,,,':_ ' ' , , • · .: ~. o I • • • •! 
• • 0: ,": • - .. . . ~ . • •• ·~ : 
.. · ...... .. .. 
" 0 : •• : .~. , 





! . ' 
. . ·. · 
. . :· .· . , " ·· .. 0 · , . 
. • ' 
.... t ,\· • •• -.· . o .': i 
. . ·, 
• ·. : : .: •' -:-. . 
..... ~-- · • .. • .. . . 0 .' • • • ' . 
.. ~ · ·· -. 0 . . .. • ~ : 
. . .... : ·~.: ' . · .. : . - ., 
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•:.<.::~~:' LEVEL 7 (Oral ·Reading) . 
. . . \ In ~ many communities along q:oa.stal Labrador fishing 
is the rnai'n occupati_on .• ·. ~n thi~ _part of. the ·world eflhich 
. ,- . . . . . 
\ · . 
. · 
I 
is .of.t .en .cut· of~ £.rom f _resh. food supplies ·fr6in the south 
. . . ' .. 
-~ ·. 
·. fish. i.s ."aiso · t~~ - staple ·of .everyone's diet. ' J 
'. • • f • • i .. ~-
. .' · · · · During .early spf:"ing while ·~iaiting . for -th~ ice' to . ·! 
'. : ,.,. ... , ... : '.. .· . . ' ' . . l . 
t .: :.·. .··: ··.. _ ,.b~~~\1\·up: -~n~ - ~~i~~ -~wa~ ,. t~~ .. · ~en. .·.·a_r~ ... ?~~-Y~-: ~e~~~-~9.-.. :·ne~·s .. t~d:· :_·: · · >"·.·:_ i _.  .-_ :,: 
')· . .'·. · · .. · ·... . .· · . ·. ··.traps, :getting· new:· -ones· read~i · an4·· making ·S:ep.air~ 'to boat~ . - - ~. · .3. . ; 
t - ' : c · .-· • · a_rtd equ;P~~Dt: ;~Oy ' a~~ sel~~~ i~~~ ~•·• ~~~y p\,~~~r/'t,,i , ; • · :J. ': 
.'.· ·· .... --~-~--~ \~ · . .-~ ·- ·· ,_:;.. : ..  ·.~ : .. · .... ··.' :. · . .', . . · · . . ··::·: .. : .. . ·~-:: ~ :.·:.,~: . ··,;_._· .. ,··,!: .. ·.:· : .. .._· ·:·:·.-. '.• · · .. · :_ . ' ·1' ·.·· ~ .' . . 
. . : .. ..... _the ·SUmmer .fi$hing ·: seiason:_:.·_ Thfs ).asts.- .from ·ear1y: · ..:rune·-·~o: · ··· ... 1 ~ ·. :·: 
' . •' . '. . . . . . \ ' . . . . . . . . . .:-· . ··- .. -~ . ,, . ; '.: . ' . ~ . ' .... ' . . ~ . .· . . .: . . . . . . . . ' . ' ' . 
· . . '··. .Qctobe~~ ;or · · iaf:~·~· ·-if. ·the: ~eather .. c~t~iit_iprl~·: -ar~ · . 9'aad.'~ ··· :. · · · .. _.. ·,.r_ · .. ··· 
., . . · . . ~· ·: : . ~-· :' . ~ , · •.• .• - •• ·· .. ·.· ' .' . .: .I ·. · :· ~ . · .' . .'.;:.·.:·~.:.· ~ · · --: .. ~· .•, . · ·.: · . 
· . ... . ~ .. ·. 
. . . 
··· -·· ' ' ·-·· :, . . 




·.·· .. . Many· ki_ftds. :.of: fiSh .a~e · da~gh.t:: !?~c~ as : . . t,rout ;. · ·salmon·; ~· ... 
.. ... ' ~ : . . . . . . . . . ' . ·. . ' ' . . . . ., . . . .. . . . . 
·: ·· .. c~r;i,·· ·herd .. ng ·, · ·cap_lin.·· and : ~ackere'l . . Sopte· are kept for . .. home· 
: ... ·· ·;A:<• ._·,.. . _.· .. fo~.d . su~p~i~~ -~u~ :most. ·~r-~ 's.oJ~~- : fo~:. · c·asli.·· ·~ . . 
'. ; : ·. , ... ' . . . ~ . ' . . :. .. . ' . ' . . 
·., . 
-:·. ~ ~ .· .. -· . .  ..; .· -~·;fiabrador· ~rout. which . are' .lar.ge and .y~'ry ta~t.Y afe · .·. . 
i ... 
··. 
. .-.-. · · -~~u_got ·in · n~t·~~ _.- .-:T~~:_-~'is·ii~~~:~~- --~~~~ :-.~o~e ._ b~t· :~~s·t -~i-e:·: soid.-•. · :> :·· 
.. .·· . · .. · S<il~o-n fi~hi~~ .is··.: wel{- -:~~~-~11 . ' tli~ --:~·xt~a :~~~k -'_i,~~~~Js~ . ·6·£· the , .. :·· · · . . 
·.· . _. ... .. _.: .' . · . . · . .... ···. ·_.·_·;· ·.:_ .... :• . · . . ··· .. _. ...... _ . . ··.:.: . .. ··. , ... ~ ·.· ' .? . •. 
. .. . · . . :· ··.: ·: .· high . pric'e·. they · ;bring •. .. · Cqc;l · altho~gn lep.E:! .' plentifu~· · ~ie '< • • • •• 
·. · · ::. · ~.. . . ··. · ~tili ~· -~o~Ci i ~·ou:rc~: ~-£:· ;· inc·o~~ :· · .. · ...  ~e~:rin~ --~-.~~~ :. ni~-c~e.~e-~ .-: ~~~ .. , . .•· .J.<_: 
.. . . . . . ' . . ' _ a~~aa ~t, ;, ft~h . d.~~·i;;~ th~ ri.~~ to: ~lhtk~' ;~~~r;~ {rlP~ -to, · • • . · 
·.:·-::-. . . " ~ · .. ·. . their .·ne:t·~· - .in on:~- ~--d.a.y~· .. ·. whd.e ; no( 'eaten rn~~.h~ .. ·iri - 1-~pr~do:i: . .- .. . ·,_ '' .. . . •.'· 
_'_ ··· .... ·. · _.-< "::· :'/t~~-~~ :_ ·£~s·h ·~-~.r~· -~- -- ~~{~~- -~i-~~ in_.:·.s·~~~-: ·Eu~-~-~~~~·.co~rit:~·iesi'.:·: : .· :-.. :· . , , :: 
: .. : ::~ · . . . .. :·'. ·· .. .:__. \-.. ·:' .·t···A::. ~-is~~~~~-,:.~ · '{i£~ ~~:~~~-" ~eng ·,~ : ~ri-~~~f~r-ta.ble - ·:~~ur~ · .• :_:: ·.· · .. · ... ... . ~- -· 
·. . . :. ·_._::··_ :  · · <·_·:-:· · ·.·_:o~·:_ .d~nger~~ .. ~-. w~~k: ~.ft·~~ --::~~~~-tch.rn~-:J~b~ -,.d~~n · ~ntfl· wf:il-1 .·· .' ·. · . '· ... ::. · .'.·· 
,"•,, • '"' • • ,l •' ' C)' r> " : ' 1\',', ' ' ' :· ' ' , .·' ' ,• ·, ' ' ' • :·, • ' : '.', .:, ·, ._·, ,• ' • ' I I ,. ' '' .' '\ , .. ' • ' '- .,'. :.. I ' ' ' • " , • I ,.• ' ' • , ... ~ ; >,' ' ' o 'I 
·· . . . :. ·:-. · ·: . ... :~fte:f-: '.dar.k· i~ :the : ~is_h_:j_n·g is '_. good/-: · Ye_t . J!lany :would'. ~·1~vet,. ·· ... · .:_· ..... ··:· · ( ' ·· 
. ;, _  .· .. >·.:--.: ·. ·.· :.-) .--~~·~de -:i·t::.ia.~:: ·.~,--·~~-f~r.::·.:- ~~·i~r jo~· - ~siio~re_·:/_ :·~: ·.: · ·, ·._.·:· . · .. ... :.:.· .·: _: . f .-
• •• • ~ ' .... ·.: - - ~;:·· · , . " '"r · ' • • , • • • ' , • • •• • • , , . .. - ·· ,-'.: . . •: ',• ·: '• '• 1 . 
. : . . . •' 
' ' •,' ·,,.. ,· ' • ' I ·, •, ;. _' ' ', I, •" .... ·.-,· . : • • '·" ' • ,· .-, · •• 
! ' ', .. ' ' • • ' • ' ' : •' ' ' l ' ~. • .,• , ' '• • ' I • '' .,'. • '• .. · ~·. • ~ ' • •; : • '; : 
., :.i . ·. · · .. . -· .... :.·. "' .~ .· ,'· . . .. ·, ' .. ·.· .:. ~·. -- ~: .~· . · · .. ·,:~ ·.·. ·. ·~ . . ,· .. •# . , , 
., • jo,' ' ' •• ' ':' ' .. ·; , ' • 'l: ' •: ~ '.': :. ':' • 'I :.•, .,' , ' : I - 1 ' ~' : · ."" ' '• •,' • \ : I' : •. o' ' • ,••. I ' ' ' ; • ; , , . ' I o ' ' • ' •.' , , •:, ·., ' ' \· ' '\ <' ' 
' •• '• , ' .• • •,'-' ', ' , • , . ' : •, '1 I· , , ·~·, .: . ~', , ~• > • ._,, ,:-•• ·~·'•, ' ,' • . , ,.~. :. · ·.'~~ . , · • .,-, - · . :·:: .. : · , ~ .'' . 1 • : · .' •• ,··, •:•.'': ·= . .-..... ·.~ ,,.· .. ,{. 
~-;~~i;).~~~~::(·:;.··_, =': -:;~:.~~ ~·~t~~-~t~\--~:<~1-:~9rt;i\irr?-11?}:.:~ \?:~~~:-~~~~~~1~·;4~i~t~l1t:z:~~J:!:~?~~j: ~~: ._:~: :;~t ,:-,--··:,;:::'_~~::.,::~- :~~:·:::_.·::·· .-~· ·· ::· :~ · , ... 
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I 
~VE_L .7 (Silent Reading) 
\ As · I splashed into the chilly, blue waters of 
..., . 
the Pacific Ocean my clu.ms:y scuba gear suddenly became 
.' ,. 
weightles~. I · had j3.lways fe,lt wonderfully at peace in 
thi's <silent,. shadow.y world 'and today- was .no e·~ception. 
· ·: : .. s~~mril1~9: stro-~gly_.. ci:~d ·smoo~hiy ·_ -~- - ;;ank .. d~epe~. and_ 
• '1., • • .: • • • •• ' • .. • • • • • : • • ' •, . , .. ~ - • • ' • • • • • .. 
••l 
' ' . 
. ·,,· ' . 
. ' •. ·1 : · .. . .- · . 
:·. \ ~ ;, 
· ·-':..· ·<:.· ~ . · .-· /· 'deeper my: -eYes. beh'ind· th9.ir .. · p:ro·te.ctiV.e . ·1enses ·.gradua_lly · ·' =~ •·> . ' :·.:~ ·-.-. ·. : _: ·.:' ·:: .. :'·::_ :_.'::~- ~ - ·_- ·_. ~~j~~-t~n9 · ~9- -~-~e::;.:~l~~iny' .:~~-P.~;h~:: : -~:~~e,'·.~s~·a~-- ~r~~:y: ·.- c/f._. : __ a·~io~~~s · ·_· 
=:_:-._<\-\i._·:_·_.·_. :<.:.- . -· · ·.· .·.::._. . ~~d-: ·s·tiap~~ -~ d~~-he!d -~ii~~ ·; · ·~-~~~-~-: :il ~~ -. e~p~~i~- be·~~-~·lf:ui ·. -: ·. ·: 
.. ~. . . ·,: . . . '. -~ . . ', . . . '' . •. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . :· ... ·:· · ,·. ~ ·. . . ' . · · ··. ~ -· - . ·. : ..... / .. ... . · . ...... -:·· . . ·· :··· '' ·; ··:·· 
-' ··. ·_.:· :· ,_ . . ,wi'th- . thei-r· ·black . and . yellQw ··._ s'trii?~~- _- c_~t; ting ,- a:·cFos_s ~·iiver~< 
:: .' :;·:_:.·; :.: . . .. / . . .. :w~i~~ b~~~~s~ .- · J: .- ~as · p·i:~s~a · _·I _: .ha~ · ·go~te~ a- .. d.~~--. eyay-frQm 
..... . ·, 
.. . ·. 
- : ~ j • • 
. • ' 
,,., .. 
•' . • •! '.' 
-- . \' ~ · . . t .. ··_:_. 
: : . . . ~ 
'.: •• •• 1 
. ' 
. .- \ . 
. . : :-.r 
.. ;; ' 
' ,I I 
. :.~ _./_-., : . ··:· '• 
-~ ' .' 
_my· ·frfends to .-explore these wa-t.er-s. 
.· . .; . . ·. ', . ·.· 
. . _ · ~:f.th one sw~ft mo-~em~nt. th~: . :m~i-l:Y fish ·_stidde~ly · 
. disappeared' and _all ··~a~ ·.strange.ly ·. ~~111.: _.-·AS . if ---out. ·o f 
• • • • I' ' • • •• • ' • • • • 
n~~her~ .a gre·at:. wh-ite shadow· sl:ipp~d ~i1entiy . into .v..iew' 
. ' : .·. .• .. - . " , "·:-.. - .. •' . ·.- . : •• 1.1 • . • . ·• 
h~ .. be,lly .·an : a'ri:-6¥: ~-f : shinir.tg ·_. ~hite~ 't:he rest . _of it:s huge · 
.. b;~y' _a. ~~-~:l; ~~~~~e -i~ ··t~e . wat·er.-. · ~ shark! .... . .. , . 
• . . 
. . . · .. · : . . I· __ dro~ped : siow1y 11ryd . c~~-~~ully' _ .. tq\\lard ·._tne _o~-~~n· 
fi,ob_r --~way·· ... 'f~~:ni - ~h~t-~-~iie·~_tly· -~oyi~g ~e~~ce: · . ~t : ~~~m~d 
. . , . ' 
. moJ:·~ 1ri'~,e~-~~te'9-· in_:a_ ?-ark cave· e'at'en-~-l_lt~ .t~e_.· huge . c;:ora~ 
~u: ~~- ·to·.~~- -.-righ_~. · r"<·tn~ugh~ ~f ~h~- _riia~y - 6-~~e~ da~ge.rs : .. . 
I . • '~ ' ' ' ' ~-
. , . ·· th~t· .. -· ·co~~d _·:be .pidq.eri ·i~ . tha.t : blac_k caver~, ·a ·giant".mo~ray . · · 
. ' •. ' . ' • • . • • • •••• •• ' ~ - ' . • ~ .•. • :· ·• • ' . • ... • •. ·, : . .. . . ' • - ~. ' : • • J. • ' 
' eel or a· sl.eep1ng cic-topus • 
: . .. . . . . . . •, ( .· 
· _ _.:.-C;raCiually_., '~a -· as -no~- ·.to · announce~ ~y depa.rture> :r.;·.- ·-_. · 
~ ' • .· • ,. ~·· ' -. . '• ' :' • :· : • •. ' . - ~ ~ ·,, . • . -. , ·, . ' ~ .. :· ... ·, ' I ~ : . • :, • . ' ' . . • . ' ' 
~;>egan · to -~-l()a( ~owarcl - the sur,f~ce; _ . . ~he hug_e: fish .'h~~i.-t~ted 
. ' . 
~· r, • 
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LEVEL .7 (S.ilent R~ading) cont' d. 
as some car~less move caught its eye. With knowing pre-
~ 
cision it swept around, its jaws locked in a mocking grin. 
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· -ERI CODING SYSTEM 
' ~ ' 
'The q·oding ~_y,stem was use¢· duri~g the pr_esent · inves-
'tig<~:tion is .. similar -to that 'tise¢1, -in the··adlllinist'ratiori .: o.f 
, , : . ··· .... · . . .... ... • ' . ·.·· 
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PRIMER (Oral ·Reading~ 52 words, 8 sentences) 
Examiner's · Introduct~op: 
There is something new 
in. this family. Someone is 
not too happy. Let's read 
about it. 
My sister has a new cat. 
It is white ·and grey. 
< 
He s·leeps on· a.: ..  t;>lanket. 
. ' .• S~san· will not let me 
< . 
<· 
~omprehension Questions and 
Possible Answers: 
*(mil 1. What would be a good 
title for this story? 
{"The New Pet" or "~y 
Siste·r' s Pet") 
* (t) 
. (f) 
2. What does the word 
"pet" mean in this 
story? 
(.to smooth or to rub 
down)· 
3. Where does th~ cat 
. sleep? . 
· (on: a blanket) . 
pet . h~r cat'. 
. · ·. . ·. · ('in f) 4 ~ Wh<it is 'susan's 
"Yoll may )1ur,t him·, . ·Jo·ey , .. ~· brother Is ·name? 
·• {Joex> · 
she said. · '~He is too t;!mall 
V i it 
·.-
1il to p~ay wfth." 
* (f-l._ ·5 •. Why won't Susan let 
·Joey touch ~er cat? 
(he may .hurt him or 
the cat is · small)' 
f ; 
. 
I wish I . h~ - a dog. 
., 
I ·could !nave iots of fun 
_, with' hih\. 





~ • · ... r . 
.. 
;. . 
(p.e)~:.-6 .": What weuld tnake .Joey 
· . happy? 
(to have a do.9) 
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PRIMER (Silent Reading--48 words', 8 sentences) 
Examiner's Introduction: 
Let's read about a 
child who ~njoys going 
somewhere with his Father. 
My father goes . fishing· 
in the. sea. 




· : ' 
'r d~ught eigh_t fish • I 
Father did not catch any 
~hat day. 
Fathei ma~e·a big fire. 
··He . cooked .four of my 
.  ~-
fish.; 
.' I like ~o eat ,fish cooked 
-
: ,-c-ccrmprehension Questions and 









l. Wfia t would be a good 
title for this story? 
("Fishing With Fa'ther") 
2. How .many fish did 
the child catch? 
(efght) .: . 
3. What is meant by the 
word "once" in this 
· story·? 
··! · (one tlrne). 
.~ . .. . 
4. , Whp.t 1 o .ther· -people 
have ~0ne fishing 
with the father? 
· (~other~ or the· child) 
. ·~~} . 
5.;. Where does the .father 
go to fish? 
(the sea) 
*(in f) 6. What 'words make us 
think·- -~hat the person 
· telJing the~ st9ry 
eni6ye~ hi~ ttip? 
(he ca\l·ght eight fi;sh, 
or, he liked fish · 
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LEVEL 1 (Oral Reading--104 words, 13 sentences) 
Exam~ner's Introduction: 
In this story two men 
go out for the day. Let's 
read and see what happens 
to -them. 
Near - the sea two· rnen 
· were tal'king. Mr. ' Canning 
said, "It's kind .of nice out 
today ·. I'm ·going fis)ling." 
I'm going tOOi" said 
Mr~! _Gray. · 
Mr . . Canning said, "Good, 
let.' s go .• 11 The two rnert got · 
qut their fishing boats. . . 
They were only gone an hou·r 
wb~n the fog caroe in. 
Mr~ Gray said, "We must 
go horne before the fog gets 
too · thick," They tried to 
get back but they wer·e lost 
ii1 the fog. 
"I 1 rn ge.tting cold," said 
Mr. Gray. 
" I am too, '.' · 'said Mr • 
·canning~ . . Let 1 s ·try to find 
a house." 
"we. ·won' 't: find one in a'll 
this · fog," said .Mr ... Gray~ 
• 
Cdmprehension Questions and 
Possible Answers: 
*(rni) 1. What would be a good 
name for this story? 
{"Lost in the Fog" or 
The Two Fishermen) 
(f) 2. Can you tell me the 
names of the men in 
this story? 
· (Mr. ·qray and .Mr. . 
.Cannil'l:g) · 
(inf) 3. ~Y ~ere the men getting 
~orried? · . 
(f) 
(They were lo.st in. · t:he 
. ~Og) . . . . .. 
4 • .What did the men .'decide 
to 'do on the day of · 
• this ·story? . 
(to ·go .fishing) 
(con) 5. · Why did. they. decide to 
go fishing on that day? 
(because the weather 
was nice ot fine) . ~ 
*(t) 6. - What qoes the wor4 
"near" mean ·in this 
story'? 
(close to, or besid~) 
· ; , 
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LEVEL 1 (Silent Reading--106 words·, 14 sentences) 
Examiner's Introduction: 
Two men have an · adve·n~ 
ture. Let's read about what 
happened to them. 
They looked for a ho'use. 
but fou11d none: "I'm worried 
that we might no~ get home 
again," said Mr~ Canning. 
. . . ' : · 
"Yes, there a·re whales 
out here, " ·said · Mr. Gray. 
Comprehension Questions and 
Possible Answers: 
(f) 1. Who answered the door 




2. What does the word 
"finally" mean. in' this 
story? 
tat last or after a 
while·) 
3. What .did· the men ·see 
as the~ made th~i~ fire? 
· (lights> 
".I · know, .. said Mr~ 
Cannin9 • . · · · *:(con) 4, Why · did the men ·walk . 
, . ·. towar·ds · the lights that: 
The · men rowed · the· ·boat 
to.· shore. There :the.y made a 
fire. , · Sudde_niy Mr. canning 
shou~e.d; "Lights 11' .. 
. . . . 
They put ~ut the fire 
and w~iked toward the lights. 
Finally they ·c·ame to a · house. 
They knocked o~ the . goor and 
a lady answered . . · 
· Mr. Gray saiq, ·"We . are 
· lost and can't find our way. 
.. in the .fog·. can ·you · tell us 
"' where we are?" 
· ~: The .lad~ · sa~d·; ... ".You · ar.e 
in · Newport . . " 
'. 
. 'rhey were · almqs·t home. 
·b... . ·A . P.A • 
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· · · . they · saw? · · . : ··· . · · · · 
:<they. t _hqught that th,ey . 
rniqht · get help or _that 
it was their -own hom~) 
*(con) 5. Wha·t things did t~e me n 
feel afra~ of when they 
f were · in their boat? 
, (the whales·r~e;ing -lost, 
or :not finding··, their 
way home) .. 
( inf) 6. How do_ you think the . 
men felt when the ~ady 
told them :where they 
were? · 
(h_~PPY .o_t" g-~a~) · 
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LEVEL 2 (Oral Reading--120 words, 15 sentences) 
Examiner's Introduction: 
Something special happened 
qne day. · "Let's read and see 
what it was. 
1 awoke suddenly·one 
morning in Juiy. ; This was ~he 
day! The ~un was up and sb~n­
ing in through my ·window. I 
jumped. ·aut of ·bed. The day 
was just- . i?erf~ct . . 
·: . . 
I dresse·ci .,_q\\i~kly · ah~. r~n 
down the . sta;i,rs ;· .. '.: Mci.ther was 
· . busy working ·· ·i,n the :ki~chen • . 
-·Before·· -! ate my l:;lreakf<i'st I . 
. ra·ced ·out 'to ~the ·barn.· · My 
-. .. . oJ.der· brbther Tom· wo.uld not 
· :let me go · i'ns~de~--:- · ·.-
i";:o. 
, . 
· "It.'s not ti.me yet, Anne," -· 
he said'; 
Feeling dis~ppointed I went 
back to the house. to eat. · -Tom . ·. 
had _spoiled my .4ay ~ · · 
· As soon . as I . couiq I crept 
Comprehen~ion Questions and 
Possible Answers. l ' 
* (mf) 
(f) · 
1. What would be a 
g-ood t 'i tle for .. 
this story.? 
("The Surprise." ,or 
''The New Colt") 
2. In which month-of 
_ the year did this 
. story -happen?. · 
- . '(Juiy) · 
I 
(f) · .. - 3 .. What ·was in the barn 
when ~lie pe'r~on. 
finill1y __ cjot ·in?. 
;, . ~ 
• .. 
* (t) '.• 
: ' 
,. 
. . .. 
:ta· ne~ ·colt) · 
.· ' . ' ... ·. 
· ·.· . .. .. 
4. · what · Abes ·t .be: word. · 
- • II Spoiled" mean • in . 
this · story? . · . 
•. (·turned i't bad~ or 
ruined it) · · 
( ) 5 - W-hy did Anne hav_e· ce · . 
to .-creep back to . 
the barn? · · . 
(so that her brother 
·would not see he.r 
: ·and·· stop her) · 
. badk tO"·the barn. . Toni wasn It- .. 
there so. I srowly pushed ' ~pon . 
· the _door. . Th.ere. ly.;i.ng ·in -the· ·. 
straw was · a ne_w b<l:by _ .;;:olt.~ · _,.. 
. -* (·inf) · 6> Why wou~dp.' t : Tom . 
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barn? ·. . · 
. .' (!t . was ·not time. ¥et, 
·or the co it had not ··: 
bee'n· horn_ ·yet ) · · · ... 
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LEVEE 2 (Silent Reading--120 words, 14 sentei\Ces) 
Examiner's Introduction: 
... 
Something · happens to 
graf\dad. Let's read and see 
what it was. 
One weekend we went to 
visit my grandad . . When we 
. arr i:ved he wasn' t home.. i:>ad 
and . I · wa. lked down to t ·he 
whar .. f but his boat was gone. 
"He must still be· ~>Ut 
~~$hing," :.~· sa,~(L . . , . 
. • . . . " .I 
· · · · · .Three . hours·· .}.at~r _', grandad . 
. was .still ·.not hpni~ . J ·Everyone 
·wa:s. gel tlng worried. We were 
air.ai·d tha:t ·something. had · 
happened 'to _him • . Them a·ll of 
a sudden graqdaq· walked 
throu.gh t .he cioor. 
· ~Wher·e iz:t the . world were 
· you?" .asked ·dad. 
Comprehension Questions and 
Possible Answers: 
(f) 1. Wh~n did .the family 
·visit their grandad? 
(on the weekend J 
* (t) 2. What fs meant by the 
word "weekend?" 
(Saturday and su-nday, 
or the' detys at the ' .. 
end of the ·week)' . · ·. 
(f) ~. Hqw iopg was th~· fish 
.. ' . thai:: g~.andad . caught? · 
· , : · · (sev~nty, in.ches) . · ... 
:·: . f .• ·· ·. : • • 
(cc;m) 4 ~ wlie'r~ . was grandad 
·. · · · .when· the .famiiy ·: 
. arrived?. ' .. 
'<st~ll ou·t f~shing) ·. · 
(ce) ~.v . What makes you think . 
that it was unusual 
for grandad to be so 
late? . · 
{everyone was worried) 
· All grandad could say was, * (in f) 6. How do you. thi.nk the · 
child t .eiling the 
sto,ry f elt when he · . . 
"Come ·and see what I have~" 
We grabbed our "coats and 
ran • . · There : on .the whar£ lay 
the .biggest fish I had ev.er 
seen -in·. my. life. : It. was ·. · .. · 
. ~everity ' inches'. long and .. 
weigh_ed ninety-o~e 'pounds. . 
. ' What . a .fish that ·was.l .- . •.' 
·. . 
' ' 
.' I • 
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. saw. the b~g fish? 
· ( S,Urp:t= ised 1 . Or 
astonished, or pl-eased) 
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LEVEL 3 (Oral Reading--147 words, 10 sentences) 
Examiner's Introduction: 
.This child is telling 
abo4t his .home. Let's read 
and learn what his hom~ is 
like.· 
·r h.ave two homes. My' . 
main horne in. Ma*y's · aarbour 
.'is ·a .two-storey' 'white hs)Use 
t~~mmed wi,t.h green . . ??-hi~. is 
where I live dul;'ing ·the long 
. coid months when the snow : ' 
.. 
~ . ' ~~ Comprehension Questions. and 
Po~sible·Answers: 
*(mi) 1. What is this story 
maihly about'? 
(a winter home,' or . 
someone' s hoitte) 
(f) 
( f')' 
2. How. is .the m~il . 
4~~iy~red to .this 
ch~ld' s town? · 
_. ·. (by p,lane) ::' : · 
. · . : 
3. · How man.y·. houses , does . . 
. : .:. t .his · ch.i,id .liye-Tn - . . '-
' . 
• .J,:'· 
· is· pi1ed high .qver. · ·every.thing~ .. -. : • 
' . · . .' · Here the· house is made . riiuch · .. 
. ' '; warmer than bur ' sllimner· home'. .. · : 
. - ~·aoh:_ ~e?.r? . -::' .. ·· 




' b:ecause' the· weatner :-is' .much· . .... .' 
.colder.· WE{'li~>'under ·· a .. . · 
. small hil1' and :are p~~tl}< ' 
sm;r:qui_lped ·by woods·;.' It is 
' ve'ry colzy and.·: co,mfqrtable 
·-~er.e because ' we·' don.' t feel 
th~ .. cold as· much as in ·the · 
open.· 
we· have. el~?ctrici.ty in 
our winter house · so we can 
have .. ligh_ts:,· enjoy television · 
.wJ;len w:e have dorie · our workt · . 
as ·w.ell a·s other th~ngs such 
as stoves. 'and re.frig~ra:to;~ .• 
·.we get· -o~r· rn?J..il by pl~ne 
'three times a· week ·-if the 
•weather . is clear: enou'gh.' We 
tr~vel by -ski!ioo .. .most. of: the 
.tiine · and . g~t . about :··vet:y · . · 
easi.ly. ·we: are . very happy 
her.e. · . . ! . . 
I ' 
'*Either . ~nskr ,is acceptable. . . . 
. ·. .. . 
· .. 
.·· ''._,: ·,~ 
* ·(~em) .4 ~ Duril;l<;(.what time···of · .... 
· the · year does _.-thi~ · · 
(t) 
. child live .. at · Mary' s 
Harb.6ur? 
(during the winte~, 
or when the snow.· is 
pUed high e_verywhere} 
5 • .-What is meant by the 
phrase !'my m~in .:home? 11 
· (the· house I liye in " 
mo.st of. th~' time) 
*{·~e) .·. 6 ; What- wouici . ca~se th~ 
. . ·:. .~ail tq )?e · ia.te in· · · 
·· · this .town? . ' . 
·. :·(if the .. planes _ .cm.i:~d ' , 
· :·. ·not -fly:, ·9r·· if ·the · . · 
. :i weather \ola$ not ~:q:eai) .. 
_.(con) 7~ Why 'is . this ~orne ,i;nade_ 
waimer. · than ·nis · ot:her :· 
. . ~ . ' 
' . 
. . ;
· home? · . · .. 
· (it 'is · ~se.ci during·.· . ·. · .· . 
tl:le ··cold' wl:ntei:') ' ' ·:. · 
'. 
., . , . .. : ' .. 
· ·c· : .. .-:- --~. ~ d·; >. ; 
cont: · • . ~ - . · 
,, ' 
.. . 
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~(inf) B. Why do you think 
that the· winter home. 
is· .m~de more 9-orn-
fortabl~ than··the 
summer horne?f · 
(they spend more time 
in i~, or it is their 
main home, or they 
live .in it during 
the.winter when they 
spen,d more time · 
inside) 
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LEVEL 3 {Silent Reading-.-150 words, 11 sentences) 
Examiner's Introduction: 
This is about another 
home. Let's read pbout this 
one. 
. 
Comprehension Questions and 
Pqssible Answers: 
. {mil 1. What is this sto~~ 
abo·ut? 
(a sununer homei) 
My other horne is _in (f) . 2. During what time of 
H~n,ley Harbo"ur. ·There we .the year do they live . 
live in a . -~pe-~torey .house in the house .at . 
which is· d~f.fe_I:"ent from our . Henley ·Harbour? 
·win:ter ' .. home because it -"is . ·(t{le su:mmer) 
on ·:an. is la~d. o!lr. no use . . . . . . . . . . . . 
-. is smaller .too,-. but .. we have· . · (f) ·. · 3. Are . ther.e any oth~r 
·l9ts of · rooit\. ·to do .:eveJ;"ytl)ing ··. . children l'iving near 
we· waf(L -· · · · :· .. ·;· ·:_r the summer· house_? : 
· · . •. 1 (no) . 
--.. _;. : w~ .. i~v.e ::: i:n~ Henl~y - _H.irbo't:ir · ... 
b~~a:use · my_ fathe.r has ·to ·g,o ·. · ·* (tL 
fish-ing the.r~.- ~ .. , .There are ., . 
.. 4. : Wha:t- :~ ·s· t'i~~ ·· meaning · · 
n<;> trees· but rnap.y di'ffereiit. 
. · kinds of plan t·s grow : the:t;"e 
such c:fi:; bakeapp;tes_, ·blue-
berries~ wild strawber~ies 
and dandel:i,ons . . : ·My mbther 
has a garden and 'sometimes· 
we.he~p · her i~ it.· 
No· other c-hildren· l.i've. 
here b~t we . . ar& nev~r lonely. 
We- have our ovn boat. and 
·. ~pend .mu~~ .of ' o~i · time . . · · 
·. rowing arounq ·the -·pqnd whi9h 
.. is s}1al·low. Soitletirne.s we go 
in .the 'motor boat with-- father 
.'if the -water is .··calm~- . We . 
al·so ·: go- 6ll:lo't8·.- o'f ·picnics· • . 
'' '. . . .· . 
. . · w~ lov.e to gq · to Henley 
· ·'_ ··Harbour af-ter .'. the win·ter 
. eJ:Ids because it is . ·our · 
· · .· .. ·· favouri ~e home. 
. ~ . 
- - . i': . ' 
_= ·_·· J .. 
. . 
*Either ans\o!er is · a~ceptaJ;>l~. · . 
. . . ~ 
. . . 
of · the- word "-calm"? 
· (qui.e.t, smooth, · or 
.not rough) · 
*(con) 5 . -Name two ways in ·which 
the ,summer horne is . 
different from the 
wint·er. home. 
(ce) 
. * (inf·-) 
,. 
· (on an island, . one-
. storey, . no children . 
nea+, smaller) 
6. Why . does- the .·. family 
move· to· Henley Harbour 
e~_ch sUmmer?. ' 
·(so. tP:e father . ca~ fish) 
: ·· .. 
7. Wha't dq the .. chi.ldren · do 
for f~n. at · Henl~y 
ijarbo't~r? . · · 
(~e lp in tl1~ garden ; . 
' row the boat, go on pic-
~ics, 6r ~o out ~n ~heit · 
·Fath:er' s boat) · 
. * ( in'f) 8 ~ Why ·do · .Y~U .. thit:lk. tha·t ··_. . 
.it ·is· .fun to live at the 
summer. home} 
·· · (cont'.d.) . 
, · .... . , ,. 
~ ' . : ' ' 
' } ' . . .. . . . . 
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(lots of room. to do what 
they want,· or they ·have their 
own boat to play in, or ~hey go 
on lots of picnics). 
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LEVEL 4 (Oral ~eading--155 word~, 10 sehtences) 
Examiner's Introduction: 
Have you ever done any 
· baking? · This is about one 
child's first try. Let's 
read about it .. · 
Mpm was busy preparing .. 
for Christmas Day when she 
asked '.me .if 'i would bake ·a 
c~~e for her. : :~ ·' . -.. . · 
' ' · '· 
: :"But I' 've ··never . baked · 
.. · a~yth~n~ before!'' · I answered • . 
. · · ·.·:· "It-1 ~ very simple·,~John· ,'; . 
. she said~ •• since a'll'<you: . 
. , - · he~.ve to do is follow the · · 
..: directions. " 
Feeling w.o·rr ied but · · 
brave ! .. found ' the· i_ngredients 
and set to work. La·ter·, 
·tir.eu ·but pleased, I ·placed 
the st.icky mess in the hot 
oven. After another . thirty 
minutes of impa tiei}.t waitin-g 
I removed the pan, but -some-
thing didn it · 1_6ok . right!._ . 
"Well, . it~ s .. only~_.,:my 
iirst· try;" . I thought, as 
holding the ~ake' · caref~lly · 
I . proudly. \icl~ked int.o the . ·. 
dining room~ .As I ·bE:mt. to · 
serve it I tripped; -the:. cake 
.flew. of~ the pl~te. arid 
landed upside qow_n. on the 
floor. 
Comprehension Questions and 
Possible Answers: 
(mil 1~ What ' happened when 
the child b~ked the 
cake? 
(f) 
* (t) . 
(h~ forgot the butter 
and the cake turned 
out wrohg) 
2 • ·tfuat is the na_me ·of . 
. the bo:i · in this story?_ 
.• · (JohriL ·. · · · . 
.... . ' ' ' : · . .-
' a ' ' 
3. ·what is ~he .meaning . -
. of .the word ·~impatient"? . 
·-,: (l')ot ·· liking _.·to :wai_t:·, . ln-. 
· .a hurry>· : o~ . r~.s~:),~ss ) · · : 
0 • ' · . 
*(coi) . 4 • . Why did Moth~~ ask -John : 
* (t) 
· to· bake her a cake? 
(she wa-s ·too busy ·pre'"' 
· · paring for Christma_;; , 
'or she - was tod busy to 
do it . hersel-f) · · 
s. What is the meaning o~ . 
the w6rd "in~tedients"? .. 
(the ·things . that go into' · 
a cake, o~ the thirig• 
yo'u use 'to ·.make· .a, . ca~e) 
* (inf')_ 6. ·miy do you. . thin~ __ :. that~· 
John J:l.~.s· never baked:.· . 
.before? · 
·.· : (he .i,s a boy.,or ... nobody··_ . 
·· .ever asked him .before, 
· or he is· a ·ch.H d) .. .. · 
•. < in'f > 1; Why did· ~ohn · :feel. :-~· . · . ·. · ·, 
·. worried as. he. col.lected.~ ·· 
· the ingredients.? . · -_ · -· · 
(he kne)\' t;hat h~- had 
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"What . in the world ·'is · nevei ' baked &~.fore.) 
·J.n it:?·" Said mother as · ·it~ lay · ·· · · ... · · ·· ' . . ~· . . . 
. . without a ·cr-urnb .misslrig. ·· .. · *_(conJ. s .. , ·Gi.ve .one .reasqn . why .... 
.' y9u' ·thi~J( .tha~ . tn_~s 
.. · .. ·' . ' .. . ' '· . \ 
*Either answer is acceptable. 
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Suddenly_ a thought struck 
me. "The: buttei! · It's ·still 
in the ref~igeratorl~ · 
, . 
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-~ 
·W.R. 
cake may or may · no.t 
have been· a goo~ cake 
fo'r a · party. 
(it didn't turn_out 
rhjht, or it was too . 
. )lard) 
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LEVEL 4 (Silent Reading--150 words,. lO sent~nces) 
(. 
Examiner's Introduction: 
Let.' s · read·: about· the 
exciting adventure that t6is 
bay ~~~· _. 




· (nt'i) . · ·1. What do you ·think i s i th~ most important · · J 
, . event. in -~his ?tory''? ~ 
·. One summer while ·return-. 'the fire and sav.es 
:· .. .. ·no~iC'ed . a · .p~cliii:qr . . aron1~. · ·.>·, · · ·.. · 
~ · (the b!?Y dis<;ov~rs 1· 
ing .'h(?mE!' .to: ·i:iuppe:r 'I. .sudden)y .- t·~e· pebt>le )..-, ·. · · . : .. 
.. • : .: · .. : Sl,rrce ~ .wa~ :·feeling·.• hung·~;y·· . ·(.£> . :<·. ·2 .• : ·ffii~~~ : · -wa.~  ·t he p·ers~n · :·. ·· :-
.. .. ..:. :· · ·: . I .thought.;· .. '~A~:, · .. ba~b_ecu_~-~ · · .... te.lling" .the:· · story · .. ·· ·.· ·. · ·. -J ~ · .. 
~ ; .. . . ' :" . . · . ;.'• s,te~k:l "·. ·. _,_: · : ··. ··.· . ~: :.; . . <· '.' ·.· · . ,' .. ··:golhg.'·whem . he dis-· .... . : .. : . r .: .. 
. : .; :·. >:·· .... ·;' .' ... ... ·. .. .. . . . .. . ·. .' .· ... .. ··.. . . . · .. c' vered', the· fire? · .. : ' · .. ' l ... :· . '· 
. .'·. . ·> . .... ,. . ... -..... At .that: 'moment· . ~ ··. stra~g~ . :· :' < · ..--.: .. :: .· . . cHn~r:·.h6JDe to 'suppe_~) :·: :.: f ' ~ ~.' I·: : 
.. ··:··· .9l.ow _, j,.~ ·.: th~ . .' w'indoW:>~f-. t!'t~ ,o'li3: · < · ·. . -.. -,. . · · . .-: , . . ·-<:.-. · ._· . . · :_,_· ... · . . ·. !-:· .::-
·. · .: · -:• · ,. · .. ·depar.trnent ': store·· that I :-was :. : Wl{at·}s. ~e:a.i:lt ·, by·: :th~ ·. _. .- .. ·;. _.,. · :·. ·· 
.··,-·.'. ·.· -· · : ·:::, -· ·. ·.·. · ~a.'ssing_ ~·_a.lig~t : ' mY: ·:~~~·· _ :-':}~·n ·.: . ~: .. :· - · word_s - )·~~ery tongues~.-? ·· · r. 
· ~ ·. ·· · · ~un1.:1s·ual smell;: .tha.-t;. .glow; .. :·.··. ... '· · :· '(~lames, : .. O:J: .·the .. · ~fi.re) · ·L 
'·- ·,c'oul'd .. it' oe .· a ! fire?~ . . -. ,·" ' ' ,• , ·· :' •• ' ' 1 ,. , , · '· . • ,' · - ' ' : . , ' •• 'I • ' • • • 
. .. t ·' 
. . ... 
. ,_· 
. ' 
. • , . 
, .. 
~ ' . 
·· .. ,: · . . · .. · .. : . . · ....... · . , -.. ··:· . .. ·· *(t) 4 ·: . wha_t·. :i~m~.a:n~ · by,::the . 
Peen.ng: through _ the dus-ty : : : . _phrase. '-'a .peculiar ~-- . 
glass .' I ·saw . fiery -:;tong'l;leS . . "' .. : . aroma~':·. in .thi s · ·Story'? 
l'icking · arc;>Und·.: t;he '·b9ttorn. o:f . . :' {a . strange sma11,· .. or 
_ t~.e -~~,a·irs ~t. ~h~ ·ba'ck of .- the . ,· ·. _:_. : ~ ·-f~nriy ~meti>: ·: .: · 
' :store. · . Septch~n(J . -~bqu~ . ·thldly · · 
·.· ... · ·· for · h~lp · I '-not·iced·· curta.ins . · .(ce) · ·s ·~ 'What· told .the ,- stQ'ry' 
hung 'at .. up'stidrs' _windows •. ::·. --· . . · .... :te~'le_r .· 1;:h.~t-' th~re. was : ' :J· . 
w~~e· -there -.p,eop·le· l .iy.ing ·up· .: · · · · .. ·.· .something· wro:ng . in :-.. -. · · · .-
. -there-? · · · ~ · .: ... _ . . .. ·. ·· · : .·, · · . · . the ·· .. stor.e? : -~ · ~_. -... . . .. · · -r · 
·: ·. ·. . . :,:. ,. . ' . . . .. .. ·. =:.·: (the·. strailg~·"<~mell ' : and ·_ : ·_- 1. 
· . · .. ( 
.. . 
· ·· · . . HaJnmerin<J..·a:.t Jh~ · nQ,r~q\f >··. . .... _. :·i·: ·_;_ t-h,~ · _g:lq_w _ : iii'"the , ·:~in~~w,), . ·· .. -~J _. : -: ;\· 
. :: . ·.·· . · ··. . s1de· door l " · scr~amed '~F~re · . . · ·· ·: . .. · · · ·: · ··~ · · .. . . · · ·- ' , · .. -.. , 
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(con) · 8'- What . made ,the story 
teller · thin~ that 
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LEVEL 5 (Oral'Reading--180 words, 10 sentences) 
E~aminer's Introduction: 
Let's read about one of 
the most important new inven-
ti0ns. 
An important j.nvention 
for the people of Canapa's 
north has been the skidoo. 
It pas almost replaced the ~ 
dog sled as· the best means 
of winter transportation and 
communication. ~ 
· - ~ In 1~rge~ towns and 
citie~ the skidoo isi ujed . 
fo-r entertainmeri·t. • In ·places · 
with large distances be.tw.een · 
them .it" is much more important. 
The main use of the skidoo 
i s to transport people in 
places ·where . snow, "ice, cold 
~nd distance make travel by 
car dangerous or impossibfe. 
Now people ne ed not be cut· off 
from the world and .each other 
during the long, . cold win~er ~ 
Even the sick are helped 
. by the skidoo. When the 
weather is too poor for flying 
the patient ±s placed on a 
speci al sled and . pulled · behind 
the skidoo." The hunter uses 
it to visit :his t~aps and · 
huntin~ gr ounds, and t he 
~ postman to bring his mail . 
Although used for many 
chores such a~ bringing water 
and woqd, shopping, anq going r 
to work or schooL, when al.l · 
the hard work is done the · 
skidoo is wonderful for having 
long hours of fun. · 
*Eitner answer ·ls acce ptable .• 
·. 




l. What is the main 
topic of this story? 
('the uses of the 
skidoo, or why the 
skidoo is important 
in the north) 
2 •. Where is <the skidoo 
one of the most 
important inventions? 
(the Canadian north) 
C"'" 
3. What is rneant ,by the 
word "co~unication" 
in this story? 
(to .send a J.llessage to 
someone,. to talk ·to 
someone) 
•* (con) 4. · Why has the s'kidoo 
been so importantr to 
the ·north? • ·. 





communication, or it he los .i 
the sick, the hunters 1 
and the mail dehivery) 
*(ce) 
(ce j 
S. ' Why is the skidoo so 
important to t~anspor.­
tation in the north? 
(because t ravei is 
hard pin the ·winter:or 
ice, snow, co.ld and 
distance make it hard 
to use a · car) 
6. How can th~ skidoo 
.. ~ 
·' 
he~p ' the sick? 
(wnen the weathe r is 
too bad for planes to ., . 
fly tne s~idoo can 
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(f) 7. What is the skidoo 
used for in the 
large cities and 
towns? 
(mainly for sport 
or entertainment) 
*(inf) 8. How can the skidoo 
h~lp\people keep in 
contact with each 
other, even in bad 
weather or over 
great distances? 
(it can transport 
the people for a 
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LEVEL 5 (Silent Reading--184 words, 10 sentences) 
Examiner's Introduction: 
Many good books have been 
written by Newfoundl'anders. 
Let's read .about one ·of these. 
Many interesting facts 
about ·the Beothucks, the · 
first ~ple .known to have 
lived in Newfoundland, are 
found in a book written by 
James P. Howley. Hoo/ley was 
born at St. ' John's in· July~ 
184 7 •. . When he gr~w up he 
' worked as a' geol.ogis-t fo.r 
the .. Newfoun·~lanq governm~nt. 
Ae· ~ra~~lled wid~ly: in' bis 
countr'y and .even ·had ~ town,_· 
the town of Howley,. named 
aft,er bim. · · · · 
on~ of l{6wley'·s. greatest 
hobbies \.ra·s the study of tl:te 
Beothuck . Indians. Ih his 
· book called, "The Beo~hutks . 
or Red Indians" ·he gives a 
clear .~icture of the way these 
people lived. He also tells 
of the. pas sible· reasons why 
these :people did not survive 
after the white inan came. 
As proof of what he wrote 
Howley -includes in his book 
lett;ers aruf reports from 
people · who m~t or sa~ . . th.e 
Indians as well as .p~ctures 
o'f their . homeS 1 WeltpOn S 1 
·clothes, and f~o.d. ,. A. ·number 
of words from '~;.heir la~guage · 
are . there ' for us to see • . . 
The Beothuck~ ha.ve ~:1 :t· 
gone :but this book by a great 
Newfoundlander leaves a great 
deal .to. remind us : of their · 
way 'of life . . ,. ' ' ' ' • 
*Either answer is acc~ptable· • . 
• • ~ ,i 






. - \ ·· 
. * (t) 
1. What is the main 
topic of this story? 
(a book written about 
the Beothucks, or a 
book by Howley about 
the Indians), 
2. Whe~e was James Ho~ley 
bor·n? . 
(St. ' John's) 
3. What does th~ word 
•i ·ancient11 ·m9an? " 
(very . old.) ·. · . 
' ·. ·-' . 
. I. · 
· :4 :' · Who ·.:were th~ . £ irs't 
: ·· 'peopr~· · .kn~wn· .to have . 
lived in Newfoundlanc;l? 
·· (the ·seoth.uck Iri.dians, 
or. the · Beothucks) 
' · ' ·, . ' 
5. What is meant by the 
word 11 hobbieS 11 ? 
(~omething done . in • ..ppare time 1 or 
something .. that you· 
·.enjoy that is no't 
your job) 
*(con) 6. How do.;e know that 
much of .what :How,ley 
wr0te~is true? 
.(because he includes 
'"' ·. 
.. · letters .and pictures 
I, , ' , ' • • 
from people .who really· 
met the Indian's, or 
because he spoke to 
peopl,e who had.' -seen 
or.· spoken to the 
· ·Indians· , .thems~ives) · 
.' . ·. 
I' . . 
. , ·, 
· .(.con~'d.) · .. .. .. 
·.· . 
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(inf) 7. What words in the 
story tell us that 
Howley was a well-
.liked, man in 
Newfoundl and'? 
(there is a town 
named after him,) 
*(con) 8. Where would you look 




the · Beothuck Indians? 
(in the book written 
by Howley or in the 
book called "The 
Beothucks. or Red 
Indians·," o.r in an 
.encyclopedia) · 
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..( LEVEL 6 (Oral Reading--189 words, 11 sentences) 
. . ' 
Exa111iner 1 s Introduct~on ·: 
~lying in · the north is 
sometimes dangerous.. This 
, is a story of one pilot 1 s 
adventure. 
After refueling his 
I 
plane and having a quick chat, 
the familiar· pilot of the 
Comprehension Questions and 
Possible Answers: 
(mi) 1. What is the main 
event in this story? 
(the pl~ne crash) 
. *(f) 2. What kind of airplane 
was used in this story? 
(i;m E. P • A. Otter, pr 
a small plane) 
E.P.A. Otter plane from Goose ~. (t) 
·Bay ·ask·ed . his' fou~ male pas- . 
seiHjers to climb aboard. , He 
3. WB:at is meant by -l;he 
WOrd II familiar." in,' 
this story7 
. (the pilot was .know~ 
to' the ·peopl~ ·,_ .. or : 
sorn~ohe we ~ow) -
got in himself, · sta:rted th¢ 
.. \ .. . 
. motor · and:·. let_ H run quietly · 
. for · a· short t.rhHe. . As the - · 
~otor _warm~d : up~ 'the 'pl~m-e · · ·. 
graduai.ly beg.-~n ' to _:(Jain · speed ('con) . -4. ·How m~ny. ·· people were· 
-ai1ci. move . sJo\<?l~i . alan~ the · · '· .. . aboard :_the plane .. when · 
thick ice,tha.t ' was .the_' -runway . .- ': it :iett:?-
Th~ ·pJlot, unaw·are:- of ' the great · (fiv~) • 
· danger ahead~ waved to 'thosE! 
· left · $.tanding tb'gethe.r on. the *(ce) 5. \'U~at caused the plan~ 
ground. ' to crash?. 
(the engine failed, 
or the wing hook~d in 
the ice, .or ·:the plane 
had not gotten high 
enough .when the pilot 
. tried to _turn ~ it 
The small p.iane taxied 
along the ice for a short 
distance and then turned 
~ar:eful.l.y around.. . After a . 
few seconds the engine roared. 
The plane rushed ·noisily 
across the ice and. ~as 
'. around : to· land again) 
' \ · . 
fin ally air.borne .· . ·* (inf) 6 . 
Just a's n:.s whe.els ieft 
. the~ safety' of the ·ice it~ .-
engine sputtered and l:legari to · . 
fail. The pilot .tr.ieq· ·to 1 t~rn · 
the. machine around ' .to ,: land ·it·. · 
'again; but· unfortul)a:tely ·he 
had- not gotten it high·· enougl) . -~(con) 7. 
to make it .. ' The -. l~tt:Je. · plane's 
le~t_ wing .hooked iri.-'·the rough, . 
ice,· the~ it . spun sideways ariel. 




·why wa·s . the ·silence 
. so terrible? · 
(becau·se ·perh_ap·s · 
everyone :was 1d.)1~d- , 
·or . there was· no .sound 
of -the plane Jlying 
away.) . . 
What words make you 
think that, the. pilot 
was not afdlid of 
~t_arting.- h.:i.s trip?_ 
leon t 1 d. ) . , . 
.. : . 
l 
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and -crashed helplessly back 
onto the ice . . The. silence 
was terrible. 
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(he chatted with 
those waiting, or he 
waved as the plane 
left) 
What material was the 
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A smal·l plane has crashed 
OJl takeoff. Let·• s read and 
-~ee what happens next. 
The people who had just 
moments befo~e waved to those 
leaving on. the. plane 1 now . 
·. s·taod as· if turned to st;.onl'!. 
. Then_ with a shout- .to a young 
· · boy to get the. doctor, they 
· . raced for ·their· skidoos; · 
·.Ro~r-ing thei'r ·engines into 
~·ction they , ~p~d · ~eros~ the 
ice · to ··_the spot where·· the 
. ·broken''."p1·ane lay . half in::: and . 
ha:~~~ t?e _water. · 
• A 
The men aboard the -air-
craf-t were unbei ievin·g as they 
saw what ·was happening. The 
pilot, trained for such 
emergencies 1 unbuckled ·his 
seat belt ·and ordered al-l to' 
jump clear before the plane 
~ could sink beneath the ice. '· 
Qui'ck ly push~ng open the door 
all unhesitatingly leaped 
.into .the icy Nor·th Atlantic . 
waters and scrambled onto the ·. 
rna.i.n ice to safety. s:t:tivering 
· from ··the cold they stamped . 
about as the ·skiQ.oos sped 
towards them·. · ' · 
Pi lot and passenger~ were 
taken to· the nearest homes 1 
given dry clothes, hot . drinks 
and put.· by ·warm fires. · The· 
cras·h was :now quickly becoming 
just a bad dr~am and a 'good 
story. · ' ~ · 
*Either· ·ans'!ler i s acceptable • 
, . 
.. ...... 
,;?~. ·: ·: ··: ,; .· . ; .. ,:::;.· ·~-- • • I J 
· ·. :-.- . 
Comprehension Questions and 
Possible Answers: 
(mi) 1. What is the main 
topic in this story? 
(the escape ftom 






. • '? 
2. In wh1ch ocean does 
this take piace? 
(the north Atlantic' 
Ocean) 
3. What is meant by 
-the phrases "a. bad 
dr:eam·· and a good ·· · 
story."? ._., . · . 
(the incident. was 
so .awful · that it 
will soon. seem •' like . . 
.a · b·ad·· dream- rather · 
· than . soin.ething · t:ttat 
really happen~d~ , and · 
become something to 
be told to ·othe.rs 
· ~ 
for their entertainment) 
(f) 4. How were ·th.e people 
brought back to· the · 
settlement? 
(they . were . brought 
b!iCk by skidoos) 
(con) . 5. What woJ;"dS i~ ·the 
story tel_l· .us that 
the pilot wa-s pre-
. pared to · deal with 
such pr9blems as a 
· crash? · ·' 
. I 
*(t) 
(he was ·trained .l or 
such eme~gencies) 
6 .• What is meant ·by the 
.w'ord "t.mhesita~ingly"-? 
· (they did .not ··wai t _, ' 
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The plane sat caught bX 
he-r .wings until the next 
sunny day when it silently 
slipped through the ice to 
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* ( inf) 7. Why were there no 
special vehicles to 
be used for such 
emergency rescues ·.1" 
present at this . 
runway when the 
''-- ·' 
~ne crashed? 
(it was not a big 
airport, or it was 
only a small place 
that did not have 
the usual equipment 
found at: iarge_ 
airports), 
/ 
(ce) 8. \.fuy didn.' t. th!"! 
plane: sink into ·t he 
ocean immediately? 
' . (the whig wa:s caught 
. in· the . ·1c:~) .. _  
. . .. . 
. ·. ~ 
..... 
. . . -
'· ... 
. .•: 
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LEVEL 7 (Oral Readilpg--240 words, 15 sentences) 
... 
Exa!lline.r' s Introduction: 
· Compr:ehension Questions and 
Possible Answers: 
This is abouAishing 
in Labrador. ' 
' 
In many comiilUni ties along 
coastal,.. Labrador fishing is 
.the rnatn occupation. Ip this 
part of the world which is 
often c~t off_._from fresh food 
"·., supplies . from tne south 'fish 
is · also· the staple of every-
one '.s- diet. · .. 
.· . 
·· · · ·During .e1ariy spring while 
~ai ting for the .ice to break : 
1,1p: and ·. drift away the men ·are 
bu·sy ._niei?-ding net;s and traps, ·. 
g~tat1ng new ones ready and 
making· repairs to boats o-r 
~quip~~nt:. n They ,are seld6~ 
ld~e as they prepare for the · 
summer_ f .ishing ··se~son· . This· 
lasts from early June to . 
Octoper or later if the weather 
. condition_s ·are good. 
~ . . 
· Many kinds of f i·~h are 
caught ·suc:h as trout, salmon, 
cod, herring,, caplin, and 
mackere_l. .• : Some are kept for 
home food supplies but most 
are sold - for . cash. · 
. . -
. Labrador trout ·which are . 
l~~_ge . and_ ve_ry tasty are.· 
caught i-n nets .. · The fisher~ 
men keep ·some but most are· · 
~oJ.;d. Salmon fishing is .well 
~orth 'the · ex-tra work because 
0~ the' n_igh p~ice t;hey bri'ng . 
Co.d, ·although less -pleot:i,.ful, 
are sti.).J. a · good so.urce of . 
income. · Her.r ing and rnack~rel 
*Either answer ia acce?~ab3:e. 
(mi) 1. What is the main 
topic being'discussed 
in this pas~age? 
(fishing in Labrador) 
*(t) 2. In this passage what 
is meant by the word 
"staple."? . 
(the main or basic 
· .food item) 
(.f) - 3 .. In. whrcq ·way are 
· trout C{lught iN 
Labrador? 1 
'(in ne.ts) . 
_ .. (ce) 4. Why ·is f -ish a $tapl.e 
in t~e diet of many. 
people of the :fishing 
coriununi ties "of Labrador? 
(they ar.e often eut 
o.ff from fresh food 
supplies from the 
south) 
*(f) 5. Name the types of · fish 
caught in. Labrador that 
are mentioned in this 
art'icle. . · 
(trout 1 sal{llon, cod, 
herring, -caplin a'nd 
mackerel) · 
(t) 6. What is t~e me?tning 
of . the phrase "source 
·of· income"? 
(a way of' earning ~ 
income · or money) 
~~~) 7. Why do y_ou think that 
. the men .sometimes have 
to_ make several trips ®- . 












.. . . -,' 
. 
are abundant often causing 
the men to make several trips 
to their nets in one day. 
While not eaten much in 
Labrador these fish are a 
main dish in some European 
countries. 
A fisherman's life means 
.long, uncomfortable hours of 
dangerous work often stretch-
ing from dawn until well · 
after dark if the fishing 
is good. .Yet many would 
never tra.de it for a safer, 
eas·ier job .ashore. 
' . 
i 
ERRO'R · COO NT:~ 
. '0 A. . .. p •. A. · .. __ .,... 
·· ·--








(the fish are so 
plentiful that the 
nets fill quickly 
and must be emptied) 
(con) 8. Why do the men spend 
their time in early 
spring· mending nets · 
and traps and re- ~ · 
o pairing the ir .. b9a ts? 
{to prepare fo-r th~ 
fishing season when 
· they would be too 
busy to do these 
jobs) 
'scORING . GUTDE: 
· w·. R. Errm::s· . Coinp . . Errors 
- Ind. 2-3 
Inst. 13 
F ·rust. 26+ 
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LEVEL 7 (St,lent .Reading--247 words, 12 sentences) 
Examiner's Introduction: 
Comprehension Questions and 
Possible Answers: 
. This is a story of under- * {mi) 
water adventure. Read and 
1. What would be a good 
title for this story? 
{"Scuba Divtfg" o.r 
"Deep Sea Adventur:e") 
discover one of the perils of 
the deep. 
. As I splashed into the 
chilly blue · waters of the 
Pac.ific Ocean my· cllllllsy scuba' 
ge~r sudd.enly became . \i/eight-:· · 
~ess~ .. I ·had al:ways i. felt · . · 
. wonde~ful·ly at pe.ace in· this 
sile.nt, shadowy.·world · and · 
tod~y W,as ·· no E!xcE!ption: ... 
, ··$wi~in·g .strtingly' and 
smoothly' t sank deeper · and 
deepdr, my eyes behind their 
protective lerises · graduaily. 
adju'sting to the gloomy 
depth~. The usual array of 
colours · and shapes flashed 
past ~ angelfish especially 
beautiful with their black · 
and . ,Ye.llow. stripes cutting 
across silvery white bodies. 
I wc;ts pleased I had gotten a 
day away ~rc;>m my friends to · 
explore .these: wate.rs. · 
. ' . 
· With one swift movement 
_the many fish ·sudd~nly , dis:.. 
. . api?eared ~n? all· was strangely 
st~ll .. As 1f out of nowhere 
a grec1t white ··shadow slippe4 
sil_ently. intp view, its belly 
an arrow of shining-white, 
the rest of its .. huge body a · 
gray ·. smudge in the water. A 
shark!·· 
' -
*Ei.ther ,answer. is acc·eptable .• . I . 
·' 
·.· 
(f) 2.. In what part of the 
. . (t) 
world does this story . 
·take place? . . I 
(the; ·:r!lcific· ocean). 
' .. . . 
. · . 
.3. ~h.at ·j,_s m.e.ant _by the· 
phras.e ••to ·announce . 
my depar.turell? .' · · · .. · .- : ; 
(to ·tel-l .. so.meone · ·_ ·. -
·th~~ ·]: :~m leaviriq) ·, .. ... ·. 
~ . . : . ' . ' ' . . ' . . -
(.f) ' .4 • . ~at ' was. the actual 
. dci'rig~r ··that . the. 
swimmer met? . 
(a sha;rk). 
(t) . , 5. What is meant b¥ the 
word "menace" in this 
story? 
(something .that is · 
(
aarigerous . or threaten- . ' 
ing) . · .· 
(con) . Ho~ did '·the. swiinmer. · . . 
pl~n . to e~c~p~? · 
. {hi. dropping d.own out 
of sight ' of' ·-the shark 
._ ·. a~d their( by drifting .. " 
: slowly . to·· ·the "su.r 'face . · 
without attractir}g th~ . : .. 
attention of the · .~hark) : . 
*(inf) 7. 
. . 
.... , . . . :. 
·oo you think ·that: the swlmmer · w~s ·expecting 
to · meet . such dange.r? · 
Wh~? . . ... 
' -: ~ . 
. ·r:. 
; . ' 










.. . . 
' : ~ . .~ .' .. ~- ., -.. ' .. .. 
. ' . . . ·.' ~· . · .. .. ~· : ~· . .... ' . 
.·; · •• . ·t. : , . • .. ' - . ' " : • ' 
' ' ," : • ' o • ' ' • ' ' I , • • : ',• • ' · • ' o :' ~ ' • 
' •·"':u·icc' /. :'Y>' .. ·· '"' :!'.J,;~·· ~t~:~~~~,'~'~' ;i,, i ; -~ :;; •.. :·~· · .· .. : :::. 
' i ... . 
· .. 
: ' ~ 
· I 
j 
! · .. 
I dr.opped slowly and 
carefully toward the ocean 
floor away from that silently 
moving menace. It seemed 
m~e il)tereste_d in -a dark 
ca e eaten into the huge 
co al clif{ _to my right. 
I thought of the many 
dcmgers that could be ' 
hid~~n .in that black 
cavern, a giant morray 
eel .or · ~ · sle~ping .octopus. 
.rGr~du~-l+y, so: a's no.t _. to . 
announce m}' departure, ·:'r-. i 
be.gan>t:e> float toward the· . 
. s\itface ~:. <The' huge fish ;-:.:. . . 
. hesitated .. as _. some :.carele:·ss ·; · 
.. . .· . . ' · .. move_ --~~uight: ; it~ · .e.Y·e .• .. :.)n ~i1< ··. 
. ', ·. knowing ', precision '.it-· swept . ' ' 
' . 
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(No,_· beca.use he 
seems ·too relaxed 
ln the begipning; 
or because ' he· felt 
at peace in·. the 
water) 
* (inf) a·. What words te:ll us 
that ·the swin\rner · 
is ah ·experienced 
swimmer? .· . . . 
' .. '. 
I ,• , • 
... · . 
(he. swam strongly 
:and. !3mo9thly, or ·he 
· .. always fel:t,. . at.: pe-~ce . 
. ·· in ·the- wate:r: ~ .iJ.r .-he· · . . 
. : ·k!lew ··:the· .da.ng~is · · : . 
. . that . could ' ··be ' .in. . 
·· .. · .. · :· these. - ~at_e~sl..- ·:. ·· · 
_1, • • ·,. . . - _:}.·. : . _, : 
. ... 
.. ~" . ~ . :__ .. 
.. .. .. --. ·: ~:u;:-ound, _ 'its· ,jaws : locked in ·· 
... ... ·> ·. : · :·-' 'ii inock,i,ng gr"~n ·.:, · Was.· I ... to ·.· · . .- .u 
·. · ., ' . ·. · ' b~ ··its· .~ext.: qti~ck .. l1,1nch ~ , · · 
. .. . ' - '. .. 
·· . .. 
.·. · .. ·.'·. 
.. ·
. : - ~ _; 
' .• 
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THE SPACHE -READABIL'ITY F0~1ULA. 
, ' . . ' 
~;· 
. , ... 
. : ·. 
. ~ . .· . . 
The. Spache (1,97'4').' Readability 'FO:rrnuia ·was applied 
. ~·.· - ·. ·,. / . . 
to all mate.ri~l at -:·the- pr.i~ar-y 'lev~ls· . _ The '··components -of 
this formul.a ,• are:. sen te nee lel1gth and the 'proportion .. of . hard 
. . ; . •, ·~ . · .. ' .'. . . . . . ' 
.words to tpe. :_total ri~er of w~rd·~ 'i-~ ·:a samp{e, a hard wo~d 
\ ., .• Ct. · ·:·· • . q., . .... .. ' ' · : • • • .... • , .. , •• • • 
. ·· :.: . · . .. _.,:~,. heA~~ dne·-'·t -hi:t :.:in. - ~~~~·:·~x{ :.th~ . . ,~ . fbn¢. i{e~i~e~ = wo~.~ --- L~s.t·: · (.f:?pache·, . 
1; . { :.: ,. , · •• · • • • • • • • 
. ..  :. ·:. ,.' ::. . .· . ·.·•· ~· : . . . . 
:. ·; ..... . ·. 
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. . .. 
#, • • 
' · ·· -'.~ ,~ · .·, 
.. 
:: .;, .· : ' ': . . : . _ > .:·b~girining, ml.d~le :'a~'d ~.nd of··a.- -story<or . book·>". ~omple't'in'g ... the ' · -> .. . . ···: ~' ·,· 
.• ··. ·. ' ' : ; • ' ', : ~:: · . . ···, · • .'.: ... . _-·.::. : .. ··- : .. .. . . :' •t;' . . '. ·,O'','· . ' :·>·.· . _; .>: ...  :• ·,·; .:: ~; ~ · ~ ... ·.-,·.· ·; ... ~·;· :~: ,•' . ·~~ · • .• .':.• .' . .''.' ·, 
··., . '• ·: ' ·. 'c9unt . with :: the.'end,'·of:the : sentence ··in: whfch -the ' 6ne. ·hundredth .. . . ~- · ... ·. ' 
·' ·· .. ·. , ·' _.... ·: ' . . . . ·' . ...,• .· . ,.·.. ·. ' ... 
.. · • ' ~ •, .. . ' ; : . , • ·• • • ' - • : ' • I ; : • ':. ' 
· -~~rl q'~~~rs· ~ . · u~fng_ ~ · .w~:rk~~e'et' slmi.la;- to·, that .. ~ugges~ld ·. ·~ ' . ... ... 
I ~ • ' ' by . Spache . ·ll9 7'4) ·and · r:eproduced .. in -°Fig.ure i, . t-~e · .. fo_li'pwirig. 
, ': ' •• _ •• ' • f • '' ' • II Q • ~ .' 0 • .; : ·.l:' ' : • : : ,, ~~ , , ; . , '. 
steps ' sllbuJ;d. be' co~pleted ' for - ~ach p~~sage . sel.'ec~ea.- . 
• • • • : ' • : · • • ;' ' •• • · , · • • ~... · , •• •• ' · : ·" . .. •••• •• ·: · • • -~-· · . , 11• • . • • · • ' : : ' . . .. 
_1. · . Ca1cu'iatei ~ the tota1 -nuinber '· of : words in: the' pas sag~. 
• • . 0 .o. • • • • • • ' . • . •• • . • • ~ ~ f · . ' 
.- .·. · .. 2·. '. ·, C~lcuiat~' th~ :£~t~l·. n~er·.' of sent'en'~e-s 'in the -
. - . . . .·;:.· . . . . . . -. . ·. ... . . .· .. , 
': : • ~- ' .... •• • • " •• !- • : ., • ·..' :··. ~ . .. • t ·, 
- s~lecti·ori. ·-· ·. .. .. . · . :=a··/ · · · · · .: ·. · ~.·- .·... ·· ··· : ·· .' · 
.. : .. :.·:-. ';- , ... ;·, ,: . ".·., ·_ ·· ·:_.,· .... ·. :. · ..... :.· :~ ·.> . .. · . . · ...... _ .. . ·:<.-' .": __ .' .: :'.:,. ·.-.. .. >::-.... . ' .. ~- ,._ ._ 
· · · · · · · ·.·-.. 3. -·- caiclilite. th~ . t.o~-ai nuinber . ~f- ,-w.o~ci·s:.-i~ ,the :- ~ani'pie . . ~·· ·- ~: · 
:.·,. ''_:.., :< .. ·- · ' ::_.· . . ·: . .. :_. ·· .. ·~-- .. :_·:> ' _·· :·: ..:--- ··. ·: , . . :.:' .· :··.:--- --; . . ·· ·. ~--'-:··: · . ·: _ . ·' ... ·: . .... 
:,·. . .. ' · . which>ar~ not .pri the ·Revised Word· List·-.(Spache., .- 1974) •. .. · .. >_ . .·· ., 
··, ,··.. ..:. '·' . . .: .-: :·.· .. ·.: : ~ ... · . . ~ .. :::_'·.o ... · ~.to·· , ', : . :·· :·· , • . , ' ·~· .~· ~" .:~~ - ~ · . , · ·• ' · ; .: •• ' ~ ~ · , • ••. • ,-; .•. :. 
·:· :- t ·. ' ·· · -There ·_are __ a ·nurnhEi.r -:-of .rul~s:··sugges.ted· by: ~pa~h~-~ (1974) ·to. · · ·· · __ .. _ ..... 
· ·-"'·· .: --~ · . . : ~~~~~~.t~:_..t.~e .. --~~fa~{ii~ ~- . ~dr{:·c;ou~t-~·~:~~t · a.·:gOi)d·-~~:1~-: of . : tri-~rnb· . . , ~--· . · :--':: ·. 
/ ·• •I • : : : •' ' ' ·, ' ,. : 'J • ' ' :: • • • : 1: ,..· ,' ' ' ' : • • ' • . ., : •' ' • ' •' ~· ; '• ': :. ' : ; ' ~' • . , ' • • • ' • ( ·~, :' • ~ • ~: 
· .- · ' · . . _·· .: ·· -' · > .:is. ~tt~~ ··rnost - ~dmrito~·-'. deri'V.~<i\w'o~ds:·~ar.e . .. co~s:i.dei~d.-farid.l·l.at .· ·.: - .~ .. · '· ·- , · . .-. 
• ' • · ,: -:' •. '· • • • . . ~:, . :·, , • • ' ' ·• '.J .. :·, <t_'<', • ....... , ... :, .:-·.., · , ,''4 ,~ : :· :;.~ , · ,~ -:'': i I ·:· .<-·.: .. '· ,~ :~ ... ~~ .: .. . : ~·· ,-'~ .'·, ·· · •, ', . :··, ~ 
. . · · ·. -.. :: ·-·  . : -. ~ ". ·. even· wheri. not.: listed separate_ly· . .. _ The - ~x~eptiori i;o' ·:tl:lis .. rul~ .. ::·.-, -<<:.--:.'·, .. · .:_-.. . _·
.. : . . ·.·; ... ~ :- ·. -.· ·: .. . ·· .·<. '• ·-~· · .... · .. .. : _.· ./~~· ~~ - .. ·::.·.-:·· .. ·. ~·-1.:;·: . ':·: ; ·. , . . · . . . ' .. ·.:.:. . . ' · ·.~· . -· ..... · ~·: . ... . ·· . . ·(:·:.- · .. ~ - ~ -. · ·: · . . : .. ~ • . : ·~ · :·,.: ·. : ::: 
:_. . ·· : .. ·.·-·. :<: .. ··· : QCt~rs ·~~hen ::~he_re ·~s :·~a~-.:oha~ge · i _n._;·the 's{felli.x:icJ'. O.f· th~ , ~as,e wo,;d ~.~ ... · ·. _ .'·: :.'·; ;:_: ·j --
' · .. · . • ..•. ; } :  ~:.: / •.. · ' ~ :>a~C~:~:~t .th~ av:~:~~-~ .•. --.~n-;f~~-Je. :_ •. •. ~/.·.. ~!J_.· • ~f.: .y_ · .. ·::i_v,}~h; i-i .. >. :: ' ,·{ ' :. ; ;n 
.:·· . . .. . . . . . ,·: .. . ~ :· . . 
1 . . .. · .• .: · .• 4 ' .:-· •• · ._· . . ... • • • \ • :· . · . ·.l .- . ' •' ..... ' ·, ··,·~· ' _ ' -:~· . · ... ···,. ,· .. __ ;; ·: .... . ... ......... ..· :· . ·· . ;·~ · . ~·- .. _; 
>· -... .• -·..• • .• . >:· ·. ·-. -.·· :· , ·{~ .·: < :"; ,?::: >:';/;<,;·;<: . . .ii:z}:f:F_.;') • I./:/ . ·:··· j~W: 
_ }::,,~r-.';_ ; · ;~~l.t.~~'§1~?~~f~:~ .. ~f:~~~;:~sr::.:;~ ~~?-!-'t,;fY;:~?it , ~- .. ~· ·c-"1"~~-~ ;:6/;~~::-~· ~:, :~.; · :.:, :,~ :·: : ·:·: -. · ::. .: ::.: ::: ·-~ , · 
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the total n~mber of words ·by the total number of sentences 
in the passage. 
5. Multiply the average sentence length, Step 4, by 
the constant .121. 
6. Multiply the number of hard words in · the• sample, 
Step 3, by the constant_.082. 
7. Answers from.Steps ~ s ,and 6 are added to the constant 
• 659 to produce the. estimate of readability ~or that .. sarttple. 
I 
8. Steps 1 to_1 )re .~repeated for eac~ selection chosen 
. . . " . ~ 
from the ·book o:r;<_ st~J;Y .·.· 
. -! 
9. Th.e three .. to five --r~adability .estimates so produced 
•, • ' • t I ~ 4 ' ' _' ' • ' : ' • ! ' 
then" ~ve~~ge'd to· give· t ·he· estimate of· r ,eadabilfty ·for 
. . . ' . . . ,·-. .. ·. 
are 
th~ entire s'tory or -1j,ook und.er 'exain:i,.nation. · .· : 
~ -
' 
7 ''• . " 
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SPACHE READABILITY WORKSHEET 
Book Date 
Author Publisher 
Page Page ___ Page ___ PageJ-__ 
>I 
From~ From ___ From 
1. Totql n~mber . of · words 
.2 ~ Number of sentences 
3. Ntirnber of wo:s::ds .not 
on Revised \'lord List 
4. Av~rage s~ntenc::e length 
(Di~ide ·1 by 2) · · 
5. Multiply 4 by -' _.121 
6. Mult-iply ) · by • oa2 
.. 
7. Add-constant 
' 8. Estima.ted grad.e level 
' -(:Ad~ 5 ~· 6 a~d · !) .. .· 
t ' 
Average. of · estimate 
J • 
y . 





































THE HARRIS-JACOBSON. READABILITY FORMULA 
The Harris-Jacobson Readability Formula 2 (Harris~ 
& Sipay, 1975) was applied in this study to materiAl thought 
to be at or above the grade four leye-1 . . 
As with the Spache ~1974) readabilit~ formula it 
. . ,. 
was sugges~ed ~hat at least thr~e to ~ive sample~from 
e~ch third of a book or selection, should. be examined. The 
authors · state that the sample -should consist of ~wo hundred 
. .. ., • . I 
. , ... ,·r. . . . . 
consecutive ,words ending. with< the ~ast WO'l;'d Of the . sen.tence . 
. . . ' ' . '. .· . : . ' . ·~ . . . . . . . .. .~. : :· .. : . . . . .· : ' . 
. in which· the .two ·hundredth word occurs if· .the 'e-stimate .. c>"f : . 
.-: · .·teadability is · : ~~·· · .b~ . ~~·liab;i~-.~ ... <a.~r~is·-.,·.· : ~'ipay~· ·· · i9·;~ ,; ;~ .,-- : . ·~ -: . 
. . • . . . . ;. . • . . ,• . . ·. : f . . . . ~ . . . . . ~ ' ' • . ... 
: rrhere. at~: two - v~~l~b-les ·to_ 1;>~ . . ·con~idered· ·. in thi.s 
' .for'mula· re~erred to, .as variabl~ one ·f\71) . and variable two 
(V2) • 
. . 
Variable · one (Vl) 
Vl is the perce~t of uni 9ue, .urifam~lia~ .~ord-s. A 
' . 
word is col)sid_ered ·. u~fainil~ar 'if it does not occ~··: p_n · th~ 
.-Harris-Jacob~on Short R_eadability ,r,;i·st · (Harris & slpay~ . · l975) ·• 
~ . . . . . 
The. e~c~J&.i:on. .. to th~s ' ru:~e .}s ~~d~ -.-~n:_the i• cas~ .~f ~roper 
• ~ •' , , · ' , • ' ' ' • • ' • : • : • ' • • • ' , • ~I • •• • . • ', • ' ·, '. )' ' : , ' : :: ' • ' • • t . ' • • • ~ • ' 
·nouns· which. a,re con,~,i,der~d· -. ·fam:i:li!ir. · . ·pn,ique · sim.p_ly- me .:ins ' · · 
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' ' 1 
' : ' } ' 
·~ : . 
r 
. • ' 
, •," r 
th'at a· word is · C:otint·ed as uhfa~iii;r onl~ the fir.~~ .~i~e· it .', ' ' 
. . ·: :. ' . :. . . - . ' . ·. . . . .· . . . ·. ~ .:. ~ . ' ~ . . . ' . . . _.· . 
app~_ars. iri. a - pas~age regarc:tless . o~ .how of.ten: it·· .. is: p,d.nted · ·. ;.'' · ~-
- ''.' I \ • ' ' ' • • • , • ' • · ' ' - • • ~ .', ·. ·" ' ~ ", ~ ' • ' • ' ' •:. • 
. . there .• · To compute. ·Yl · .divid~ . . the· tb.tal . ~umbe;- o·f words .:~~ .. " . :·· .. :~ :- ··. · 
• \ ' ' ' •: • • ' ' . ' ' ' ' ' ~ ' ' I • I • , ' • • :r~, . ._ '' • I • • '. •, I' ' I' ~ ' • • •' ' .• • ', ' 
:··f' ·. . _·the sainp~~ into· the :inunbe;r 'of :;jln~qtiei·· unfamtU:ar ·.word·!?:· and · ,: :. ·_ :·· . . :·.:_ .. 
' ··.! ' ' ' ' . . .... _ . :: . .. ' . : .-· 
. _ · . . multipiy ·t;.his · by-: 100; ... ,. :: :.. _·:":.:·. ·.· · .. ··•·.. ·.· · ,.·" · ~ --. :· . ... ·. :·.-·.:·: · 
:· ! . . . . .... . ' . ' J .' • • , • - ' • • • • • • t ' •• • • _ .. ~ 0 • • .. ' ' • -~-: - • '·, .· • • • :: : • . ... . 
' ·'}. ·1 ·,. • .• • ,. _ _ ··- :. . .-'' · , ·-••• : ,·v · .... ···:.. . .- .. ·.: . : .. -. . ·.·· :. { ; ·.: . . ·: ·" ..... .. . 
. . . ~ . . ' "' ~: . ' . . . ·.' : . . · .. 
' .·f ·: ·:, '.. . " . : ~_.'_ .,' ' .. ,;··.:_ ,· .:: ..  ~ ... _. ;_ ·:·: ::> .. ' _:: . . ·· ·~ · ., :._ -.: ... : :~:.- :. ·:·;·< · ' :; ,.__ :--·. 
, 
Vl = the · number of unfamiliar words X 100 the total number of words 
Variable Twb _{V2) 
159 
V2 is the average~sentence length or the mean number 
of words per sentence. Th~s is computed by. dividing the 
total number of' words in a $ample by the total number of 
, •, 
. .' 
. . ~ . . . . 
.... 
:.. , 
. ! · 
sentences to th~ee decimfl. pl?o-ces: . 
v2 = the. 'totai number of words 
the · n..urnber ·of s~ntenc.es 
I· 
Predicted · sco·re 
... 
./-. 
~ - ·:. 
· · · · · ' · .... , · Pred.iot~a' - sco~e · = . ·.:~,4 ov.i ·'+ · ·• J.S3V.2 + . 56(} • .. 
· Vl and V2 are inserted · .into the abo.ve fcir~ul.a to obtain 
. . 
. the· predicted scqre. This figure is then referred to a 
table {Table 8). The number . as read from -the table is the 
readability 
' . t . . 
level for that sample. 
~ . . 
~ (. ' .. : .. ·• ·. . ·, 
steps of the . aa~ris-Jacobson The 
(Harris _ & Sipay ~ _i97S) which may , be · ~ntered ori aj\fqrksheet 
~ . -· 
simi"lar to. 'that'. ·a:f . Figure 2 .'.are , as :fqllows: 
. ;, ·. _ :. -]:~ .· 6alcuia~e · th~ :n·uinb_e~ ·~~ ~~r~:s ':·in.··the sample • . 
• ;~ ' • :' ' ' ' \ . : ' •" ... • ' : • : I , ~ ' ' ,• ,• ',' • ' • I 
, ~ · . .. , · i. · · 2 • .' . cal'c~ l~te:,· the ·number o:f .. unf~ili.ar ·words. · 
.) · : · ' \ ': ·. :_. 3_: • . _ · ::~ai6~J.~~e· ·. t~~ .".n~er·~qf·,_ sen·t~nc_e_~ · ·.:in t~~- ~-amp~e· , 
.,.. . ' .. . ... , . . -
·,:.! ' . ';." .: .. .. ~- 4/ . C~l~u.l·at~ Vl'; . :v-1 · -~ ·. 2i.~f i_- x : ·100 .:~ 
- -. ~ 1. , • . "4, ~. ·. :. _: .. - -~- >. _  ·.· . :_·._·. : . .. . · -.. _. : ~ .· · '-~ . ' ·· .. ' -... ' -
! . . · ·.' S·. · · Calculat~ .V2 •·V2 =· 1 -: 3 • · 
1f ·-·<··. ··· ·· · :·~,- ~ : 6, ~ :- .. :· ~l .x·.·:-·· ~ :140~ ·>'--'i ' -:·:·- .. . . . . 
.. ! ::· :. -' . . . : . .. , . ' .. ' . ·.·'. :·. 
~. , • ·~ ' l . : • • • : • .• . : 
;~.t ..-::_::·_··.  ·.-.· ···· ·.·.:· __ · . ::_ :· .. ~ -- · · ; _·?.~ . '·. ,~2. , ~_ :~isJ:J .. . ·· . · 
1
1 - '.·. : ·. . .. ;·.·· .. ' . . : .. ' .. ' . . :· ·: ·• : .· : · :--. 
o o ., ~ ' ' ",( ' o ' ' I ' ,' ~ ' _.~ .. ' I , "\ ;·, o '· ' ' 
I • • ' • ' ' ' I • ' ' • I ' - I o : ' ~ •' I • : • :, ':'; ~- ' , -~ -~' • ' •' 
• .. . ~ ·-> 
' . ·. : .. . .. .. : 
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in the Harris-Jacobson Readability Formula 2 
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Predicted Score (F'ormula 2) 
4.22 4.80 
·~I . 




s~ 29. ·s·. 67 
s; 68·· 
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8. Step 6 + Step 7 + .560 =Predicted Score, or 
.140Vl + .153V2 + .560; Predicted qcore. 
9. The pre~cted sco~e is referred to Table 8 which 
indicates the corresponding readability level. This process 
is repeated for each o·f the three to five samples chosen. 
The ~stirnates of readability so found are then averaged 
to find the overall e~timate of readability for t ·he complete 
book_ or story. 
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